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CHAPTER 1

At Home in International Politics

THE PROMISE OF PROGRESS

The origins of this book can be traced to our long journey, both individual
and shared, studying indigenous peoples’ position in international politics.
In the course of that research, we have reflected on the meaning of progress
and mustered the courage to speak out on some of the ignored or silenced
issues in the prevailing political system as it invites its ‘Others’ to join.
Originally, as scholars in international relations, we were drawn to the
much-celebrated advances taken within two international political forums,
the United Nations and the Arctic Council, steps that signaled greater
attention to indigenous peoples’ contributions and agendas. For a long
time, the relations between states and indigenous peoples in international
politics had remained static, with no real events signaling progress or a shift
in the power positions. Now there was an air of hope and anticipation. It
seemed that indigenous peoples and their situations would finally gain the
political and legal attention that they deserved and that the position of
the peoples in pursuing their causes had significantly improved. This being
the case, the surge in indigenous peoples’ engagement and inclusion in
what was a relatively short time-span—from the late 1980s to the end of
millennium—sparked interest and anticipation that, indeed, global politics
was changing.

As we started our respective studies on the political participation of
indigenous peoples in the United Nations Permanent Forum on
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Indigenous Issues and the Arctic Council in the early 2000s, we were eager
to reveal the dimensions of the anticipated progress. In particular, we
wanted to identify the various ways in which indigenous representatives
took part in these political forums and how their newly gained presence
might influence the politics carried on there. At the early stages of our
research, we were enthusiastic about the prospect of international politics
‘moving on’ and rearranging itself to be more inclusive of those whom the
traditional state-based system had excluded, indigenous peoples being the
premier example. The studies that we read, the people that we interviewed
and the documents that we pored over were full of appreciative and con-
gratulatory words on this moment of success in global politics. The new
ethos of inclusion highlighted the novel possibilities, forms of political
cooperation and leverage that the peoples had gained, a development
contrasting sharply with the fact that international politics, the UN espe-
cially, had in many cases disillusioned the peoples in (not) addressing their
needs. In short, our interest in politics and indigenous peoples was piqued
by this period when something actually happened in global politics: indig-
enous peoples gained institutional access and a political platform of
their own.

As years went by and piles of data accumulated, both of us in our
respective research contexts became increasingly puzzled by the notion of
change. It did look like some structural progress might have taken place, but
in the end there was more talk about the change than a detailed analysis of
the data suggested. The decision of the UN to establish the Permanent
Forum on Indigenous Issues and the inclusion of indigenous representatives
in the regional political cooperation in the newly established Arctic Council
had opened up avenues for the peoples. However, after the eye-catching
event of inviting the peoples in, very little had happened in terms of political
substance, enhancing participation that was genuinely equal or taking the
issues raised by indigenous representatives further. It was at this point, when
both of us were struggling to articulate our critical findings, that our
respective studies morphed into a joint endeavor. Over a cup of coffee, we
came to realize that our respective sets of data pointed toward the same
conclusion to an astonishing degree. We discovered a striking similarity in
the two political spaces—Arctic politics and the UN—as regards the phrases
used, the understandings of what indigenous peoples were to represent and
the prevailing air of progress. From the wording of policy documents to the
statements delivered, there was a tangible consensus over the significance of
indigeneity and indigenous peoples’ political representation in global
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politics. The inclusion of indigenous peoples seemed to signal an epic
moment of change in politics, one giving the peoples some of the power
that had previously belonged to states and genuinely valuing the peoples’
knowledge, experience and worldview.

It is true that when one looks back in history, global politics and its
treatment of indigenous peoples have undergone a rather significant
change. It was back in the 1920s that indigenous leaders first approached
the League of Nations, the predecessor of the United Nations (Indigenous
Peoples’ Center for Documentation, Research and Information 2017). In
1923, Chief Deskaheh, representing the Six Nations of the Iroquois, sub-
mitted a petition to the League of Nations challenging Canada’s control
over Iroquois lands and resources. The impetus for the petition was the
violation of the peoples’ rights as sovereign nations. It stated:

We have exhausted every other recourse for gaining protection of our sover-
eignty by peaceful means before making this appeal to secure protection
through the League of Nations. If this effort on our part shall fail we shall
be compelled to resist by defensive action upon our part this British invasion
of our Home-land for we are determined to live the free people that we were
born. (Petition to the League of Nations, cited in Corntassel 2008, p. 110)

What the Six Nations were petitioning for was recognition of their rights,
protection and just distribution of resources—the very same claims that the
indigenous peoples of today pursue in and through national and global
politics. Unfortunately, Chief Deskaheh was never able to take the petition
to the Assembly of the League of Nations in his time, for the peoples’ cause
was deemed to be a domestic Canadian matter (Corntassel 2008, p. 110).
In other words, indigenous issues were considered domestic concerns, and
international politics was not willing, or able, to address them.

Some 80 years later, in 2002, global politics seemed to be on the verge
of a new era when Kofi Annan, then Secretary-General of the United
Nations, gave a speech at the first session of the recently established
Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues. Mr. Annan welcomed the indig-
enous representatives by saying “you have a home at the United Nations”
(UN Secretary-General 2002). It looked as if international politics had
taken the indigenous cause to heart; the international community seemed
conscious of, and responsive to, the peoples requiring international pro-
tection and their being valid claimants for such protection. The very same
politics that had previously turned its back on the peoples was now taking
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them under its wing. The welcoming of indigenous peoples and their issues
into international politics—a forum from which they were previously
explicitly excluded—has been seen as a breakthrough, a significant shift
and milestone marking progress in, and of, politics.

Indeed, when it comes to indigenous peoples and international politics,
there is a tendency to think that significant steps have been taken and a great
deal has happened. This perception of change resonates with the idea(l) of
liberal and modern politics as a politics that is assumed to be more equal,
more righteous and more inclusive. Indeed, progress is the premise of liberal
politics, which is thought of as improving itself and ‘becoming better’
(e.g. Barnett and Finnemore 2005). Plainly, the ethos of progress and
promise of something better is embedded in politics, for without such an
ethos, it would lose its purpose and logic. Accordingly, the inclusion of
indigenous peoples and other marginalized groups has been interpreted as a
signal that politics is moving forward. The extent to which progress actually
takes place in politics is another question.

This book delves into global politics and the alleged change for the better
in its treatment of indigenous peoples and their causes. At the core of the
work is a critical discussion of power relations as well as whether, to what
extent and how these relations have been (re)arranged over time. The key
themes of the book, in addition to global politics and indigeneity, are
contemporary colonialism, neoliberal power and the governing of life.
Drawing on our individual and joint research, we argue that, despite the
seemingly radical reorganization of the relations between indigenous peo-
ples and their (previous) colonizers, what we see today is no more than the
emperor’s new clothes. In elaborating our argument, we undress the
emperor, as it were, by scrutinizing the contemporary drive of politics to
include indigenous peoples, to solicit indigenous resilience and to care for
indigeneity. Our discussion reveals how, despite the current, more subtle
operations of international politics, the emperor continues to rule, that is,
colonial rationality prevails.

SITES FOR INDIGENEITY IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS

The much-touted progress in indigenous issues in global politics is not
without basis. The often cited milestones in the welcoming of indigenous
peoples and their issues in what has previously been the sole domain of states
include fresh interest on the part of the United Nations in indigenous issues
starting from the 1970s, the establishment of the UN Working Group on
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Indigenous Populations in 1982, the approval of ILO Convention
No. 169 concerning Indigenous and Tribal peoples in Independent
Countries in 1989, the establishment of a political organization for Arctic
cooperation in 1996, the forming of the UN Permanent Forum on
Indigenous Issues in 2000 and the adoption of the UN Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in 2007. These and other developments
have sought to improve the peoples’ abilities to be heard in international
politics in order to put moral, political and legal pressure on the nation-
states concerned. In addition to safeguarding the peoples’ rights of political
participation, the aim has been to secure their cultural, economic and social
rights, on both the individual and collective levels.

At the heart of these milestones is the recognition of the continuing
existence of indigenous peoples and their causes and of their role as stake-
holders and claimants in global politics. In keeping with the more general
transition in international relations toward a more inclusive and consultative
politics, the mechanisms to include indigenous issues have relied on declar-
atory maneuvers that remain in the domain of soft law. The mechanisms
chosen have enabled indigenous peoples to be heard and, as such, to have a
footing in contemporary global politics. The UN, in particular, as a key
platform for most of the events referred to as milestones, has had major
significance for the global indigenous movement in its raising awareness and
facilitating developments at the regional level (Dahl 2012).

The ILO Convention No. 169 is the only legally binding instrument
that deals with indigenous peoples on the international level. Among
other things, the Convention safeguards the peoples’ rights to their
lands and participation in decision-making and development. However,
altogether only 22 countries have ratified the Convention to date, and in a
number of others—pro-human rights countries with indigenous
populations—ratification is still either only under consideration or a
non-issue altogether (International Labour Organization 2017). For
example, of the Nordic countries with Saami population, forming a people
whose traditional homeland covers Northwest Russia and the northern
parts of Finland, Sweden and Norway, only Norway has ratified the
Convention; it did so back in 1990. Another case is that of the Inuit.
They are an indigenous people living in northern Canada, Alaska (USA),
Russia and Greenland (Denmark), yet only Denmark has ratified the
Convention, in 1996. As the critical literature on the challenges encoun-
tered at the national level in getting the Convention ratified has shown
(e.g. Larsen 2016; Heinämäki et al. 2017), international political
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developments that would have any legally binding effect in indigenous
issues are yet to come.

The lack of legally binding instruments notwithstanding, the recognition
of indigenous peoples’ political agency has been considered vital in both the
international human rights framework and political processes. For example,
ILO 169 highlights the importance of indigenous peoples’ participation in
decision-making, land issues and environmental, social and economic devel-
opments at large. The peoples themselves have also advocated for their
inclusion in environmental management and sustainable development and
the utilization of their knowledge in these areas (Heinämäki 2010). To this
end and to promote their full and active participation in politics, the peoples
have established their own international cross-border organizations, exam-
ples being the Saami Council, created in the 1950s, and the Inuit Circum-
polar Council, founded in the 1970s. These organizations work to increase
the visibility of the peoples internationally and to complement bodies with
exclusively national mandates in order to promote the peoples’ rights. The
Saami Council, for example, provides a framework for the Saami in Russia,
Finland, Sweden and Norway to come together as one people, whereas the
Saami Parliaments (Sámediggi) in Finland, Sweden and Norway operate
within their national political and legal frameworks. All in all, the permanent
inclusion of the peoples in the structures of international institutions and the
peoples’ active role in claiming their rights have resulted in the peoples now
unquestionably being seated at the ‘tables’ of global politics.

The political sites of indigenous inclusion that are of particular interest in
this book are the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council. The UN
Permanent Forumwas created to coordinate and integrate indigenous issues
in the UN system. It is an advisory expert body, established in 2000, under
the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), one of the UN’s principal
bodies along with the Security Council and the General Assembly. The
Permanent Forum’s position under the ECOSOC gives it a broad mandate
in terms of the topics to be addressed. The Forum’s tasks include formu-
lating recommendations to the ECOSOC, UN agencies, states, indigenous
and civil society organizations, private-sector actors and the media (Hand-
book for Participants 2007). Also noteworthy is the Forum’s composition, a
novel and much-celebrated feature. It consists of 16 expert members—eight
state- and eight indigenous-nominated—all of whom have an equal posi-
tion. Yet another key element is the open-door policy in the Forum’s annual
sessions whereby any indigenous organization that wishes to participate is
welcome.
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Since 2002, the Permanent Forum has held annual ten-day annual
sessions that have become the largest international gathering of the world’s
indigenous peoples, with more than 1000 representatives attending
(UN Division for Social Policy and Development 2017). As well as indig-
enous peoples’ organizations and indigenous parliaments, the participants
in the sessions represent member states, civil society organizations and
academia (Handbook for Participants 2007). An important part of the
annual gathering is the lobbying work done by indigenous peoples’ orga-
nizations outside the formal meetings. In addition, various thematic side-
events take place during the ten days. As an expert body, the Forum does
not have a mandate to make decisions. Rather, it gathers and disseminates
information, raises awareness and enhances coordination and integration of
indigenous issues within the UN.

The Arctic Council can be considered a regional equivalent of the Per-
manent Forum. Established in 1996, the Council is an intergovernmental
forum that brings together Arctic states and representatives of indigenous
peoples to address concerns and challenges affecting the region. According
to the Arctic Human Development Report (2004, pp. 17–18), the region
encompasses Alaska, the northern areas of Canada, Greenland, the Faroe
Islands, Iceland, the northern areas of Russia and the northernmost
counties of Norway, Sweden and Finland. The area accounts for approxi-
mately 8% of the surface of the earth.

The tasks of the Arctic Council resonate with its origins in the Arctic
Environmental Protection Strategy (AEPS), set out in 1991, which under-
took to map, measure and, ultimately, protect the region and its environ-
ment. Environmental agendas have broadened, and the Council has
extended the relevant issue areas in the Arctic to include the social, cultural
and economic challenges that northern communities face. As it stands, the
Council has been described as an Arctic voice and a decision-shaping body
in regional and global politics (e.g. Axworthy et al. 2012). Moreover, it has
been viewed as an exemplar of broadening traditional state-centric under-
standings of political participation by including indigenous peoples in
its work.

The Council has eight member states (the Nordic countries, Russia, the
USA and Canada) and six indigenous peoples’ organizations, which have
the status of Permanent Participant. The organizations are the Arctic
Athabaskan Council, Aleut International Association, Gwich’in Council
International, Inuit Circumpolar Council, Russian Association of Indige-
nous Peoples of the North and Saami Council. The work of the Arctic
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Council is also followed by several non-Arctic states and a number of
intergovernmental, interparliamentary and non-governmental organiza-
tions that have been granted the status of Observer. The right to participate
in the work of the Council is limited to the representatives of the member
states, the Permanent Participants and the Observers, and these actors have
effective opportunities to influence the Council’s policies. As a result,
indigenous peoples have a strong and acknowledged position as stake-
holders in Arctic issues. The Arctic states also benefit from maintaining
and developing cooperation with indigenous groups (Tennberg 1998;
Wilson and Øverland 2007).

The Council has a more informal structure than comparable interna-
tional bodies and it does not have decision-making power as such. The
chairmanship of the Council rotates among the member countries every
two years. Decisions are made by consensus and issued in the form of
non-binding declarations, which are drafted in ministerial meetings held
every second year. Declarations set out the future action of the Council, but
the larger regional and global impact of the Council derives from knowl-
edge production, concretized in the data and analyses provided by six expert
groups. Through the work of the Council, indigenous peoples have, in a
historical way, gained a politically recognized status as experts on the
phenomena that take place in their life worlds.

Both of these forums have been described as exemplary, even excep-
tional, in providing political space for indigenous peoples’ representatives
(Heinämäki 2010; Shadian 2009). The forums share three distinctive fea-
tures: they are international; they address social, environmental and eco-
nomic issues at large; and they are spaces within which indigenous peoples
may exert influence and take part in shaping decisions. Where the Arctic
Council deals with issues related to the Arctic and attracts the participation
of Arctic indigenous peoples, the Permanent Forum is a global gathering
place, drawing indigenous representatives from all over the world. The
special role of indigenous peoples in global debates on sustainable develop-
ment has been affirmed by their participation in the Forum. In addition to
formal inclusion in the UN system, the Permanent Forum has offered
indigenous peoples a place to develop cooperation and political strategies
among themselves. In contrast to the creation of the Permanent Forum,
in the case of the Arctic Council participation of indigenous peoples was
secured by according them a particular position from the outset, not through
a later move to correct past dismissal of them and their issues. In addition, the
way in which the Council has made environmental protection and scientific
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aspirations distinctive elements of Arctic politics (Nilsson 2007; Shadian and
Tennberg 2009) has enabled indigenous issues to become recognized as
relevant to development in the Arctic and the world at large. Indigenous
peoples’ historical knowledge, current observations and daily experience of,
for example, environmental and social changes taking place have become
integral facets of not only Arctic politics but also global discussions on
development, climate change and sustainability. Previously, input on their
part was considered irrelevant or insignificant.

Despite their progressive attitude toward the inclusion of indigenous
peoples in international politics, both the Permanent Forum and the Arctic
Council, as well as their promise of change in politics and its treatment of
indigenous peoples, have been criticized. As consultative and decision-
shaping bodies, the forums’ political impact has been questioned: their
mandate is to produce recommendations that they do not have the tools
to implement or monitor in practice. They have also been accused of being
state-centric and bureaucratic (Lindroth 2006, 2011; Heininen and
Numminen 2011). Nevertheless, these shortcomings have not diminished
the role of either body as providing indigenous peoples with new opportu-
nities for participation and exerting influence. The criticism raised by the
peoples toward the limited leverage offered by these state-led political
institutions, as well as calls for resurgence (Alfred and Corntassel 2004;
Niezen 2009; Coulthard 2014), has not resulted in the peoples walking
away from these opportunities, as limited as these may be.

SKETCHING GLOBAL INDIGENEITY

The transformation of international law and politics to become inclusive of
indigenous peoples and their causes has triggered growing use of the term
‘indigeneity’. The fairly recently gained recognition of indigenous peoples
(lacking) rights and their historically oppressed position is in line with a
universal perception of the peoples as a collective with a shared experience
of dispossession and of being deprived basic human rights. The global
perception of what indigenous peoples have been deprived of, how they
identify themselves and differ from others and how they have been treated
historically has given rise to the notion of ‘indigeneity’ as a common
denominator that validates the peoples’ claims and presence in politics and
before the law.

The history and development of the concept of indigeneity has been a
two-way street. On the one hand, the international legal framework
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introduced the term ‘indigenous’ to refer to a distinct group or community
of people in order to define those in need of protection. One of the earliest
appearances of the term was in the documents of the International Labour
Organization (ILO) in the 1950s. Before that, it did not normally apply to
describe people but flora and fauna native to a specific area. The human
rights efforts of the ILO on behalf of the peoples in its Convention
No. 107 Concerning the Protection and Integration of Indigenous and
Other Tribal and Semi-Tribal Populations in Independent Counties, from
1957, marked a surge in the use of the term. In what was an era of
assimilation, the views of the indigenous peoples themselves had been
given no part in these legal and political considerations (Niezen 2009,
p. 27). On the other hand, it did not take long for the indigenous peoples,
struggling to make their causes heard in the international political and legal
debate, to adopt the term and to utilize it for their own political purposes. If
the political and legal mechanisms of that time were particularly keen on
making a distinction between ‘Settlers’ and ‘Natives’ in societies, so were
the peoples themselves, as the distinction served to highlight their lack of
rights and protection. For the world’s indigenous peoples claiming their
rights, recognition of their cultural losses and redress for the wrongdoings
of the past, ‘indigenous’ as a term denoting collectivity has provided the
previously individual and domesticated struggles with global visibility and
strength. After changing its take on indigenous issues from seeing them as
domestic concerns to considering them causes for the international com-
munity, the United Nations has been the principal institutional home for
the development of the concept of indigeneity, and it has provided a
platform for indigenous peoples to meet and strategize (e.g. Merlan 2009;
Dahl 2012). The recognition or acknowledgment of global indigeneity—as
we see it today—has not, however, taken place without state affirmation.

The rubric ‘indigeneity’ binds together peoples through their consider-
able historical similarities of “settlement, colonization and marginalization”
who on that basis have “moral claims on nation-states and on international
society because of inhumane, unequal and exclusionary treatment” (Merlan
2009, p. 304). The term and its strategic use have been politically helpful for
the peoples (Brysk 2000; Niezen 2003, 2009). The political currency of the
term is linked to its relational nature, the ability to construct and create
relations between the peoples as a joint force of various indigenous nations
that align themselves to act as a unified counterforce to the states. Crystal-
lizing the historical and current differences between indigenous people and
the majority populations has been instrumental in order to ‘close the gap’
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that exists between the peoples and the rest of the population in terms of
rights, social and economic conditions and well-being. The term has
succeeded in establishing this relationality as a difference that has political
and legal significance (Merlan 2009, 2016).

Utilizing the construct of the ‘global indigenous’ as a platform to join
forces and forge common claims has made it possible for indigenous peoples
to build up their strength as an opposition to the power monopoly of the
states. However, the construction of global indigeneity, or pan-indigeneity,
by the political and legal systems as well indigenous peoples themselves has
not come without strings attached. While it has provided political leverage,
the assumption of a type of existence that is shared globally among the
peoples and that could have ‘indigenous’ as a descriptive common denom-
inator has also led to regional, historical and cultural nuances being
overlooked. The focus on perceived commonalities in the peoples’ cultural
and historical backgrounds and the concomitant expectation of shared
needs minimizes the heterogeneity of the peoples, their histories, experi-
ences and needs. This simplification of the needs of those who have been
marginalized, that is, the poor, refugees and the ‘underdeveloped’, among
others, is characteristic of international politics, indigenous peoples and
their situations being no exception. The less heartening side of the recog-
nition of global indigeneity is that it ends up lumping together indigenous
peoples from the rain forests of South America and the bushlands of
Australia to the Canadian and Russian High Arctic. The term glosses over
the diversity of the peoples’ histories, current conditions and potential
futures. Moreover, each of the peoples might exhibit great internal variety.
All in all, little room is left for the whole spectrum of what indigeneity is, has
been and could be. For all of its empowering and enabling facets, global
indigeneity is also a rigid category that remains remote from the existing
differences, diversity and messiness of lived realities.

Indeed, the initially well-meaning aim of the law to meet those it defines
as Others and as being in need of protection has meant that the legal system
has had to come up with a template schematizing those it seeks to protect.
Thus, the category of ‘indigenous’ is a by-product of the benevolent
attempts of the law to come to terms with the peoples’ human rights. The
acts of kindness done under the protective wing of the law and the rubric
‘indigenous’ are not, however, devoid of the more sinister workings of what
is commonly perceived as justice. The power of international law, as seen in
the conventions and declarations on indigeneity, lies in its having ultimate
authority in setting the terms of recognition and in producing and defining
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the content of a category of identity. As critical legal scholars have noted,
the capacity of law to govern is embedded in its exclusive authority to
declare what is recognized before the law (Odysseos 2010; Sokhi-Bulley
2016). The paradoxes of cohesion-diversity and universality-particularity
entailed in the legal definition of ‘indigenous’ reveal the problematic nature
of the term. As Birrell (2016) has pointed out, there is a co-existing
requirement of the peoples to be universally identifiable, yet culturally and
geographically particular. That is, indigeneity as a category is needed both
to demonstrate cohesiveness among the peoples and the peoples’ distinc-
tiveness from the rest of us (see also Niezen 2004). While ‘indigenous’ is a
legally and politically compelling term, it is, at the same time, violent,
disruptive and stagnant, especially in its constant reproduction of the dis-
tinction between those considered the ‘norm’ and those labeled the
‘exception’.

We are aware of the power embedded in these concepts and acknowl-
edge that ‘indigeneity’ and ‘indigenous’, as terms with a global purchase,
trigger particular and to some extent problematic interpretations. However,
in the practices, parlance and processes of international politics, such as
those in the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council, these are the
concepts used when issues related to indigenous peoples and their political
role are addressed. The two concepts hold their ground in our critical
analysis of international politics and questions of indigeneity as our
approach applies globally, beyond any individual site or the claims of any
individual people. We also find ourselves bound to these concepts and their
historical meanings, for we lack more nuanced, alternative terms free of the
legal and political baggage that they have. Ultimately, we have opted to use
‘indigenous’ and ‘indigeneity’ rather interchangeably to describe the posi-
tions and positionings of the peoples in the contemporary political setting.

THE LINGERING TRACES OF COLONIALISM

The change or transformation that seems to have taken place in interna-
tional politics is part of a series of events sparked by the world waking up to
and trying to come to grips with its colonial heritage. It is rather recently
that the white, Western and developed world changed its attitude toward its
Others, those previously deprived of the blessings of ‘civilized’ humanity. At
last, indigenous peoples, as well as women, people of color, people with
mental and physical disabilities and those deemed to be of lower social class,
have been considered worthy, at least by the minimum standards of human
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dignity. The institutional and legal changes on the international level have
been beacons of hope for previously marginalized and dehumanized parts of
the population. These changes have conveyed the image that the global
community is willing to offer sanctuary to those still at the mercy of their
colonial masters.

In this regard, the metaphor of home that Kofi Annan used in his speech
to indigenous peoples in the first session of UN Permanent Forum in 2002
was a potent and salient one. Referring to a place of shelter, comfort and
belonging was right on target for those who had been longing for such
safety and affirmation from the global community in the midst of their
colonial conditions. Colonialism was a conscious politics that aimed at
diminishing, eroding and destroying ways of life and being that stood in
the way of the colonial project or were irrelevant, useless, horrifying or
repulsive to it. Where the colonial order found its subjects to have use and
potential, especially in terms of financial profit, it allowed their existence—
albeit as targets of assimilation, education and improvement. For indige-
nous peoples, colonial politics has meant numerous upheavals that have
impacted their homes concretely. They have lost their homes and homeland
due to forced relocation, confiscation and selling of their lands as well as
policies that have allowed the slow decay of their dwellings by choosing to
ignore their continuous presence there. They have lost ways of sustaining
their homes: their opportunities to maintain traditional livelihoods have
been denied, or severely compromised, as a result of losing lands, being
moved around like chess pieces or having their immemorial fishing or
hunting rights annulled. In equally severe developments, the peoples have
lost future members due to forced child removals, Western education being
imposed in boarding schools, lower life expectancy on reservations and
policies of racial hygiene involving forced sterilizations. Their sense of
home has been bruised by loss, disgrace and destruction of their traditional
and sacred sites and the lands that have provided for them materially and
spiritually. Similarly, the dignity and safety of their homes has been violated
by acts of sexual, mental and physical abuse. In light of such considerations,
an offering of an international ‘home’ by the leader of an established global
institution was truly of great significance.

International politics finally, at least seemingly, confronting its acts of
colonialism, the very events to which it has historically turned a blind eye,
has marked an era of demonstrations of remorse and apologies. If colonial-
ism meant openly unequal structures of domination, limited freedoms for
some and a requirement that those under colonial rule adjust to the existing
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conditions in order to survive, the signs of progress and the inclusion of the
peoples have been taken to mark the end of colonialism. The inclusion of
indigenous peoples and the willingness to hear their histories and claims
have signified such a period of trying to make amends. The peoples have
been offered a home by granting them access to international institutions,
providing platforms for states and indigenous peoples to come together on
international ground and supporting the peoples’ struggles for their rights
through knowledge production and dissemination (Anaya 2004; Xanthaki
2007; Dahl 2012). As in the case of any home, the one offered to the
peoples on the global level brings with it the promise of permanency; the
peoples have a Permanent Forum in the UN and they are Permanent
Participants in the Arctic Council.

With their heightened awareness of the international human rights sys-
tem, states have taken it upon themselves to show that their stance on
indigenous issues is in line with the global consciousness. Within the
frame of sovereign nation-states, for example, special measures have been
created allowing indigenous peoples to claim recognition as native inhabi-
tants and, accordingly, rights to land (Knafla andWestra 2010). In this spirit
the 2000s have seen states with large indigenous populations and consid-
ered to be pro-human rights, such as Australia, Canada and the USA, issue
formal apologies to indigenous peoples. These apologies have named and
specified, to varying degrees, the wrongdoings and responsibilities of the
colonial states. Putting aside the question of what real and practical progress
the apologies have produced, their core message has been to show remorse
and a desire to make amends (Lightfoot 2015). Officially delivered state
apologies to indigenous peoples have been considered as watersheds in the
relations between the peoples and the states, events dividing these relations
into the colonial ones ‘before’ and the more equal ones ‘after’, that is, those
to come. Equally instrumental in redefining the relations between states and
the peoples and facilitating processes of recompense have been the truth and
reconciliation commissions in various countries, the latest additions being
Finland and Norway and their relations with the Saami people (Barents
Observer 2017a, b).

The UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council have been at the
forefront in paving the way for indigenous peoples to have a more equal
relationship with the states. The forums have offered the peoples seats at the
tables of politics and, by doing so, suggested that there might be a con-
comitant redistribution of political power; this can be perceived as an act of
remorse by the global community. The logic behind offering partnership to
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the peoples has been that states and global politics might make up for their
colonial past through such organizational reforms and that this new alliance
of states and the peoples would also translate into power actually being
shared. In addition, the access of indigenous peoples to political and legal
processes, as well as their current permanent position in international pol-
itics, in forums such as the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council,
can be interpreted as recognition of the special international status of the
peoples (e.g. Morgan 2011).

This book takes issue with the idea(l)s that a change has occurred in
global politics and that ‘progress’ necessarily means things improving for
everyone. In particular, it questions the mindset that there has been an end
to colonial patterns in contemporary global politics. Our main argument is
that colonialism is still very much the order of the day, as it were, and we
undertake to reveal how it operates by problematizing indigenous peoples’
inclusion in international politics. In contrast to the literature that has
viewed the inclusion of indigenous peoples in international politics as a
milestone and an event that has drastically changed the course of politics,
this book engages in a critical analysis of that institutional access, touted as
seats of power being offered to the peoples. These forums, frequently
referred to as exemplary, have brought to the fore, along with the promise
of international politics redeeming its past, the expectation that the part-
nership between indigenous peoples and states will provide a future that is
more just and equal—a future that is self-evidently worth pursuing and is
freed from its colonial legacy.

We wish to note that by problematizing the extent to which this political
partnership actually has changed the power setting, we do not mean to
criticize the indigenous peoples’ rightful involvement in global politics. Our
critique targets the power setting of contemporary global politics, not the
peoples’ political representation and legal claims within that setting. Clearly,
indigenous peoples, like other marginalized groups, should have an equally
valid position in international politics among the rest of the human beings in
the world. Problematizing the inclusion of indigenous peoples in interna-
tional politics does not mean that the peoples should not be involved in that
politics or that they should cease to utilize the current positions and possi-
bilities that they have.

Our critical take on the peoples’ inclusion in global politics stems from
our respective and joint studies within the UN Permanent Forum and the
Arctic Council. In the case of the UN Permanent Forum, on-site observa-
tions in the annual meetings, research interviews with indigenous peoples’
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and states’ representatives and political statements in the sessions have
offered perspectives on the process of inclusion of the peoples in the UN
system (Lindroth 2015). In the context of the Arctic Council, the
pioneering reports produced under its auspices, the meeting memoranda
of one of its expert groups (Sustainable Development Working Group) and
research interviews of the participants have painted a picture of the science-
policy interaction and indigenous peoples’ involvement in it (Sinevaara-
Niskanen 2015). These materials have provided us with an in-depth view
on the parlance and practices of the contemporary global politics that
indigenous peoples have been invited to enter. Indeed, the depth and
scope of the materials have illuminated the ways in which indigenous
peoples and their issues have become included in yet, at the same time,
excluded from the practices and agendas of politics.

Drawing on the perspectives provided by this material, we have con-
cluded that the inclusive measures are mere sleight of hand aimed at
cosmetically improving the face of global politics. The measures that sym-
bolically and structurally seem to mark the end of exclusion are, in fact,
premises through which the hierarchical, unequal and distortive techniques
of power are allowed to live on. To describe this contemporary power, we
consciously use the term ‘colonialism’ and thereby highlight how, despite
global politics persuading us to think that colonialism is a thing of the past, it
is very much alive in the present. As the impetus for the work stems from
global politics and its efforts to atone and compensate for its colonial past,
the discussions in this book are inspired by, but not tied to, the studies on
the meanings and means of colonialism in different national settings today
(e.g. Hale 2005; Coulthard 2014; Strakosch 2015; Veracini 2015; Postero
2017). ‘Colonialism’, like ‘indigeneity’, detached as it is from specific local
contexts and having global purchase as a general concept, is based on
commonalities in histories and experiences. For us, in the context of
indigeneity and global politics, the common denominators of colonialism
include hierarchical structures, processes of exclusion and biased political
and legal systems. Our aim is to pinpoint some of the contemporary ways in
which global politics, as an organic force with its own identifiable logic,
continues to exercise power over indigeneity—power that fits comfortably
under the umbrella term of colonialism. By turning the gaze toward the
premises of the relations between indigenous peoples and states and
the ways in which these relations are shaped, we wish to make visible the
elephant that is still in the room, that is, colonial power. Therefore, this
book deliberately flouts the prevailing global political parlance, in which it
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has become less popular to utter the word ‘colonialism’ and more appro-
priate to speak of partnership and ‘moving on’.

THE BIOPOLITICAL PRESENT

In order to detail the ways in which the exercise of colonial power continues
in global politics, we draw on critical discussions on neoliberalism and
biopolitics. We argue that capturing how colonialism operates in relation
to what has become an internationalized indigeneity requires an approach
focusing on the techniques of governing indigeneity as a particular type of
being and subjectivity. That is to say, the construction of global
indigeneity—indigeneity that is based on collectivity and universality
and that detaches itself from specific local conditions and characteristics—
functions as a source on which the management of the peoples, their issues
and agendas draws.

In the case of development at large, neoliberalism has come to rule as a
rationale of organizing the world by economic parameters (Larner and
Walters 2004; Walters 2012; Brown 2015). Neoliberal economics not
only concerns issues of monetary profit and wealth per se but describes
the ways in which management through competition, individual capacity-
building, privatization and responsibilization has entered into all spheres of
life. Issues ranging from social relations to health and personal safety are
constructed, upheld and developed as sites of improvement and responsi-
bility. If the world was once driven by an ambition to build political
structures that would work for the common good, the introduction of
neoliberal logic has meant a shift in focus from common to private and
from providing security and well-being for all to promising it only to some.

The most noteworthy change that has followed the neoliberal turn is that
the individual has become the bearer of responsibility for his or her own
rights, living conditions and wealth. Achieving the security that was once at
least promised, if not always actually provided, by society, is now wholly the
responsibility of the neoliberal subject, who is ‘active’, ‘entrepreneurial’ and
‘empowered’ (Agrawal 2005; Larner 2005; Li 2007; Chandler and Reid
2016). Accordingly, the call for active indigenous agents has come to be a
defining feature of global politics. Neoliberalism is reflected in the require-
ment that indigenous subjects draw on their own resources to participate,
build their capacity and sustain and improve their lives (Odysseos 2010;
Altamirano-Jiménez 2013).
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The effort of the global community to make amends for the colonial past
through inclusive measures has meshed neatly with the neoliberal rationality
that nourishes active engagement and subjectivity, especially in the case of
those that have been deprived of certain rights and privileges. For example,
for the poor and dispossessed, the world has offered international develop-
ment programs aimed at making them more capable of addressing and
handling the situations that they face. For indigenous peoples, it has also
created a special political category through which they may further their
cause. The act of including indigenous peoples in global politics has
suggested that the peoples might finally get their share of power. However,
the inclusion of indigenous peoples, as we will detail later on, has been done
in a manner that does not compromise the prevailing power positions of the
states. While states seem to give some of their authority away for the benefit
of the peoples, the benevolent processes of including the peoples are not
devoid of fine-tuned neoliberal calculations of cost-effectiveness. Allowing
indigenous peoples to enter as equals, which might have meant ‘costs’ to
states in political leverage, is offset by the expectation of indigenous peoples
committing themselves to consensuses as a political aim and to a growing
political responsibility for their own historical, present and future condi-
tions. Such expectations effectively control the peoples’ political endeavors
and agendas; that is, indigeneity becomes governed in a politically effective
manner, one that follows the rationality of neoliberal economics.

Within the supposedly post-colonial but effectively neoliberal political
space, the peoples have made their way as an active global collectivity.
Within the given political setting, they have had to frame their political
and legal claims in terms of past and continuous conditions of vulnerability,
their environmental stewardship role and unique ability to cope. In partic-
ular, the peoples’ allegedly close relationship to nature and their environ-
mental observations have paved the way for them in global politics in an era
when climate issues figure prominently. The political space accorded to the
peoples on the basis of their special contributions to global politics has also
meant that global indigeneity has become equated with certain features.
Indigenous peoples are assumed to embody resilience, adaptability and care
for the environment and community. It is these very features that are
politically celebrated and cared for as the allegedly innate qualities of
indigeneity. Indeed, the peoples’ causes and stakeholdership have become
acknowledged on the basis of these features, and it is through them that the
peoples consciously seek to advance their political agendas.
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If, as we argue, neoliberalism can help to explain the logic behind the
simultaneous inclusion and exclusion of indigenous peoples in international
politics and the call for their active participation, a biopolitical approach can
unveil the ways in which the neoliberal emphasis on active agency secures a
grip on indigenous subjectivity on a fundamental level. To our understand-
ing, the very core on which the contemporary violent care for indigeneity
draws consists of the features that international politics expects of
indigeneity and that appears enabling. A shift has taken place from the
past colonial corporeal brutalities to the contemporary biopolitical call for
indigenous life and existence, which are politically pre-defined. This
pre-definition means the selective acknowledgment, praise and valuing of
indigeneity as resilient, adaptive and bound to the community. These
criteria need to be met in order for indigeneity to claim entry into interna-
tional politics. The nurturing and celebration of only certain types of
indigenous living and being—while casting aside or ignoring others—is
part and parcel of neoliberal power and its ‘vital politics’ (Lemke 2008;
Lindroth and Sinevaara-Niskanen 2016).

The shift to include indigenous peoples and the quest for active agents
have intensified the focus on indigeneity as a particular type of subjectivity
that is either considered worthy or relegated to the category of ‘irrelevant’
and ‘not fit for the purpose’. In the spheres of international politics, the
resilient indigenous, for example, have become extremely relevant as the
world wishes the peoples to show an example of how to adapt to and cope
with the current and forthcoming changes. The desire for the eternally
adaptive indigenous subject that accommodates itself to its given conditions
as well as the political celebration of such alleged capacities is a singular way
in which indigenous being is governed. The violence entailed in this con-
temporary biopolitical order is that it penetrates to the very heart of subjec-
tivity, that is, of what indigeneity is required to be and how it is up to that
subjectivity to correct and improve itself in order to cope with its conditions.
The biopolitical move masks what has been a subtle shift of political atten-
tion from the circumstances of dispossession to the subject and its internal
resources. The concern for the pre-defined and select indigeneity only—
with a subject that fits the purposes of neoliberal rule—is tantamount to
global politics being concerned and caring for a fantasized indigeneity.
Removed from lived realities of indigenous peoples, the political fantasy of
indigeneity is an artificial construction with which the peoples are forced to
comply if they want to represent themselves, advance claims and argue for
their rightful existence. Thus, in effect, the care of global politics for
indigeneity is a colonial use of power targeting the indigenous subject.
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We argue that the care of global politics for indigeneity is the contem-
porary wave of colonialism, a sequel to the past events. The apparent change
for the better in political parlance, institutional reforms and the overall
appearance of politics masks what was once a blatant use of power. The
colonial setting seems to have been replaced with partnership and cooper-
ation. These neoliberal techniques are not, however, any less flush with
power hierarchies or efforts to control the peoples. On the contrary, the
neoliberal apparatuses of empowerment and responsibilization have made
the grip of global politics on indigeneity a powerful one. Through the
biopolitical care for indigeneity, indigenous subjectivity has become the
site of intervention and the surface on which contemporary colonialism
etches its demands. In effect, global politics has retained its colonial
mindset.

In order to elaborate our argument, we dissect the question of interna-
tional politics and indigeneity by peeling off, layer by layer, the means and
rationales of inclusion. Of the following chapters, Chap. 2 focuses on the
institutional inclusion of indigenous peoples in the UN Permanent Forum
and the Arctic Council. It examines the ways in which these forums have
enabled, in a pioneering way, the participation of the peoples and how the
involvement of indigenous peoples takes place in practice. Through its
critique of neoliberal engagement, the chapter assesses the extent to
which these measures of inclusion have actually made a difference and
furthered the peoples’ political position.

Chapters 3 and 4 discuss the principal ways in which indigeneity is
perceived in contemporary global politics. Chapter 3 focuses on the notions
of environmental boundedness, vulnerability and adaptation, which have
come to circumscribe indigeneity. The chapter shows how these notions
construct requirements of indigenous exceptionality that the peoples are to
embrace in order to enter political arenas and debates. Taking this discus-
sion further, Chap. 4 discusses the ways in which resilience—as a descriptive
neoliberal term subsuming the peoples’ (alleged) vulnerability, role as care-
takers and adaptability—has taken over in international politics and its
dealings with indigeneity. The chapter analyzes the requirement of resilient
indigeneity as a neoliberal trope that has redirected the interventions,
attention and measures of global politics from conditions to subjects.
Instead of politics being concerned with amending the conditions that
demand resilience on the part of indigenous subjects—conditions that the
politics itself has caused—the politics of resilience is interested in enhancing
the subjects that are struggling under those conditions. The chapter shows
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how this shift in focus is a move that dilutes the political potential of
indigeneity to challenge the existing power set-up.

Continuing the discussion on the indigenous subject, Chap. 5 examines
the ways in which indigenous being is governed biopolitically. It teases out
three modes of biopolitical love toward indigeneity and reveals how this care
is, in effect, violent in nature. It elaborates an analytical approach to deter-
mining the techniques by which the empathetic and loving care of
indigeneity operates to detain that subjectivity in a position where it is
eternally in the making. In particular, the chapter elaborates how
biopolitical control over indigenous subjectivity, a contemporary colonial-
ism, proceeds in new guises.

The concluding chapter, Chap. 6, summarizes our critique of the alleged
progress made in indigenous issues in international politics. It shows, by
exploding the myth of progress, how the control over indigeneity is, if
possible, tighter than ever. It discusses how the benevolent attempts of
contemporary global politics to include indigeneity are nothing more than
quasi-responses that facilitate the ruling system’s abdication of its responsi-
bility. As the chapter asserts, by offering signals of hope and progress,
international politics exhorts indigeneity, yet again, to wait and to be
patient.
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CHAPTER 2

Excluded in the Past, Celebrated in the Present

MAKING INTERNATIONAL POLITICS ‘BETTER’

The inclusion of indigenous peoples and attention to their issues in political
forums such as the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues and the
Arctic Council can be traced to the long history of indigenous peoples
demanding to be heard and included in international politics. Extensive
processes of decolonization, the emergence of pro-human rights attitudes
and the civil rights movements of the 1960s and 1970s buoyed the indig-
enous struggles for rights and recognition and the establishment of net-
works among the peoples (Niezen 2003; García-Alix 2003). The UN has
been the platform of choice for forging a ‘better’ politics that is more
inclusive, just, reciprocal and humane to all those parts of populations that
have been ill-treated, excluded and have suffered injustices. By the same
token, the organization has been instrumental in creating and nourishing
the global indigenous movement.

A significant change has taken place in international society’s orientation
toward indigenous peoples since the first initiatives a century ago that saw
indigenous peoples appeal to and be rejected by that political community.
The Working Group on Indigenous Populations (WGIP), established in
1982, was the first official channel for indigenous peoples to enter the UN
and international politics. The pressure brought to bear by the strong global
indigenous movement, along with states’ increasing inclination to make
amends for their colonial past, led to a major study on the discrimination
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against indigenous peoples. The study, known as the Cobo Report (1983),
was conducted over many years, starting in the 1970s and publishing its
final report in 1983. The Cobo Report revealed the need for special mea-
sures to eliminate discrimination both on a country level and in the UN
system. It became evident that the rights developed for minority groups—
facilitated by the UN—could not adequately meet the needs of indigenous
peoples, who had come to be understood as more than ‘just’ minorities.
This special situation, as the report noted, had to be acknowledged and the
peoples granted a position enabling them to have a say on issues affecting
them. TheWorking Group was an answer to the call for greater involvement
and an improved opportunity to be heard.

The WGIP put forward a two-pronged proposal for the special measures
needed to improve the situation of indigenous peoples, within the UN
system itself as well as globally. First, in the area of political participation,
the Working Group introduced the principle of open participation for any
indigenous NGO, embraced 20 years later by the UN Permanent Forum on
Indigenous Issues. Significantly, the establishment of the WGIP also
marked a change in the UN itself, as it entailed the creation of an entirely
new body on its organizational chart. To be sure, this change would not
have taken place without indigenous peoples’ vocal activism demanding
more opportunities for participation.

Second, in terms of the substance of its work, the Working Group was
tasked with drafting the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
(UNDRIP), an instrument designed to affirm and protect the collective and
individual rights of indigenous peoples. The draft was debated in the UN
system for two decades before finally being adopted by the General
Assembly in 2007. The UNDRIP has been considered one of the most
significant UN advances where indigenous peoples are concerned. By bring-
ing universal human rights into the special context of indigenous peoples, it
codifies the rights of the peoples to the extent to which the international
community of states has recognized them. It is seen as articulating a mini-
mum standard of achievement to be pursued (Wiessner 2009, p. 3).

Other reforms within the UN system can be cited that are often seen as
signifying recognition of the special international status of indigenous
peoples alongside the institutional changes and legal advances noted above
(e.g. Morgan 2011). In one reform, in 2001, the Commission on Human
Rights established the position of Special Rapporteur on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples (SRIP). The Special Rapporteur promotes good prac-
tices and implements international standards for the rights of indigenous
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peoples, reports on the human rights situation of the peoples, addresses
violations of these rights and conducts thematic studies. To date, the
position has been held by three experts on the social, cultural, legal, political
and economic situations of indigenous peoples (Office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights 2017a). In 2007, as part
of a more extensive reform and the establishment of the Human Rights
Council, the WGIP was replaced by the Expert Mechanism on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples. This body has five members who are experts on indig-
enous rights, and it is mandated to provide the Human Rights Council with
thematic advice. The Expert Mechanism holds sessions in which interested
parties, such as indigenous peoples and states, may participate (Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights 2017b).

The initial access gained through the Working Group on Indigenous
Populations led to indigenous peoples acquiring the status of legitimate
participants in the UN processes and more broadly. Among other benefits,
the institutional recognition by the UN has enabled indigenous peoples to
create their own forms of cooperation, such as the Global Indigenous
Caucus, which is important for joint strategizing and negotiation between
indigenous groups. Some have even stated that ‘an indigenous space’ has
been created in the UN (Dahl 2012).

The establishment of the Permanent Forum was a natural continuation
of developments taking place in the UN at the time. The aim was to build
more coordinated efforts to address, work on and improve the situation of
indigenous peoples. The first mention of a permanent indigenous forum
was heard back in the early days of indigenous peoples’ involvement in the
UN. Furthermore, it had become clear over time that the UN needed to
better coordinate its work on issues pertaining to indigenous peoples
(Søvndahl Petersen 1999, p. 9). Upon its establishment, the Permanent
Forum was hailed as an unprecedented reform in the UN system, one that
would put indigenous issues on the organization’s agenda permanently and
make them an integral part of its work. Indeed, the Forum was an answer to
the call for a permanent body—one primarily demanded by indigenous
peoples themselves—that would address indigenous issues in what was a
global arena and, importantly, offer indigenous peoples access and inclu-
sion. In this respect, the establishment of the Permanent Forum has accom-
plished its initial aim.

In an important feature as regards inclusion, any indigenous NGO is
welcome to participate in the sessions of the Permanent Forum, which
convene once a year over a period of ten working days. This policy is vitally
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important for the legitimacy of the Forum. Those participating include
representatives of not only indigenous peoples and indigenous parliaments
but also of state and UN agencies, civil society organizations and academia.
Participants in the annual sessions can deliver statements in the plenary
session on the mandated issue areas. More important than the formal
sessions are the joint strategizing among indigenous groups, negotiations
with states, the informal lobbying, discussions and politics that go on
outside the formal sessions and the opportunity to bring shame upon states
when necessary (Lindroth 2011). Indeed, the Forum has taken its place as a
significant gathering of the world’s indigenous peoples, and its annual
sessions boast an attendance of some 1200 people (Handbook for Partici-
pants 2007; UN Division for Social Policy and Development 2017).

The extensive and varied attendance increases the political—and moral—
weight of the Forum. The participation of representatives of indigenous
peoples and of the many civil society organizations working with and
promoting the peoples’ rights contributes to answering the calls for a
more inclusive and just politics in the UN. To judge from the large number
of participants, it seems that the Forum has been able to build a more
inclusive environment and that this inclusion was, indeed, lacking. The
Forum has further strengthened the importance of the UN as the foremost
political arena for the global indigenous peoples’ movement.

The significant novelty in how the work of the Permanent Forum is
organized is that all the experts—indigenous-nominated and state-
appointed alike—work on an equal footing. This is often regarded as a
milestone in the politics between indigenous peoples and states. Of the
16 experts in the Forum who draft recommendations to the Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC), states and other UN organizations, half are
nominated by indigenous peoples and half by states. States first submit a list
of nominees, from which the ECOSOC selects delegates based on five
regional groupings of states. Indigenous organizations also submit nomi-
nees, and the final delegates are chosen by the president of the ECOSOC
based on seven socio-cultural regions and consultations with indigenous
organizations. The experts are expected to cooperate and act independently
on behalf of the Forum, not to represent the interests of any particular state
or indigenous group. The shared thematic leadership of the experts is one of
the key mechanisms in making the body appear just. Of particular impor-
tance for indigenous peoples is that the body not only looks out for the
interests of states but also takes indigenous representatives structurally on
board as equal partners.
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Indeed, even though the Forum is an expert body in that it does not have
any decision-making power, it plays a significant role in raising awareness,
shaping opinion, disseminating information and foregrounding issues that
are deemed important internationally. The mandate of the Permanent
Forum includes all the areas covered by the ECOSOC: economic and social
development, culture, environment, education, health and human rights.
The broad array of issues that the work of the Forum spans adds to its
political weight. Because of its broad mandate and global visibility, the
Forum and the knowledge and networks it has engendered have provided
the peoples with a better position in negotiations that take place locally.

Similarly, the Arctic Council has been described as a political body for
decision-shaping, not decision-making. Born of efforts to promote cooper-
ation, coordination and interaction in the Arctic, the Council has been
hailed as “institutional experimentation” and an “innovative approach” in
governing development in the region (Arctic Human Development Report
2004, p. 237). The establishment of the Council in 1996 can be considered
one trickle-down effect of global politics acknowledging the political role of
indigenous peoples, a trend reflected in the UN in particular. Several years
before the establishment of the Council, the Arctic Environmental Protec-
tion Strategy (AEPS) noted the presence and contribution of indigenous
peoples in the Arctic area. However, it was the establishment of the Council,
its work underpinned by the AEPS, that ultimately made the role of the
peoples in the region institutionally visible. Arctic indigenous peoples were
included in the structures of the Council from the outset. It currently has six
indigenous peoples’ organizations, which have the status of Permanent
Participant, that geographically cover the entire Arctic. To become a Per-
manent Participant, an indigenous organization must represent either one
indigenous peoples living in more than one Arctic state or several indige-
nous peoples living in a single state. For example, the Inuit Circumpolar
Council (ICC) represents the Inuit living in Greenland, Alaska, Canada and
Russia, whereas the Russian Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North
is the voice for a variety of indigenous groups in northern Russia.

The indigenous participants have equal footing with the eight member
states—the Nordic countries, Russia, USA and Canada—in the work of the
Arctic Council. The Permanent Participants have full rights to participate
and to obtain information in the Council’s proceedings and negotiations.
Indigenous representatives take part in the meetings together with member
states, organizations and non-Arctic states that have been granted the status
of Observer as well as any specialists invited to contribute to the Council’s
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work. Even before the establishment of the Council and during the nego-
tiations on the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy, the Indigenous
Peoples’ Secretariat (IPS) was created to facilitate indigenous peoples’
participation. The Secretariat supports the work of the peoples by, for
example, providing them with background information, recent research
findings and assisting them in policy processes. The IPS also functions as a
platform for cooperation between indigenous organizations. This institu-
tional support has been designed to ensure that indigenous peoples have
genuine possibilities to take part in the work of the Council.

The international organization of the Council is informal. Decisions are
drafted in ministerial meetings held every second year and published in the
form of declarations, which set out the future actions of the Council.
Declarations are not binding, and there are few regulations on how the
Council’s decisions should be implemented. The day-to-day operations of
the Council are managed by Senior Arctic Officials, a body comprising the
polar or Arctic ambassadors of the Council’s member countries (Axworthy
et al. 2012; Hønneland and Stokke 2007). As environmental protection and
scientific aspirations have been, and continue to be, distinctive focuses of the
Council, much of its work takes place in specialized working groups. There
are six such groups, each with a specific profile and historical background,
originating in either the AEPS or more recent regional concerns: the Arctic
Monitoring and Assessment Program, Conservation of Arctic Flora and
Fauna, Emergency Prevention, Preparedness and Response, Protection of
the Arctic Marine Environment, the Sustainable Development Working
Group and Arctic Contaminants Action Program. While indigenous peo-
ples’ organizations are involved on an equitable basis in the work of all of the
groups, the highly specialized nature of the work done in some of them has
posed challenges to some of the indigenous representatives in observing and
contributing to the discussions.

In practice, the working groups of the Council operate by carrying out
projects. For example, the projects of the Sustainable Development Work-
ing Group (SDWG), established in 1998 with the aim of addressing the
social dimensions of Arctic concerns, are endorsed and approved by the
Senior Arctic Officials of the member countries. As the SDWG is the forum
which carries out the Council’s work on social, economic and cultural
development of the region, its agenda and the scope of its projects are
broad, encompassing questions of indigenous languages, health and well-
being, cultural rights and education. Many indigenous representatives have
considered it essential to participate in the work of the SDWG and its
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projects due to the comprehensive range of issues it addresses, issues of
critical social and cultural importance. The SDWG has produced some of
the leading documents providing information on human development in
the Arctic region, such as the Arctic Human Development Reports
published in 2004 and 2015.

All in all, the Council has carved itself a particular “cognitive niche”
(Stokke 2007, p. 18) in global politics by providing information that has
been lacking and by taking the lead in furthering issues deemed important
to the region. The inclusion of indigenous peoples in the Council, and
particularly the opportunities to produce knowledge this has brought, has
provided the peoples with possibilities to impact politics on a circumpolar
scale.

In global perspective, the Arctic Council and the Permanent Forum
represent singular attempts to respond to calls for making politics ‘better’
and altering the points of departure that have historically been distorted,
biased and exclusive. Both of the forums have been exemplary in recogniz-
ing indigenous peoples’ rightful presence in political arenas and discussions
that are global in scale. The developments within the UN system to improve
the situation of the peoples and the visibility of their causes have been
instrumental in increasing global awareness. Conversely, the global aware-
ness achieved has impacted regional politics and processes. Crucial to all the
advances has been indigenous peoples’ own activism. What is more, their
perseverance in claiming equal footing in politics concerning them has set
the stage for the process of redemption for the global political community
and the states that have previously turned their backs on the peoples.
Institutional inclusion of the peoples and consideration of their issues have
been among the key ways of starting to ‘fix’ injustices and to make politics
appear a changed game.

THE DESIRE TO MAKE AMENDS: BUT SOME THINGS

CANNOT BE ‘FIXED’

The inclusion of indigenous peoples and their agendas has been one of the
ways in which international politics has sought to make amends with the
peoples. Attempts to correct the wrongdoings of the past resonate with
the emerging change in the mindset of the international community and the
moral and political pressure brought to bear by indigenous peoples. The
Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council have been celebrated for their
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work as examples of making a new type of international politics that builds
on recognition, equality and partnership between indigenous peoples, states
and the international community at large. The underpinning idea is that a
shift in politics has taken place in attitudes and the distribution of power
toward better political systems that genuinely take previously excluded
peoples under their wing.

Inclusion has been a response by the international community to criti-
cism that indigenous peoples have been excluded. What the peoples once
lacked they now seem to have: access and institutional inclusion, venues for
networking, possibilities to exert influence and moral and political leverage
in international political arenas. To date, the inclusion of indigenous peoples
in international politics, both in the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic
Council, has been considered a significant sign of progress. The type of
inclusion that these forums have enabled for indigenous peoples continues
to be admired, despite the occasional criticism, for example, that the inclu-
sion rests on state-based and state-run administrative machinery. Yet, alarm-
ingly little debate can be cited on the extent to which, and how, the
inclusion of the peoples in political structures built by the powers who
colonized them can resolve the peoples’ colonial dispossession (on notable
exceptions, see; Alfred 2005; Corntassel 2008; Lindroth and Sinevaara-
Niskanen 2013). Such developments toward more inclusive politics are
not without merit, but on what level can institutional inclusion redress
injustices and dispossession?

The initial eye-opener and impetus prompting us to view inclusion more
critically was that despite all the positive developments in the rights and
political participation of indigenous peoples, the peoples still find them-
selves in marginal positions—positions that this very inclusion was meant to
eliminate. The peoples’ rights continue to be violated or are completely
lacking, an example of the latter being the rights to their lands, now the crux
of indigenous struggles around the globe. Even the pioneers of inclusion,
the Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council, despite accommodating
critical discussion on the situation of indigenous peoples, have not been
able to remedy such situations. The concerns raised by indigenous peoples
during the early stages of these arenas are still center stage in their pro-
ceedings as the issues are yet to be resolved.

For example, the question of how indigenous peoples could fully deploy
their existing participatory rights continues to be discussed in the respective
organizations. In the UN today, 2017, one still sees calls for indigenous
participants to be consulted on the processes and procedures by which they
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are included in the work of the body. On the basis of these calls, it is clear
that structural inclusion has not removed the manifold barriers to the
peoples having their voices heard. Yet another process assessing the peoples’
position was launched on 3 October 2016 at the UN, with the hope
expressed that the peoples would actively take part (UN Letter of Invitation
for Indigenous Peoples 2016). Tellingly, even in the UN, indigenous
peoples’ participation—despite its structurally permanent basis—is still in
need of support and evaluation. Similarly, Finland’s chairmanship program
for the Arctic Council for 2017–2019 states that “Finland supports the
strong participation of indigenous peoples in the work of the Arctic Council
and the integration of traditional and local knowledge into the programs
and projects of the Council” (Finland’s Chairmanship Program 2017–
2019, p. 14, emphasis added). As the wording suggests, even though the
peoples have been legitimate participants in the Council from the begin-
ning, their political position is still in need of enhancing. Their full-fledged
participation and the integration of their agendas are yet to be achieved and,
thus, the peoples, their causes and agency are in need of support. The other
topics discussed in these forums, issues that are never exhausted, include
indigenous peoples’ lack of funding and support for their languages and
cultures, the comparatively lower living conditions of indigenous peoples—
even in many First World countries—and control over the use of natural
resources in indigenous territories.

Indeed, it is controversial that international politics offers inclusion as the
solution that would overcome the marginalization and subjugation that the
international community’s colonial past has caused. Indigenous peoples
have been described as dispossessed, wounded and victimized. Theirs is a
position marked by a fundamental lack of rights, resources and recognition.
As Alfred notes, colonization has affected and continues to affect indige-
nous peoples through the imposition of “a perpetual colonized victim way
of life and view of the world” (Alfred 2005, p. 25). It is from this position of
weakness that indigenous peoples enter the negotiations in international
politics. Similarly, as Birrell (2010) has pointed out, legal recognition is built
on a presumption that indigenous peoples are in “scars” and “lacerated.”
This scarring is a prerequisite for them to become identified and, thus, for
law and politics to begin remedying and rectifying the injustices and injuries
they have suffered. Indeed, as Strakosch (2015, p. 133) concludes, “[t]here
has never been a contradiction between the statement that Indigenous
people deserve inclusion by right but must also be made to earn this
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inclusion by qualification.” The qualification that earns indigenous peoples
inclusion is and has been their subjugated position.

Thus, embedded in the idea of inclusion as a fix is a requirement that
indigeneity has to uphold its vulnerability and ‘injuredness’. The ‘qualifica-
tion’ that indigeneity needs to fulfill in order to be recognized, and thus
included, is dispossession. It is from this very position of being in need of or
calling for protection that indigenous peoples have been allowed access to
international political arenas. In the case of the UN, the peoples’ demand
that they be allowed into the organization was motivated by their lack of
political voice and rights and the opportunity to gain international support
for their domestic struggles. In Arctic politics, the protection demanded and
received by the peoples has been an acknowledgment of their presence and
stakeholdership in what was previously thought to be merely a natural
environment devoid of a human presence. The inclusion of indigenous
peoples in both of the forums is, however, an ongoing process, as the
previously mentioned continuous processes of hearing and supporting the
peoples demonstrate. Despite the allegedly equal footing of indigenous
peoples in these forums, there is an ever-present need to develop their
structures to make them more inclusive of indigenous peoples and their
agendas. This implies that the Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council, as
political bodies, also acknowledge that the peoples’ full inclusion is still on
its way. In the meanwhile, in order to eventually gain full-fledged political
leverage and space, indigenous peoples are expected to demonstrate their
rightful position as those in need of special inclusive and empowering
measures.

While inclusion signifies recognition of the dispossession of indigenous
peoples, it requires them to continue to make their case from the position of
the dispossessed. The fact that politics, both in the UN and the Arctic
Council, keeps returning to and assessing the implications of inclusion and
the barriers to it makes it obvious that finding a single political ‘fix’ for the
earlier, fundamental colonial exclusion is impossible. Instead, what interna-
tional politics has done, and continues to do, to further the inclusion of
indigenous peoples and their agendas in ‘the most enabling way’ is to carry
out endless institutional assessments, structural adjustments and reorgani-
zation. While the stated aim of these measures is to improve the position of
the peoples, they may in fact undermine the peoples’ political and institu-
tional position. Providing a variety of ‘fixes’ for the purpose of enhancing
the peoples’ position simultaneously requires them to demonstrate their
marginalization, lack of political leverage and the ways in which the existing
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political system fails to support their cause. Indeed, at the very heart of
political and legal recognition is the requirement that the indigenous
peoples demonstrate their lack of resources: this is the impetus for law and
politics to remedy victimization and otherness (Birrell 2016). In sum, the
institutional and legal processes that seek to overcome and do away with
dispossession paradoxically end up (re)producing and expecting the very
otherness—dispossession, injury and vulnerability—they were designed to
eradicate. This paradox applies in similar settings elsewhere on the globe:
dispossessed people seeking recognition find themselves between a rock and
a hard place.

If institutional inclusion has not been successful in remedying the situa-
tions of indigenous peoples, even less has it fulfilled its promise to alter the
hierarchical ramifications of politics. As things stand, the prerequisite for
gaining political recognition—and being included in structures built by
those causing suffering in the first place—is that one lacks equal rights, has
suffered injustices and, accordingly, is required to provide evidence of such
suffering and deprivation. In this setting, as this book argues, the aim of
international politics to remedy the dispossession of indigenous peoples by
offering inclusion is, in fact, a continuation of the use of colonial power, for
it places indigenous peoples in a position where they are never fully allowed
to overcome their marginalization if they wish to gain the recognition that
they rightfully demand. As a result, the discomfort being soothed and the
unfavorable situation being remedied through these inclusive measures are
those of the colonial states themselves.

DECEITFUL INCLUSION

As part of the establishment of the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic
Council, what has provided the colonial states with peace of mind and
signaled a response to the demands of indigenous peoples has been the
idea of bringing states and indigenous peoples together around the same
table. The often-voiced and acclaimed features of these forums are the
irresistible invitation to indigenous peoples and states to ‘sit at the same
table’, forge new types of ‘partnerships’ and enhance ‘collaboration’. Insti-
tutional access, inclusion and partnership have become developments that
one “cannot not want” (Butler and Athanasiou (2013, p. 76). To be sure, it
is not a viable option for those who have been previously marginalized and
excluded to refuse even a remote possibility of recognition and finally
having a say in how they are, and will be, treated. Participation carries
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with it the possibility of change. As Butler and Athanasiou (2013, p. 76)
note in the context of recognition, what one wants “is itself compelled by
social and political categories, which means that such categories are not only
objects of desire, but also historical conditions of desire.” For indigenous
peoples, participation is something that, given the historical conditions, they
cannot do without.

However, political and institutional inclusion is deceitful. It is a politics of
placation that operates, as Alfred (2005) puts it, through “surface reforms.”
This politics is a continuation of colonial practices, mentalities and rational-
ities of governing indigeneity. In Alfred’s words,

[. . .] surface reforms. . . are being offered precisely because they are useless to
us [indigenous peoples] in the struggle to survive as peoples and so are no
threat to the Settlers and. . . the people who control the Settler state. This is
assimilation’s end-game. (Alfred 2005, p. 37)

We find Alfred’s critique of Canada as a settler state to be applicable to
international politics as well. The promise of de-subjugation and gaining
more leverage is, in actual fact and as discussed earlier, a move that dispos-
sesses and hence does not mark a dissociation of colonial practices from this
promise.

Indeed, inclusion as politics of placation is part and parcel of the neolib-
eral governance of indigeneity globally. The words by which this type of
governance is described come to life in the work of the UN Permanent
Forum and the Arctic Council, arenas that allegedly have been pioneers in
the international community in (re)casting colonialism as a thing of the past.
Colonial hierarchies, top-down control and brutal enforcement have been
replaced by a neoliberal insistence on horizontal networking, negotiation,
activation and stakeholder consensus in pursuit of a common end (Brown
2015, pp. 126–127). This “feel good” politics, as Ahmed (2012, p. 69) has
named it, is seemingly inclusive of diversity. In effect, however, it works as
an optical illusion that draws attention away from the unequal power
dynamics embedded in the consensus-building and networking that both
the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council promote.

The UN Permanent Forum, for all its celebrated features that include the
indigenous peoples and their agendas, is fraught with problematic issues
when it comes to the peoples actually participating and affecting its policies.
These range from practical issues such as the cost of travel to the mandate
and power of the Forum. For example, to date the annual sessions of the
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Forum have all been held at UN Headquarters in New York City. For most
of the representatives of indigenous peoples traveling to New York and
staying for the duration of the ten-day sessions become extremely expen-
sive, many lack steady sources of funding, which prevents them from
participating altogether.

The adoption of recommendations in the Permanent Forum is another
critical issue. Recommendations of the Permanent Forum, among the out-
comes of the annual sessions, are made by consensus. There is a great struggle
against time here as well, for the UN conference services set deadlines by
which the members of the Forum must prepare their recommendations in
order for them to be copied and circulated in the six official UN languages.
Due to the demand for reaching a consensus within strict time limits, the
process of drafting the recommendations is often complicated (Handbook for
Participants 2007). As a result, the requirement of consensus further serves to
gloss over the variety of indigenous concerns, situations and demands.

The demand for consensus also has an impact on the work of the
16 expert members of the Permanent Forum. These experts, both indige-
nous- and state-nominated, are supposed to act in a personal capacity and
not represent either particular indigenous peoples or states. Yet, there is no
denying that they may have topics of special personal interest and differing
worldviews. Accordingly, reaching a consensus requires not only that the
indigenous-nominated experts agree on the issue at hand, but that they
reach a consensus with the state-nominated experts. At the end of the day,
the political leverage that indigenous peoples allegedly have in the Perma-
nent Forum—leverage perceived as being achieved owing to equal footing
between state and indigenous experts—becomes diluted through the
requirement of consensus. Consensus is never more than a general, descrip-
tive and all-round statement.

The Permanent Forum has also been criticized for being no more than a
bureaucratic machine that churns out recommendations without proper
follow-up. Responding to this criticism in recent years, the Forum has
begun working in bi-annual cycles, with one year having a specific theme
and the next focusing on reviewing implementation. Nevertheless, it
remains rather unclear to what extent the recommendations of the Forum
actually ‘reach the ground’ and translate into concrete actions.

The practical challenges of indigenous peoples’ participation in the Arctic
Council resemble those experienced in the UN Permanent Forum. Due to
the rotating chairmanships and agendas of the Council, the combinations of
representatives taking part in its work and meetings vary significantly,
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making strategic networking difficult among indigenous (and other)
groups. The change in chairmanship and policy program every second
year makes the work short-sighted. A geographical challenge is that the
meetings take place in different locations around the Arctic, where distances
are great and the means of travel often very limited and expensive. Com-
bined with indigenous peoples’ organizations having limited funds for
traveling, this has meant that, despite the right to participate, representatives
are often unable to attend meetings.

Due to the informal working practices of the Council and the broad
scope of the themes taken up by its working groups, studies on the (poten-
tial) ways in which the new roles of agency accorded to the peoples in
particular had or could have influenced Arctic politics are lacking (for a
notable exception, see Sinevaara-Niskanen 2015). As the Council does not
have a budget of its own, the projects conducted in its working groups
depend on national funding and states’ commitment to act as lead countries
(Hønneland and Stokke 2007). Observers, who represent, for example,
non-Arctic states and different types of governmental organizations, may
also take part in suggesting and funding projects. The projects engage
various researchers and experts who represent Arctic states and indigenous
peoples and whose task is to produce and disseminate knowledge on devel-
opment in the Arctic. Despite the Council having an established practice of
operating through projects and the compilation of scientific reports, there is
no particular procedure by which these activities are organized. The process
by which researchers are invited to take part in projects and write reports
may vary considerably. In the end, non-formal procedures and, for example,
money, determine what issues are addressed within the Council’s working
groups. It is thus often unclear whether or to what extent indigenous
representatives, largely lacking the funding to even take part in working
group meetings, can influence the topics discussed.

On balance, the celebrated inclusion of indigenous peoples in the pro-
cesses of the Council has not translated into greater diversity in the agendas.
Indigenous issues—when considered—are still presented under a heading
of their own and understood in a narrow and stereotypical way: it is not the
indigenous representatives who frame projects as funders but mostly the
states and their policies. Indigenous causes and agendas are understood as
relating to traditional livelihoods, peoples’ relationship to nature, commu-
nity viability and cultural practices. The issues perceived as ‘indigenous’
differ significantly from those associated with development in the Arctic in
general, driven as this is by large-scale political and environmental processes.
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A vision of regional development to the effect that only local, traditional and
environmental issues are relevant to indigenous peoples overlooks the
implications for the peoples of that development (Sinevaara-Niskanen
2015).

Along with the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council, the
UNDRIP has been considered by many as signaling a change in interna-
tional politics. Referred to as the most significant milestone in the recogni-
tion of indigenous peoples and their rights in international politics, the
Declaration has been seen as proof that indigenous concerns have now
been integrated into those of the international community at large. How-
ever, as the process of adopting the UNDRIP shows, this is far from the
case. There were several Western, pro-human rights countries with large
indigenous populations—Canada, the USA, Australia and New Zealand—
that initially voted against adoption of the Declaration and in fact did not
join the 144 member states that did adopt it at the UN General Assembly
on 13 September 2007. Immediately after voting against the Declaration,
these states faced diplomatic criticism for not joining the international
consensus on the rights of indigenous peoples and were pressured by the
indigenous peoples living within their borders. Over the course of 2009 and
2010, all four states changed their position on the Declaration, expressing
their ‘support’ for or ‘endorsement’ of it (Lightfoot 2012, pp. 102–103).
Lightfoot’s (2012) critical analysis of this process shows that these late
adopters of the UNDRIP engaged in a move of “selective endorsement”
of the Declaration in order to preserve their pro-human rights image while
maintaining their legal and political status quo. Although they eventually
adopted the UNDRIP, they still have no intention of implementing it.

Like the other reforms mentioned above, the principle of free, prior and
informed consent (FPIC) of indigenous peoples to the use of natural
resources on their land is built on an idea that consensus can be reached.
The principle has been outlined in the UNDRIP and in ILO Convention
No. 169 (Gilbert and Doyle 2011). Negotiations on projects affecting
indigenous lands proceed from the assumption that the worldviews of
those meeting are sufficiently compatible to make an agreement possible.
As some critical views have also noted (Cariño 2005), the peoples’ perspec-
tives are taken into account only in a form that can eventually produce
consent. As its very name suggests, the principle is based on a consensus-
and agreement-seeking mindset that precludes the possibility of disagree-
ment and refusal. If the principle in itself already lays out the desired
outcome of the related negotiations—the need for consent—it is worth
asking to what extent ‘freedom’ describes the process. Furthermore, if
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freedom genuinely applied, should not the principle be called ‘Free, Prior
and Informed Decision’, a wording that would allow refusal to be one
outcome of the process?

The underlying logic of ILO Convention No. 169, which aims to
safeguard the rights of indigenous peoples to land and participation in
development processes, is no exception in its praise for consultation and
participation. As Larsen (2016) has critically noted, the soft wording of the
Convention, while suggesting greater involvement of the peoples, can be
actually read as a continuation of assimilation. The way in which the
Convention emphasizes, for example, the need for consultation and
the aim of reaching consent, narrows down the range of claims available
to the peoples as it leaves little room for genuine contestation that could
potentially change the setting that has already been laid out. ILO 169 is
continuation of the colonial mindset and its understanding of development.
Amid these colonial ramifications, those in power (i.e. the market, states,
development funders) are the ones to set the pace for development and
those with less power—paradoxically the ones deemed to be in need of that
development (e.g. indigenous peoples)—are merely to be consulted and
invited to agree and give their consent to a course of development designed
by others.

The establishment of the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council
and the inclusion of indigenous peoples in their work are political milestones
that are visible and can be highlighted as events signaling that ‘something
has happened’. Likewise, packaging the rights of indigenous peoples into
the UNDRIP can be offered as visible evidence that international politics is
recognizing indigenous peoples and their rights. As noted, the adoption of
the UNDRIP has been considered a significant legal milestone. It was the
technical and bureaucratic culmination of what was a long saga in different
UN processes. All of these are considered to prove that ‘something is being
done’ in international politics and that indigenous concerns are being
acknowledged. Indeed, what these processes of political and legal inclusion
respond to is the need on the part of the colonial states to provide evidence
enabling them to say that colonialism is over. The celebrated ‘eventful-ness’
of inclusion also makes visible the desire to think that there is a technical ‘fix’
to the wrongdoings of the past. It is a way of thinking, as Simpson (2016,
p. 2) puts it, that allows one to say “‘it is over’ we are done with that, ‘we’
can now move on and thus, it never happened.” Tellingly, for example, the
wording of the apology of Australia to its indigenous peoples, delivered in
2008, suggests that the heinous acts of violence, discrimination and terror
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of colonialism are now things of the past. The events that are offered as
evidence of the states’ remorse, state apologies being one, project a future—
“A future where. . . the injustices of the pastmust never, never happen again”
(Apology to Australia’s Indigenous Peoples 2008, emphasis added).

The inclusion of indigenous peoples, the adoption of international legal
instruments, such as the UNDRIP and ILO Convention No. 169, and the
overarching emphasis on partnership are tantamount to what Corntassel
(2012) has defined as a “politics of distraction.” This is a politics that, while
performing grandiose political and legal acts and proclaiming commitment
to progress, draws attention away from the continuing distortion of and
inequality in the conditions of the peoples in many countries. In the midst of
globally visible and high profile acts of politics of distraction, it seems
convincing, even valid, to suggest that the progress to come will erase the
injustices of the past.

Behind the momentous events that seem to break with a past of
colonialism and exclusion is colonialists’ guilt and desire for their own
redemption. Inclusion offers one of the ‘smoke screens’ that enable inter-
national politics to look ‘good’, feel ‘good’ and seemingly to be doing
‘good’, all the while maintaining its original colonial pursuits. Inclusion
helps temper indigenous voices that have accused politics, and rightly so,
for colonizing and marginalizing them, and creates an illusion that the
peoples’ concerns are being addressed. As the examples of the UN Perma-
nent Forum and the Arctic Council show, colonial constellations of power
and political structures have not changed. It is well worth reflecting on
whether the stated aim of inclusion has ever meant changing the disparity in
power relations.

Sadly, it must be concluded that no such fundamental change was ever
intended in the first place. International politics, with its particular power
set-up and political structures, remains colonial. Inclusion is one of the
gimmicks by which colonial guilt is assuaged and colonial practices contin-
ued. The benevolent events of ‘progress’ hide contemporary colonialism in
plain view. Simpson’s (2016) critique of settler states applies unequivocally
in the case of international politics and its desire for inclusion. She notes that
“[s]ettler colonialism appears in its non-appearance as a sturdy, structuring
logic but also a shifting and impossible assemblage. . ..what makes. . . able to
treat something as a thing, as an event and then deny it ever happened, as it
happens before your very eyes” (Simpson 2016, pp. 2–3). When ‘good’
things are finally happening and progress is right under your nose, it seems
that their ‘goodness’ is insurmountably difficult to question. The inclusion
of indigenous peoples has become a sacrament of international politics that
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promises salvation. The ideal of saving indigenous peoples, by having them
included, recognized and granting them rights, is so precious that nobody
even thinks to problematize it.

PARTNERS IN CRIME

Often perceived as a departure from a past politics embedded in colonialism,
inclusion and recognition seem to signal a change for the better in the ways
in which indigeneity and international politics now mesh. However, with
inclusion, colonialism can join hands with neoliberal governance. Offering
indigenous peoples a separate ‘slot’ to participate, both in the UN Perma-
nent Forum and the Arctic Council, their inclusion is a carefully
choreographed move in which the balance and cost-effectiveness of power
is meticulously calculated. Colonialism conducted in a neoliberal way, while
assuming active agency on the part of indigenous peoples in its processes,
does not seek or want to change the fundamental condition of the peoples,
including the power setting of international politics in which they are
embedded.

Indeed, a shift in politics to emphasizing partnership and cooperation is a
signature move of the current neoliberal order. Not only is the active
participation of indigenous peoples that is being called for but also that of
other marginalized groups, such as refugees, the rural poor and communi-
ties whose existence is threatened by environmental changes (Appadurai
2002; Agrawal 2005; Li 2007; Duffield 2007). Neoliberal politics of devel-
opment have promoted active agency, stakeholdership and empowerment
of those who previously have not been considered to have any part in
deciding the course of developments. The fundamental change in this
mindset is that the world is “insecure by design” (Evans and Reid 2014),
making active participation a necessity if one wants to safeguard oneself. In
many cases, as critical development studies have shown, the call for partic-
ipation has been directed specifically to those who have been marginalized.
Paradoxically, then, the ones deprived of and in need of resources are also
the ones who are required to draw on their (non-existing or meager)
resources to overcome their dispossession. For indigenous peoples, in addi-
tion to actively participating in order to try to secure themselves in the
present and the future, active participation is, and has been, a precondition
for having past injustices addressed, negotiated and, potentially, dealt with.
As the establishment of the UN bodies for indigenous issues, such as the
Working Group on Indigenous Populations and, later, the Permanent
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Forum, prove, the persistence of indigenous peoples has been vital for
creating these political spaces. For indigenous peoples, who have been
marginalized and have lacked any political security, the active involvement
required in promoting their cause is not new as such, but the partnership
and inclusion proffered by neoliberal politics are novel.

This current political modality of neoliberal governing is fluid and
shifting in its means, but its rationality is driven by an economic logic
(e.g. Larner 2000; Lemke 2012). In that rationality, ‘economy’, as Brown
(2015, p. 62) points out, “signifies specific principles, metrics, and modes of
conduct, including for endeavors where monetary profit and wealth are not
at issue.” Accordingly, the question of political inclusion does not remain
untouched by the calculations of cost-effectiveness. States may have given
up a share of the political authority that historically belonged to them
exclusively, but this has been a very small price to pay. As Alfred (2005,
p. 138) has also noted as part of his criticism of the policies of settler states,
“[t]he token amounts of money given and limited minority-group rights
granted to indigenous peoples” have been a bargain for the states wishing to
redeem themselves from “the moral repercussions of conquest.” Thus, the
aim of global politics to make amends has involved evaluations of moral,
political and economic ‘profits’ and ‘costs’. Where inclusion is concerned,
the profit for states and the international community at large has been to
gain an image of promoting justice, progress and equality. The cost is that
states can no longer autocratically decide on behalf of the peoples living in
their territory without facing criticism, shame and pressure.

Tellingly, the way in which both the UN Permanent Forum and the
Arctic Council accommodate indigenous participation has not threatened
states’ ultimate or factual power. In the case of the UN Permanent Forum,
it became evident already during the establishment of the body that indig-
enous peoples wanted to have an equal position with states in it. The
legitimacy of the Forum, in the eyes of indigenous peoples especially, was
secured by insisting on this principle of state and indigenous representatives
acting on an equal footing. As a result, states wanted to limit the decision-
making powers of the Forum, even though indigenous peoples would have
liked to see a body with decision-making power and more actual authority.
One of the prices to pay for indigenous peoples’ ‘equal’ inclusion was having
a forum with a mere consultative role. Similarly, in the case of the Arctic
Council, discussion of transforming the organization from one making
non-binding decisions into one making binding decisions has revealed its
essentially hierarchical nature. Criticism has pointed out that such an
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increase in the powers of the Council would mean a weakening of the
position of indigenous peoples: in a weaker framework, where the Council
has no more than a consultative role, the peoples’ position is strong. It is in
this vein that Hale (2005, p. 20) has pointed out that “indigenous ‘repre-
sentatives’ accept recognition in exchange for compliance with the eco-
nomic and political constraints that follow.” At the end of the day, a gain in
inclusion means a loss in power.

The political move from the colonialism of the past to the neoliberal
present has meant a radical shift from ignoring indigenous peoples as
inhabitants of states to singling the peoples out as groups responsible for
representing themselves. The opportunity to take part in politics has trans-
lated into a responsibility and need to do so. Indigenous peoples are
expected to transform their own conditions and to assume responsibility
for managing risks. Rather than looking to international politics to provide
protection and security, the neoliberal mindset requires subjects to “pro-
duce individually what was once provisioned in the common” (Brown
2015, p. 42), thus intensifying inequalities. Both in the case of the UN
Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council, the leading idea is that indige-
nous people are to represent themselves—despite the fact that the states in
which the peoples live are already represented in these forums. Here, the
indigenous peoples constitute a special case, as states are ordinarily assumed
to represent their inhabitants and their concerns, well-being and interests.

The fantasy of ‘teamwork’, ‘partnership’ and ‘cooperation’ is part of the
neoliberal mindset. As the aim is to reach ‘stakeholder consensus’—in the
name of equality and inclusiveness but in fact to serve cost-effectiveness—
individual interests and local claims become watered down and glossed
over. The ways in which inclusion goes hand in hand with the demand for
stakeholder consensus are reflected concretely in the constant struggle
against time in the annual sessions of the UN Permanent Forum. As there
are large numbers of indigenous organizations that want to speak on a
specific agenda item in the plenary session, being there does not mean
getting heard. For example, in the 2007 annual session, which included a
discussion on eradicating poverty, 70 organizations expressed an interest in
giving a statement in the two hours that was allocated to the subject. This
being the case, the chair prefers collective statements of several participating
organizations, often giving delegates delivering such statements a few
minutes more than those of single organizations, who might get as little
as three minutes to speak. The preference for collective statements translates
into a loss of more nuanced indigenous concerns, placing, once again, the
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demand upon indigeneity to perform a coherent ‘we’. In contrast, repre-
sentatives of states are allowed more time and are less frequently
interrupted, which speaks volumes about the still hierarchical nature of
this arena (Lindroth 2011).

Indeed, the efficacy of “neoliberal multiculturalism,” as Hale (2005,
p. 13) observes, relies on the ability of those in power, to “restructure the
arena of political contention”—the arena that could potentially function as a
platform for the marginalized to gain rights and genuine political influence.
The inclusion of indigenous peoples in international politics has not meant a
diminishing of state control even though this might appear to be the case in
light of the new types of ‘partnership’ and ‘cooperation’ that are being
promoted. For indigenous peoples, states’ control, coupled with the market
logic proffered by the prevailing neoliberal rationality, as well as its call for
active participation, has meant losing once and for all any “guarantees of
protection by the liberal state” (Brown 2015, p. 64). A salient example is
found in the Australian context, where Strakosch (2015) has examined the
withdrawal of politics from the visible spaces of national politics and the
distribution of responsibility to the fringes of decentralized regional and
communal programs. In both national and international politics, the polit-
ical, economic and social responsibility for improving conditions has been
placed squarely on the shoulders of those who lack protection afforded by
rights, well-being, security or political representation.

POLICING INDIGENEITY

The institutional, observable and technical reforms undertaken in interna-
tional politics to include indigenous peoples have been made with the
‘good’ of the peoples in mind. The benevolent will to include masks the
less heartening side of the partnership, cooperation and involvement prof-
fered. In effect, the reforms are part of the array of neoliberal tactics used by
colonial power today. As the reforms convey an image that actual changes
are taking place, they are also conveniently available to the international
political community as evidence in defending itself against any criticism that
it has excluded and marginalized the peoples.

Inclusion as an invitation to sit down around the same table defuses the
challenge that indigenous peoples pose to states and international politics.
By being included in the political system of those who have colonized them,
the peoples and their causes have been made partners in a politics that has, in
fact, never abandoned its hierarchical and unequal premises. The seeming
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‘goodness’ of inclusion has sheltered the illegitimacy of the physical, legal
and political bases of the current order from being exposed and attacked.
Having ready evidence of indigenous inclusion and being able to appeal to
this act of ‘doing good’ have enabled the states to dismiss the fundamental
basis of any statements that colonialist mentalities persist.

What benevolent inclusion does not impact is the underlying premise of
injustice in the relationship between the injured and their protector. Like
many of the colonial interventions of the past, the political inclusion of
indigenous peoples in global politics today has been based on the principle
of protection and ‘doing good’. The celebration of institutional inclusion
that has taken place in the UN Permanent Forum and Arctic Council is built
on an awareness that the peoples and their causes are in need of attention
and special measures. Indeed, the peoples themselves have been active in
voicing their needs and pointing out the lack of safeguards for their political
position. The inclusion of indigenous peoples is a matter of recognizing the
peoples. At the same time, however, it is misrecognition, for it unceasingly
requires the peoples to uphold their position as vulnerable subjects if they
are to be deemed worthy of the political position gained.

Alfred (2005, p. 130) has called this (mis)recognition the ‘menu’ of
identities and cultural choices that is presented to indigenous peoples by
those who offer them ‘a seat at the same table’. Similarly, Povinelli (2011,
p. 31) has noted that “the subjects of recognition are called to present
difference in a form that feels like difference, but does not permit any real
difference to confront a normative world.” The ways in which indigeneity
becomes recognized are the polar opposite of what the western, so-called
developed, industrial world is considered to be. Indigeneity is called for as
the vulnerable one, the one who is injured, lacerated and in need of
protection. In this role, indigeneity is always the Other and a rung lower
in the hierarchy.

In addition to inclusion (mis)recognizing indigeneity and its difference
from the outset, the mechanical, institutional and administrative inclusion
that desires partnership and ‘sitting at the same table’ blunts political action.
The neoliberal drive to include and the expectation that indigeneity as the
Other is somehow homogeneous entail the idea that consensus, not con-
test, is what is sought. But, as Brown (2015, p. 127, see also Strakosch
2015) has concluded, the neoliberal ethos of cooperation “eliminates pol-
itics, conflict, and deliberation about common values and ends.” Through
inclusion, the contestation that is arguably the essence of politics is avoided,
and the indigenous cause is reduced to the most easily reachable common
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denominator. This is especially the case in the UN Permanent Forum and
the Arctic Council, which are hyped as the premier platforms for coopera-
tion, but have no more than a consultative role. Even the ways in which the
inclusion of indigenous peoples in these forums is structured and
implemented indicate that the people face severe challenges in contesting,
altering and questioning the very premises of the content and workings of
the politics. In this respect, inclusion marks a narrowing of the political in
indigeneity.

Within this frame, rather than enabling political action, the will to include
constitutes a policing move targeting indigeneity. As we have pointed out
earlier in this chapter, inclusion is not, if it ever was, an effort to correct
wrongdoings or improve conditions but to ensure and maintain a grip on
indigeneity. In other words, the price to pay for institutional inclusion and
recognition is that indigeneity—as a difference marked by vulnerability and
injuredness—becomes policed. Inclusion is thus a move that sustains
dispossession.

Inclusion and recognition are the ways in which the policing of
indigeneity becomes possible. In order to even start thinking about chang-
ing conditions and gaining redress, indigenous peoples have had to demand
recognition of the wrongdoings perpetrated against them. What makes the
quest for recognition irresistible is its promise of change, which would
otherwise be impossible. At the precise moment of starting the quest for
recognition, indigeneity enters a ‘limbo’ that is no longer about changing
and correcting the injustices of the past but about indigeneity becoming
defined by its being injured. Indeed, as Butler and Athanasiou (2013, p. 87)
note, the current political framework is obsessed with the identity that is
injured rather than the condition within which those with that identity live:

There is a difference between calling for recognition of oppression in order to
overcome oppression and calling for recognition of identity that now becomes
defined by its injury. The problem with the latter is that it inscribes injury into
identity and makes that into a presupposition of political self-representation.
As such, injury cannot be recast as an oppression to be overcome.

In many cases, indigenous peoples have not had any other viable choice
than to seek political and legal recognition. The current neoliberal politics
has also made indigenous peoples complicit in the desire for inclusion. This
all means that indigenous peoples are trapped in a vicious cycle where they
are expected to re-represent their injury in order to gain the recognition that
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is a necessary precondition for them to get justice. Even if the peoples
should demand recognition of the oppression that has taken place, the
politics of inclusion only recognizes the subject that is oppressed. Where
the indigenous peoples are concerned, politics is no longer a matter of
changing circumstances but of indigeneity itself. What is being pursued is
indigeneity as a particular type of subjectivity that must reproduce, alter and
adapt itself to given political conditions. In the process, neoliberal partner-
ship and empowerment shift the burden of responsibility for improving the
indigenous peoples’ lives onto the peoples themselves. While recognition
promises a subject ‘a place at the table’ and equal rights—rights that are
difficult not to want—no pursuit of recognition can ever transform the
machinery within which the subject seeks that recognition.
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CHAPTER 3

Vulnerable Yet Adaptive: Indigeneity
in the Making

QUALIFICATIONS FOR ENTRY

As discussed in the previous chapter, historical injury has been the precon-
dition both for indigenous peoples to argue for entry into global politics and
for that politics to recognize them. While an assumption of the peoples
being vulnerable subjects prevails in international politics and its practices,
as well as in the parlance and rationales of inclusion, politics today has
changed and, with that, what is expected of indigenous representatives has
gained new nuances. The scope of issues tackled in international politics
has expanded extensively in the 20 years that indigenous peoples have been
engaged in that politics, the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council
being prime examples. The politics that the peoples first encountered upon
joining the UN Working Group on Indigenous Populations and the Arctic
Council is very different than that seen today. The issues dealt with in
relation to indigenous peoples in the UN and Arctic politics now range
from global environmental degradation and large-scale questions of the use
of natural resources to the changing living conditions of remote communi-
ties and the capacities of individuals to cope with drastic environmental,
economic, political and social changes. Moreover, there is now much more
information on the situation and well-being of indigenous peoples both
nationally and internationally. At the same time, indigenous peoples are
better aware of the circumstances of their counterparts around the globe
and may assess their particular situation in this light.
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Clearly, the institutional inclusion of indigenous peoples has produced
more knowledge and awareness as well as enabled previously unthinkable
collaboration and coalitions. This has been beneficial for the peoples; they
have been able to attract international attention to and concern over their
causes more effectively and to forge global cooperation among themselves
and with states. Despite the practical challenges indigenous peoples face in
participating in the meetings of the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic
Council, these forums have provided a physical platform for the peoples to
meet one another. The challenges, as discussed in the previous chapter,
include the expense of traveling to the locations where the meetings take
place and the limited time allocated for presenting concerns. The coalitions
formed and strengthened in the UN have been beneficial in the Arctic
Council and vice versa. For example, the Saami Council, the international
body for cooperation between the Saami peoples in Sweden, Norway,
Finland and Russia, has played a prominent role in both the Arctic Council
and the UN. Representatives of the Saami Council have played leading roles
as chairs of the UN Permanent Forum (Lindroth 2006) and as trailblazers in
shaping the status of Permanent Participants in the Arctic Council
(Tennberg 1998).

The newly gained knowledge and forms of cooperation have not, how-
ever, erased indigenous peoples’ need to justify their presence and cause in
the eyes of global politics. The position of being injured, while still highly
relevant for the peoples in their struggles for political and legal recognition,
has morphed from a vulnerability to be eradicated into a vulnerability that in
fact defines the peoples and that global politics can help them to cope with.
The role of indigeneity as a permanently vulnerable state has been coupled
with new expectations for indigenous peoples, expectations that stem from
fundamental changes globally in the environment, the economy and poli-
tics. If the peoples’ injuries, caused by a brutal past, were once the condition
for them to enter international politics, their ability to contribute to global
struggles in the midst of change is now the condition for entry and
inclusion.

The new ‘codes of entry’ allowing indigenous peoples to argue for the
validity of their role and cause in international politics are entangled with
three perceived characteristics: their connectedness to the environment—
and thus its changes—their historical and current vulnerability and, para-
doxically, their ability to adapt. It is these three traits that validate the
peoples as representatives in international politics, that qualify them, as it
were. The positioning of indigenous peoples’ political role in relation to
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these attributes is universally shared. The rhetoric, practices and products of
both the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council reflect the
prevailing expectation, assumption and requirement that indigenous peo-
ples represent these attributes. As this chapter will demonstrate, quite
astonishingly, essentially identical wording is used in both of these separate
political arenas—by both the states and indigenous peoples—when describ-
ing the role and significance of the peoples in statements, reports and policy
documents.

The peoples’ relationship to the environment, vulnerability in the face of
past and current events and celebrated ability to adapt and survive—given
their harsh past and prospect of an equally harsh future—form the qualifi-
cations that indigeneity must show proof of in contemporary global politics.
The tropes of power embedded in the contemporary, seemingly well-
meaning political inclusion, become discernible when these expected qual-
ifications are subjected to critical scrutiny. The desire on the part of global
politics to define and include indigeneity on the basis of these particular
attributes is an ever-tightening grip on indigeneity. This new set of qualifi-
cations will not be the last, however, as the power of global politics that
works through inclusion lies in its constantly creating new sets of criteria for
the peoples to fulfill.

BOUND TO THE ENVIRONMENT

The rise of environmental concerns and indigenous peoples’ (alleged) close
relationship to nature has been the principal reason for the inclusion of the
peoples in the forums where contemporary international politics is carried
on. Indigenous peoples have become representations and representatives of
climate change (Martello 2008). They are perceived as living close to
nature, having exclusive knowledge of the environment, making crucial
observations of environmental changes and, thus, as having a special stew-
ardship role toward the planet. In this capacity, they are viewed as valuable
partners.

The environment has become a marker of sorts determining what indig-
enous peoples and their causes are expected to be. In many cases, the
environment is relevant to indigenous peoples, as they have been pushed
to the margins, to the edge of the world as it were. For example, indigenous
peoples living in the Arctic must confront consequences of climate change
whose severity is disproportionate in relation to the peoples’ contribution to
that change. The profound impacts on their living conditions and
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livelihoods include erosion, trans-boundary pollution and the melting of
glaciers and permafrost (e.g. Sejersen 2015; Arctic Human Development
Report 2015). While this is reality for many peoples, the presumption that
all indigenous peoples live close to nature does not reflect the full spectrum
of their lived realities. Urbanization is a global phenomenon that has
affected the lives of indigenous communities every bit as much as it has
those of other rural and remote communities in both developed and devel-
oping countries.

The connectedness of indigenous peoples to the environment has been
acknowledged in international politics. In the case of the Arctic Council, the
motive in doing so has been to gain regional environmental knowledge and
the institutional accommodation of indigenous peoples and their particular
knowledge. To a great extent, indigenous representatives are expected to
provide that specific environmental knowledge for the benefit of the whole
Arctic region. In the UN, the original idea of inclusion, based on human
rights perspectives and providing political space for the mistreated, has been
augmented by the growing attention to the ecological prowess of indige-
nous peoples. The prevailing idea is that indigenous peoples, with their
intimate connections to the land, are able to offer crucial information on
environmental changes and have the potential to help the rest of the world
tackle these successfully.

The fundamental premise that indigenous peoples ‘live their environ-
ment’, have ‘intimate knowledge of the climate’ and possess ‘special envi-
ronmental knowledge’ constitutes a set of criteria for indigenous
participation. The assumption that indigenous peoples represent certain
causes in global politics is very explicit. For example, the Arctic Climate
Impact Assessment notes that indigenous peoples “live in the region all year
round, have intimate knowledge of the land, sea, and climate” and that “[t]
hey are an invaluable resource and important partners in research” and
“demonstrate extensive knowledge about climate change in their daily
lives” (Arctic Climate Impact Assessment 2005, p. 77, 81). Similarly, the
final report of the annual session of the UN Permanent Forum from 2008
acknowledges the contribution that indigenous peoples can make in the
struggle against climate change because of their traditional knowledge
(Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues 2008).

Indigeneity has become defined by the environmental conditions under
which indigenous peoples live and an assumption that they enjoy a special
relationship with their environment. At the same time, the political inclu-
sion of the peoples has started to forcefully resonate with the growing global
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concern for the environment. The indigenous subject—included on the
basis of its injuries—is now called upon and placed on a pedestal as one
that can tell the rest of world how to live, survive and cope with changing
surroundings. In our view, this transition in the position of indigenous
peoples is a telltale sign of the continuous policing of indigeneity in inter-
national politics. The way in which the environment and environmental
knowledge has become conditions of approval for the whole political exis-
tence of the peoples makes visible how indigeneity continues to be a target
of colonial techniques of governing.

No one can escape being governed, but in the case of indigenous
peoples, this governing is of particular kind. This particularity stems from
the unfinished business of the colonial past, which from the very outset
placed, and continues to place, the peoples physically, mentally and socially
in the margins of societies and history. As targets of neoliberal governing,
which urges one to ‘educate’ and ‘empower’ oneself and to exercise ‘active
citizenship’ (e.g. Agrawal 2005; Li 2007), indigenous peoples are, however,
in a different position than non-indigenous citizens. For example, in settler
states, such as Australia, Canada and the USA, the conditions from which
indigenous peoples are to lift themselves up are far more challenging and
fundamentally complex (Statistics Canada 2006; Sutton 2009; Rosay
2016). It follows from the colonial past and its unfinished business that
there are fundamental hierarchical differences in society and politics at large.
The ways in which indigenous peoples are governed are particularly violent,
due to not only the peoples being placed in the lowest ranks of the colonial
hierarchy but also the absence of real attempts and a genuine desire to break
that hierarchy. As our discussion in the previous chapter on deceitful
inclusion shows, the wrongdoings of the past and present are yet to be
properly addressed and the colonial patterns that cause them yet to be
abolished.

The current politics of inclusion in the UN and the Arctic Council, if not
recognizing the full scope of the challenges experienced by indigenous
peoples, acknowledges the peoples’ environmental stakeholdership; the
peoples deserve and should be listened to based on their particular knowl-
edge. The position of stakeholder is built upon the expectation of hierar-
chical otherness. The particular knowledge that indigenous peoples are
assumed to represent and that is sought-after is remote, rural and local
knowledge. The ‘remoteness’ of indigenous peoples’ knowledge legitimizes
their status as valid participants in international politics. Belonging to a
community affected by environmental problems gives the peoples an
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entitlement and a right to speak. What results is “eco-indigenism,” as
Sissons (2005) calls it, a mindset that confines indigeneity to being nothing
more than a matter of the environment and saving the nature. The logic of
gaining recognition by providing evidence of one’s dispossession, seen in
the previous chapter, where inclusion was secured by dint of injury, would
seem to prevail in the case of environmental issues as well: indigeneity enters
international politics as a subjectivity that is bound to its degrading envi-
ronmental conditions.

The special knowledge that indigenous peoples are said to possess is
referred to as ‘traditional (ecological) knowledge’. Traditional knowledge
is revered as a counterweight to Western scientific knowledge and its failed
efforts to understand the complexity of ecosystems and their changes
(e.g. Heinämäki 2009). Even though traditional knowledge is welcomed,
a problematic relationship between different kinds of knowledges prevails.
There is still a gap between the formalized knowledges of science and the
local understandings generated in the course of everyday life. Even though
indigenous peoples are taken into international politics to represent tradi-
tional knowledge and, in some cases, even considered sources from whom
the world can learn how to co-exist with the environment, the hierarchy
between the different kinds of knowledges positions indigenous knowledge
as irrational and anecdotal (Watson 2015). While belonging to the category
of environmental subjects enables indigenous peoples to enter international
politics, it does not necessarily translate into their being heard in that forum.
Due to the colonial past, the inclusion of indigenous peoples on the basis of
their traditional knowledge is also problematic, as much of that knowledge
has been a target of eradication. If such knowledge existed but was then lost
as a consequence of colonialism, how is it justified and fair to demand such
knowledge of the peoples now? Once again, indigenous peoples need to
earn their status in international politics.

VULNERABILITY VALIDATES

The defining element in the acknowledged relation between indigeneity
and the environment is vulnerability. In the environmental and human
rights debates, indigenous peoples are frequently defined as groups at risk
and in need of having their vulnerability recognized. In the context of the
Permanent Forum, it has been stated that indigenous peoples have special
knowledge which has to be validated (Laub 2008). Similarly, in the Arctic, it
has been said that local voices in the remote regions are often not heard even
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though they should be (Arctic Climate Impact Assessment 2005, p. 87).
The underlying logic is that indigenous peoples are custodians of nature
because of their close relationship with their environment and, in particular,
their nature-based livelihoods (e.g. Smith 2007; Martello 2008). Owing to
this close relationship, they are vulnerable to environmental changes and
thus should be considered important actors in environmental politics.

Phrases that are often heard in the UN emphasize how, for indigenous
peoples climate change is “a matter of life and death” (Fiu Mataese Elisara
2008), “may threaten [their] very existence” (Briceño 2008) and is “put-
ting [our] survival as peoples at risk” (Bastidas 2008). Due to climate
change, “indigenous peoples live in ecosystems at serious risk from degra-
dation” (Olsson 2008). The peoples are “disproportionally affected by
climate change” (Djonkou 2008) since they are those “least responsible”
for causing climate change but those “most affected” (Olsson 2008) by its
consequences. Indeed, the common manner of presenting indigeneity is in
terms of risks and threats. The image of victims has also been appropriated
by indigenous peoples themselves. Their lives are considered ‘particularly
and immediately threatened’ and, as the UN rhetoric describes it, they are
‘the poorest of the poor’ and the ‘most marginalized’.

The current international political inclusion of indigenous peoples and
the concern for indigeneity stem from the peoples’ role as (local) vulnerable
populations. Due to their vulnerable position, indigenous peoples are
viewed not only as knowledge-holders but also, and most importantly, as
stakeholders who experience and observe the environment in their daily
lives. This perception is reflected in the following excerpt from the Arctic
Climate Impact Assessment:

Within the context of climate change, indigenous observations and perspec-
tives offer great insights not only in terms of the nature and extent of
environmental change, but also in terms of the significance of such change
for those peoples whose cultures are built on an intimate connection with the
arctic landscape. (Arctic Climate Impact Assessment 2005, p. 62)

Environmental issues and the concomitant discussion of vulnerability
show the ways in which the presence of indigenous peoples in international
politics has changed. In the very beginning of the peoples’ involvement in
the UN, in the 1970s, their position as vulnerable claimants validated their
access. The aim of the UN was to give them a voice and a say in issues that
concerned them in order to extricate them from their marginalized
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condition. The people’s vulnerability had to be erased. Now, with the world
facing environmental threats whose scope is beyond anyone’s ability to
grasp, the vulnerability of indigenous peoples has ceased being an issue to
resolve. On the contrary, vulnerability to environmental changes has
become an attribute that validates the peoples’ expertise, knowledge and
stakeholdership. Their vulnerability validates their involvement as it is seen
as entailing particular expertise and powers of observation that can poten-
tially help humankind at large (Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues
2008).

According to Fineman (2013), vulnerability is a universal condition of
human beings. However, critical scholars, in their analysis of contemporary
politics, have noted that vulnerability is not a universally shared experience
(e.g. Evans and Reid 2014). It is a condition only presumed of and assigned
to some. In our view, vulnerability is one of the particular premises that lays
a claim on indigeneity in international politics. Indigeneity is acknowledged,
but that recognition is partial and selective as it marks indigeneity as bound
to its environment and to the injuries caused by changes in it. “Ecological
ethnicity” (Parajuli 2004, p. 150) becomes indigenous identity. What one
might consider benevolent acknowledgment has actually turned out to set
criteria for authenticity. Especially where ecological discussions are
concerned, this requirement of ‘authenticity’ is, as Sissons (2005) has
critically argued, oppressive. Indigenous peoples need to perform their
vulnerability in order to be considered ‘authentic’ in the eyes of interna-
tional politics. However, the position of being the ‘most severely affected’
local stakeholder who has environmental observations to offer, drastically,
limits the range of issues and topics that the peoples can legitimately raise
and discuss.

In the UN and Arctic politics, the concern for the vulnerability of
indigenous peoples has translated into inclusion and a welcoming of the
peoples. The well-meaning aim has been that institutional inclusion would
offset vulnerability and that such inclusion would be an ‘asset’ for both
indigenous peoples and international politics. However, as we have argued
earlier, the mere existence of the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic
Council has not diminished the vulnerability of the peoples. The formal
state-based structures of these international political forums have been built
on the basis of manufactured vulnerabilities of indigenous peoples, vulner-
abilities that are politically commissioned from the peoples at particular
times by international politics. Whether indigenous peoples accept this
premise or not, it is vulnerability that politics draws on and exploits. What
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the UN and the Arctic Council commission from the peoples today is local
environmental subjectivity.

Politically, vulnerability is used to bring into being and ‘foretell’ a specific
indigeneity. Indigenous peoples are addressed as a particular target group,
one that is helpless and in need of support. Instead of providing indigenous
peoples with real leverage, the emphasis on vulnerability portrays them, yet
again, as objects of something that is already taking place or about to
happen. As subjects deemed perpetually vulnerable, they are positioned
merely to react and accommodate themselves, once again, to inevitable
future changes. The mentality goes hand in hand with the neoliberal idea
of the world as insecure, where vulnerability is a “defining condition of
existence” (Furedi 2008, p. 652; see also Reid 2012). The inclusion of
indigenous peoples in international politics on the basis of their vulnerability
has been a strategic move. Invoking the peoples’ marginalization, victimi-
zation and injury—conditions that render them vulnerable—has in effect,
cemented indigeneity as permanent state of vulnerability. The global politics
of today, instead of according more political space and power, executes
maneuvers of institutional inclusion that facilitate imposing particular
requirements on indigeneity, vulnerability being an enduring one.

ADAPTATION GLORIFIES

Along with the emphasis on vulnerability, there is hype surrounding adap-
tation in international politics dealing with the current global changes and
the ways in which the vulnerable indigenous subject is positioned in relation
to them. Environmental changes have had profound effects on the condi-
tions of life and living, bringing changes in livelihoods, eradicating living
space and causing ecological disasters to which the human race must adapt.
Indigenous peoples are portrayed as prime examples of adaptation due to
their demonstrated ability to persevere despite colonial practices and to
survive in the face of profound risks to their environments. Adaptation is
also embraced by indigenous peoples as proof of their ability to resist and
persist as peoples under extreme pressure.

International politics in the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Coun-
cil is shot through with adaptation rhetoric. Assumptions and expectations
that indigenous peoples must, can and will adapt are clearly stated in both of
these forums. The Arctic Climate Impact Assessment, for example, notes
the continuous need of indigenous peoples to adapt:
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The challenge posed by climate change to indigenous peoples is their ability to
respond and adapt to changes in the local environment, while continuing to
prosper. Since the history of indigenous peoples is replete with change, it is
important to ask whether they and their cultures are threatened by continued
change, or whether change is just a threat to current understanding of the
environment, which in any case is continually changing, slowly and on a daily
basis. (Arctic Climate Impact Assessment 2005. p. 76)

The discussions of the Permanent Forum also highlight the role of
indigenous peoples, in the face of environmental changes, as valuable
partners in and contributors to global efforts to adapt. As the indigenous
chairperson of the 2008 Permanent Forum stated, indigenous peoples “can
significantly contribute to designing and implementing more appropriate
and sustainable mitigation and adaptation measures” (Tauli-Corpus 2008).

Indigenous peoples’ ability to constantly adapt is not confined to the
environment but rather extends to all spheres of social life, such as the
economy, politics and law. The Arctic Human Development Report illus-
trates the common ground in international politics reflecting how indige-
nous peoples as representatives of ‘remote’ Arctic societies are viewed:

Nor is climate change the only threat to Arctic societies and cultures. On the
contrary, there is also a growing need to respond effectively to fast changes in
economic, legal, and political systems as well as to changes in other biophysical
systems. To meet this challenge, Arctic societies will have to balance the
retention of longstanding social practices with the introduction of new
forms of knowledge and innovative technologies or, in other words, find the
right mix of continuity and change. (Arctic Human Development Report
2004, pp. 230–231)

As local vulnerable groups, the peoples must live under simultaneous
expectations of responsiveness and flexibility. The requirement for
indigeneity to accommodate itself to change is inescapable.

Discussion on the environment, in particular, makes visible how indige-
nous peoples need to adapt and accommodate to changes that are very
much present in their communities even though they have not brought
these about themselves. The need to adapt and to ‘bounce back’ makes
indigenous peoples responsible for coping and persisting in the face of
challenges. More importantly, adaptation has come to embody the essence
of what the world wants indigeneity to be. The political celebration of
adaptive indigeneity also manifests itself in the institutional arrangements
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of ‘adding’ indigenous peoples and ‘stirring’. Rather than giving indigenous
peoples a stronger political position and opportunities to exert influence,
this seeming inclusion suggests that it is not the current politics that needs
to adjust itself, but rather indigeneity that needs to stretch to fit that politics
and its consequences.

As result of the world falling in love with this idea(l) of indigenous
peoples always being able to adapt and guiding the rest of us on how to
live in midst of change, international politics has become rapt in a fantasy of
ever-adaptive indigeneity. Indigenous peoples have become the model for
the rest of the world to follow in how to live sustainably and to accommo-
date one’s life to changing conditions. This is the political role on the basis
of which the peoples are included. Reid and Chandler (2018) go so far as to
claim that indigeneity has become an archetype for the subjectivity that
neoliberal politics desires. According to this desire, we should all embrace,
become aware of and foster our adaptive capacities—in a world where
everyone is supposed to secure themselves—and by doing so ‘become
indigenous’.

It is extremely noteworthy that the obsession of international politics
with adaptation and indigeneity not only invokes the concept ‘adaptation’
itself but appears in more subtle forms and in inscribed assumptions of
flexibility and adjustment. The expectation of adaptation manifests itself in
the call for indigenous agency, in the need for the peoples to sustain their
authenticity and in a politics of compensation. All these are seemingly well-
meaning tropes that bear a promise of something better, be it more political
leverage, acknowledgment of traditional practices or financial redress. In
fact, the tropes are powerful technologies of neoliberal politics that place
expectations on indigeneity. The call for agency translates into indigenous
peoples being required to empower and govern themselves, to build on
their active role by dint of their indigeneity. For the peoples to be recog-
nized and become entitled to certain rights and positions, they must meet a
demand placed on them to sustain and reproduce an authenticity and
distinctiveness. However, at the same time, the peoples need to adapt to
changes in their environments. It is here that the politics of compensation
comes into play: the presumption is that indigenous peoples will adapt to
changes; added to this is the promise of (potentially) receiving various forms
of financial, legal, social or territorial compensation if they do (Lindroth and
Sinevaara-Niskanen 2014).

The attempts to address and resolve the unresolved issues relating to the
use of lands and natural resources make visible the distorted premises on
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which negotiations on such issues take place—negotiations that are said to
be conducted in ‘partnership’ with indigenous peoples (Nuttall 2010). The
UN guidelines for conducting business that may have an impact on indig-
enous peoples are a vivid example of how the peoples’ supposed role as
partners in negotiations has not changed the fundamental power set-up and
the primacy of the interests of the global economy. The Guiding Principles
on Business and Human Rights that the UN has put forward are based on
the idea of ‘protect, respect and remedy’ (Office of the High Commissioner
for Human Rights 2011). According to these guidelines, indigenous peo-
ples and their rights are to be protected and respected by states and, for
example, corporations undertaking projects on indigenous territories. In
case these measures fail, as in many cases they have, the guidelines advice
that indigenous peoples are to be compensated in a way that remedies the
loss of and damage to their livelihood and culture. A similar economy-
driven approach to the struggle over natural resources prevails within the
ambit of the Arctic Council (Sinevaara-Niskanen 2015), an idea that one
could calculate monetary value to cultural practices or access to, for exam-
ple, fresh water. The global economy is represented as a given, a necessity to
which indigenous and local economies and peoples must adjust, and by
doing so, they might potentially gain some monetary compensation.

Adaptation is presented and celebrated, by international politics and
indigenous peoples alike, as something that secures and saves indigenous
lives. But what is the indigeneity that is formed through the constant
requirement of adaptation? The relationship between the governor and
the governed remains intact: it is not Western values and expectations, but
rather indigenous cultures and livelihoods that must accommodate them-
selves to the changing conditions. What is more, no matter how skilled
indigenous peoples are in adapting to changes, there are always significant
facets of indigenous values, understanding and practices that are removed or
excluded from society (see also Brigg 2007). The never-ending adjustments
that indigenous peoples must make mean that they remain Others and
excluded.

While it may seem that adaptive indigeneity is the saving grace for
humankind, in reality what we see at work is the ‘indigeneity on-demand’
of neoliberal politics whereby subjects cope by themselves and are respon-
sible for their own well-being and existence, no matter the conditions. This
adaptive ‘indigeneity on-demand’ valorizes and evokes certain modes of
indigeneity: it is a statement on what the ‘proper’ indigenous subject is. This
is not to say that indigenous peoples are not adaptive or that they should not
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adapt. However, adaptation as an unquestioned presumption of politics—a
politics that is built on colonial grounds—and of a certain kind of indige-
nous ‘being’, existence and agency marks the continuation of power rela-
tions once declared historical, that is, ones only to be found in history
books. The praise for the adaptive capacities of indigenous peoples—tanta-
mount to indigeneity being flexible—is among the essential building blocks
of ‘proper’ indigenous subjectivity in the eyes of international politics.

PINING FOR PECULIARITY

The emphases on indigenous peoples’ vulnerability and their adaptive
capacity are elements of what can be called “exclusive inclusion” (see also
Rifkin 2009; Brigg 2007; Ahmed 2012, on discursive practices of inclusive
exclusion). By this, we mean the political moves that valorize certain alleged
features of indigeneity while ignoring others (O’Malley 1996; on the similar
problematique of oppressive authenticity, see Sissons 2005). As O’Malley
(1996, p. 162) has described it, selective valorization means the “neutral-
ization, suppression or eschewal of those aspects which are seen as counter-
productive, hostile or incompatible with the project of rule”. The inclusion
of indigenous peoples in international politics observes this same tactic
amounting to partial inclusion.

Collis and Webb (2014), referring to a similar type of problematique,
talk about the ‘double act’ of seeing and not seeing that has historically
defined the relations between Natives and Settlers. The politics of forgetting
has meant a deliberate erasure of the peoples from society. As Collis and
Webb point out, the history of making indigenous peoples invisible has
been extreme where their languages, cultures, values and beliefs are
concerned. In a similar way, contemporary politics, which seems rife with
apologies, inclusion and recognition, still considers indigenous peoples
invisible “except insofar as they constitute either a problem, or a decorative
feature” (Collis and Webb 2014, p. 494).

One visible and valorized feature in current international politics, as the
examples in the contexts of the Arctic Council and theUNPermanent Forum
show, is the special relationship that indigenous peoples are perceived to have
with the environment (Lindroth and Sinevaara-Niskanen 2014). Here, the
embrace of certain alleged qualities of indigeneity is a situation of give-and-
take: in making claims of discrimination and narrating vulnerability in the
face of environmental degradation—and as “a community defined by
some shared features” (Butler 2004, p. 24)—indigenous peoples need to
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present themselves as a distinct and recognizable group. What is expected
from this community or group is a connectedness to the land and the local
surroundings, which are—or so it is hoped—local, remote, rural and tradi-
tional. Recognition of that position of vulnerability then grants the peoples
the status of stakeholders and knowledge providers. The political space of
indigeneity is earned by providing evidence of the ability to deliver knowledge
and stakeholdership that derive from vulnerability. Once this political position
is earned, however, indigenous peoples, rather than being seen as the ones
fundamentally changing the course of politics, are expected to perform their
expertise in how to adapt to the permanent condition of vulnerability. Thus,
gaining a political status on these premises ultimately means that the peoples
enter a constrained position, one in which they can raise only certain, very
limited concerns. The give-and-take of inclusion that is based on selective
valorization and the conscious exclusion of more nuanced and troubling
aspects of indigeneity translate into indigenous peoples having little room
to argue for new agendas or to exert influence.

Selective valorization relies on and enhances the existing, constructed
distinctions between indigenous peoples and other actors in international
politics. In the Arctic Council and the Permanent Forum, international
environmental politics is filled with dichotomies that reproduce the ‘natives’
and ‘settlers’ of global politics. The roles of the actors in international
politics are cast in the polar opposites of ‘traditional ecological knowledge
vs. Western science’, ‘bearers of environmental risks vs. polluters’ and
‘peoples living on the land vs. the industrialized world’. This is one of the
principal ways in which the peculiar otherness of indigeneity isconstantly
reproduced. The inclusion of indigenous peoples has not erased the need
and desire to make a distinction between what is considered to be at the
core of politics and what and who are at the margins. As Sissons (2005,
p. 39) notes, “distinctions between ‘native’ and ‘settler’ are continuously
reproduced, although always in new guises.”What is entailed in the political
inclusion of indigenous peoples is the requirement for indigeneity to fulfill
the fantasy of distinctive otherness. Indigenous peoples must look, sound
and behave indigenous.

Otherness includesthe idea that ‘the other’ has less power and, accord-
ingly, is in need of protection and special measures. In relation to indige-
nous peoples, assuming such ‘otherness’ is a continuation of historical
civilizing colonialism, in which indigenous peoples were targets of various
practices, measures and regulations in the name of releasing them from their
disadvantaged situations. The contemporary special measures to protect the
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peoples, made in the name of care for the peoples, their practices and
cultures, include setting aside a separate ‘slot’ for indigeneity. In both the
UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council, a new category of partici-
pants has been created in order to accommodate indigenous representa-
tives. In the Arctic Council, this comprises the Permanent Participants, who
have equal access and footing with states in the work of the Council. It is
noteworthy that the choice was to create separate categories, rather than,
for example, imposing quotas that would require states to include indige-
nous representatives in their delegations. At the moment, it is up to the
member states whether they want to strengthen indigenous participation
further by including indigenous representatives. In the context of the UN,
the Permanent Forum is, in itself, a separate ‘slot’ for indigeneity. It is one of
many advisory bodies in the UN and although it is said to be the focal point
for indigenous peoples in the organization, it has not meant structural
inclusion of indigenous representative beyond the given slot. Inclusion of
indigenous peoples in the UN through the Permanent Forum has not set
any binding requirements for states to accommodate indigenous issues on
their agendas any more than before or to a greater extent than they are
willing to do so.

A separate slot for indigeneity can also be seen in the content and pro-
cedures of politics in the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council. For
example, in the UN Permanent Forum, traditional prayers of indigenous
peoples are an integral part of the annual sessions. Prayers have been
included despite the fact that religious practices are not usually allowed in
the UN, which aims to be an equally neutral territory for all nations
regardless of religion, race or other socio-cultural categories with which
one might identify (Lindroth 2011; Dahl 2012, pp. 38–39). In the work of
the Arctic Council, which is strongly defined by the production of knowl-
edge concerning the Arctic and its inhabitants, the treatment of the peoples
as something ‘separate’ can be seen in the division of Arctic issues into
general and indigenous ones. It is very common that the reports and
recommendations produced under the auspices of the Council have sepa-
rate sections on indigenous concerns (e.g. Arctic Climate Impact Assess-
ment 2005). The integration of indigenous peoples into the work of the
Council has not meant that Arctic interests and knowledge have merged;
indigenous issues remain separate, ‘special’ questions.

The process of giving indigenous peoples a separate slot serves to portray
international politics as more diverse, inclusive and tolerant. Indigenous
peoples make international politics look more attractive and literally more
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colorful by ‘decorating’ political institutions with their presence and wear-
ing their traditional costumes. In the UN, for example, there are no clear
requirements for the peoples to wear traditional attire, but for the purposes
of making politics, appearing ‘traditional’ and ‘indigenous’ fulfills the expec-
tation of particularity and can be used as a political tactic. It is a conscious
choice on the part of the peoples themselves to utilize (Lindroth 2011).
This ‘slot’ defined by traditionality and otherness ends up locking indige-
nous peoples and their concerns into their distinctiveness. Gaining the
separate slot is success of a kind, but the inability to cross the boundaries
of that slot means that indigenous issues can never enter the sphere of
‘common issues’. Indigenous concerns, as a result, are not able to enter
the platforms that would enable them to challenge, transform or even
contribute to what is considered common beyond the specificity of the
indigenous category that, for example, the UN Permanent Forum repre-
sents. In a similar vein, Cameron (2012, p. 108) notes that in the context of
indigenous peoples’ participation and discussions on the use of natural
resources, the agency accorded to local communities is limited to having a
say in the issues relating to livelihoods that are traditionally perceived as
local, such as herding and gathering. By contrast, indigenous views are not
solicited, for example, on issues pertaining to non-renewable resources
despite the fact that these resources have an equally strong presence in the
daily life of indigenous communities.

Tellingly, support for indigenous peoples’ political agency is considered
important in environmental discussions. However, as Sissons (2005, p. 24)
points out, when the support is confined to the alleged relationship to
nature, it dilutes the significant and specific challenges that indigeneity
poses to states. The shift to “more generalized projects of eco- ethnicity
and cultural survival”, as Sissons asserts, leads to a consideration of
indigeneity not in relation to colonization but rather in terms of relative
closeness to nature. Accordingly, the idea of ‘eco-indigenism’ reproduces
the polar opposites of Settlers and Natives in global politics. The traditional
and environmental slot given to indigenous peoples categorizes indigeneity
and indigenous politics as ‘primitivist’ areas of nature and culture and limits
them to these, in contrast to Western rationality, which is destructive of
nature (Sissons 2005, pp. 23–24; see also Nadasdy 2005 on indigenous
stereotypes and Western environmentalism). The category of ‘primitivist’
also evokes a call for the adaptive capacities of indigenous peoples.

The expectation of peculiar otherness, while it may enable indigenous
peoples’ agency, strongly essentializes indigeneity. The allegedly special
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relationship of the peoples to the environment becomes “defined as one
thing: the lone voice of truth, the virtuous defenders of an environment that
is being destroyed by the rapaciousness greed for resources” (Rutherford
2007, p. 301). Despite the heterogeneity among indigenous peoples,
indigeneity becomes fixed—also by indigenous peoples themselves—as a
characteristic that is shared by all indigenous peoples. The political language
in which this process is couched, describing the threats and risks facing the
collective existence of indigenous peoples, binds indigeneity to community.
As environmental actors, indigenous peoples become defined not as indi-
viduals but as collectives, as ‘peoples’. This is one way of cementing a
distinction between indigenous peoples and other political actors. The
emphasis on community is visible in the Arctic Human Development
Report, considered the leading document on the social developments in
the region, the conclusion of which notes:

More generally, our study has directed attention to a distinction between two
fundamentally different perspectives on human development. One approach –

we may call it the western approach – starts with the individual and asks how
individuals are faring in terms of any number of criteria like life expectancy,
education, material well-being, and so forth. An alternative approach –

reflected in many indigenous cultures – starts with the community or the
social group and views human development through the lens of community
viability. Successful individuals are those who make major contributions to the
well-being of their communities. (Arctic Human Development Report 2004,
p. 241)

The peculiar otherness of indigeneitycan be seen to have two compo-
nents: indigenous peoples are expected to be the distinguishable other,
traditional, local, vulnerable and bound to their environment, and assumed
to have a commitment to and an innate need to care for the community. It is
this aspect of caring for what you allegedly are, for your surroundings and
community that international politics has now also harnessed in the quest
for global adaptation. The expectation of adaptive indigeneity makes fulfill-
ing the category of the peculiar other even more demanding. In addition to
providing evidence for eco-indigenism, the peoples must not only demon-
strate their vulnerability but to demonstrate their abilities to cope and
adjust. Indeed, the peculiar otherness that international politics desires
keeps slipping from the peoples’ grasp. It is a fantasy; it is always unreal,
essentialized, romanticized and normative and thus impossible to fulfill. The
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positioning of indigenous peoples as those in need of fulfilling the fantasy
marks the very essence of the power trained on indigeneity.

SMOTHERED BY CARE

How is one to dissect this newly emerged concern for indigenous peoples
and the way of being that they are understood to epitomize? In our view,
the inclusion of indigenous peoples and the alleged features of indigeneity,
done in the name ‘doing good’ for the peoples, is a direct continuation of
colonial practices designed to either eradicate or civilize them. Fundamen-
tally, inclusion is about erasing certain elements of indigeneity while foster-
ing and enhancing others. In politics, where otherness is the condition for
including indigenous peoples, the care ‘lavished on’ the alleged attributes of
indigeneity is, in effect, a violence of sorts. The inclusion and nourishment
of the fantasy of indigeneity as different, other and peculiar, stifles the lived
realities of the peoples. The elements of contemporary indigeneity, such as
urban living, engagement in market-based industries, as well as the dimin-
ished role of the local community and the impossibility of adapting to the
severe changes in environments, are cast aside. There is little or no room for
these considerations in the indigeneity that international politics has created
an affective relationship to. As long as it is the essentializing fantasy of
indigeneity that international politics pursues, celebrates and officially
acknowledges, that politics will fail to recognize any other form of
indigeneity and inclusion of indigenous peoples will remain an illusion.

The issues that become recognized politically as causes for concern in
relation to indigeneity are the peoples’ allegedly close relationship to the
environment, their vulnerability in the midst of a changing world and the
skills and knowledge they bring to bear in adapting to changes. The atten-
tion devoted to these attributes, as noted, gives leverage to the peoples in
certain issues, but the kindness offered is conditional. The care for
indigeneity that accords it a particular political agency and presence entails
conditions to be met: indigeneity rests “on specific relationships between
peoples, places and cultures and as distinguishing some peoples as natives
relative to others” (Merlan 2009, p. 306). The current ‘care’ of interna-
tional politics fosters requirements whereby indigenous peoples must,
among other things, maintain cultures that are distinct enough and relation-
ships to the land that are distinguishable enough from the norm.

A similar type of care can be seen in the legal framework that requires
indigenous peoples to produce performance and evidence in order to appear
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before the law in the first place. Within the framework of liberal rights, as
Birrell (2016, p. 89) points out, a recognizable indigeneity is required “for
the purposes of reclamation of land and waters or the assertion of political
and cultural rights.” However, in reality, arguing for such rights on the
grounds of authenticity, traditionality and continuity—criteria that the law
insists on—is in many cases impossible for the peoples. This applies espe-
cially to the most marginalized, those whose lives have been pervaded by
colonial policies of assimilation, resettlement and the presence of settlers
(see also Birrell 2016). For example, ILO Convention No. 169 on the
rights of indigenous and tribal peoples, an outcome of negotiations in
international politics, sets certain criteria for indigeneity. The Convention
has sparked a debate over which groups are entitled to the status of indig-
enous people (Joona 2010), that is, what the ‘qualifications’ for that status
are. Meeting the criteria for what it means to be indigenous, within the legal
framework, can become an endeavor doomed to failure, as providing water-
tight genealogical evidence of one’s past or connectedness to land is based
on the current legal and political interpretation of past events. The settling
of a previously nomadic indigenous family in a permanent dwelling could be
interpreted either as a choice made of the family’s own free will or as move
compelled by the colonial reality. The law exerts its power by making
arbitrary decisions on what type of indigeneity and alterity is deserving of
its protection; it reserves to itself the right to define whether the indigenous
person who became a farmer any longer fulfills the criteria of authenticity,
traditionality and continuity. Law’s violent nature is inscribed in its ability to
negate the very premises on which the colonized seek justice.

In viewing the recent care for indigenous agency and subjectivity as new
camouflage for colonial power, our approach to examining the inclusion of
indigenous peoples and indigeneity differs significantly from that applied in
earlier scholarship. Previous studies have interpreted the institutional and
structural developments in the UN and the Arctic Council, as well as the
peoples’ improved political position, as progress (Morgan 2011; Axworthy
et al. 2012). The concern for the engagement of indigenous peoples in
international politics and the well-meaning attention to their allegedly
special qualities and features has been viewed as a signal that states and
international political arenas are meeting the peoples halfway. Some studies
have even argued that a reorganization of power has taken place (Xanthaki
2007; Shadian 2009). The often-heard phrases are that the UN Permanent
Forum and the Arctic Council are exemplary institutions that embody the
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international concern for indigeneity and that are pioneers in making inter-
national politics less hierarchical.

In our view, the political and legal care for the ‘essence’ of indigeneity
marks, once again, a forceful intervention into what indigeneity should be
and become. If one looks at the past colonial setting, where others set the
terms of what indigeneity was assumed to be, to perform and to pursue,
there is nothing new in the current set-up. In discussing contemporary
colonial power, it becomes not only relevant to recognize the power
entailed in the requirement of exceptionality placed on indigeneity but to
probe why and how political power reduces indigeneity to otherness. The
valorization and embrace of indigenous exceptionality and otherness seem
like well-meaning care for vulnerable peoples but signal an exercise of power
over indigeneity that is no less limiting and controlling than others. The
relations between Native and Settler merely appear to have become more
equal and just.

It is the conditions set for ‘earning’ concern and care that deserve critical
attention. As care, at the outset, has been considered something ‘good’ and
something to hope for, the highly essentialized requirements set for
indigeneity in return for care have gone unseen, untouched,
unproblematized and taken for granted. Indigenous peoples can never
achieve full eligibility for care. This means that entering global politics is
no more than a struggle to persevere in a limbo designed and ruled by
others who see only the indigeneity that they want to see. The benevolent
care of international politics marks, in effect, a struggle indigeneity must
undertake to exist in the ‘right way’.
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CHAPTER 4

The Neoliberal Embrace of Resilient
Indigeneity

THE QUEST FOR RESILIENCE

The acknowledged relationship of indigenous peoples to the environment,
as well as the vulnerability assumed in that relationship and the peoples’
capacities to adapt despite the radical changes that they have faced, con-
structs the exceptional indigeneity that global politics is calling for. That is,
as discussed in the previous chapter, this exceptionality is what the peoples
are required to perform and reproduce. More importantly, as we will argue
in this chapter, the nurturing of peculiar, distinguishable indigeneity draws
on the perception of indigeneity as defined through resilience.

Resilience has become a policy buzzword in debates on development in
its various forms (e.g. Chandler and Coaffee 2017). The term and the
quest for greater capacities on the part of subjects have figured promi-
nently in discussions on environmental and climatic changes and on issues
such as well-being, the distribution of global wealth and poverty reduc-
tion. Resilience has become increasingly central, particularly where dis-
cussions center on the management of uncertainty and risks, and ‘building
resilience’ is presented as an answer to the unpredictability of the future
(Walker and Cooper 2011; Welsh 2014). Indeed, as Welsh notes (2014,
p. 21), “[r]esilience holds out the promise of knowing ‘when’ change
enters a system, in turn holding out the promise of managing change, of
ameliorating its unacceptable effects”.
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As far back as 2004, the Arctic Human Development Report noted that
“the resistance and resilience of Arctic cultures and societies are as impres-
sive as the changes they have so far managed to successfully negotiate”
(Arctic Human Development Report 2004, p. 45). In a similar vein, the
World Economic and Social Survey, published in 2016 by the Department
of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat and titled
Climate Change Resilience: An Opportunity for Reducing Inequalities,
highlights local knowledge as a crucial element in building climate
resilience:

Because the most intense and direct effects of climate events are experienced
at the local level, scoping (or identifying) objectives and risks can benefit
tremendously from the knowledge accumulated by local communities.
There is an obvious role for this knowledge in tailoring interventions to the
local context and conditions; for example, local knowledge can inform tech-
nical assessments of adaptation options while those assessments can inform
local communities on how to better deal with climate change. . . Tapping into
local knowledge has brought significant benefits in terms of climate resilience
[. . .] (World Economic and Social Survey 2016, p. 89)

The discussion on resilience has carved out a special position for indig-
enous peoples. For example, the UN survey on Climate Change Resilience
and the Arctic Resilience Report, both published in 2016, direct particular
attention to indigenous peoples when discussing causes of vulnerability,
abilities to adapt and potential risks of maladaptation, which are seen,
respectively, as necessitating, supporting or threatening the resilience of
communities. Indeed, ‘resilience’ increasingly defines current discussions
on indigenous peoples. The political parlance designates the peoples as
vulnerable and being at risk but, at the same time, as capable of adapting
and surviving. The idea(l) of indigenous peoples as being resilient also
prevails in social scientific and ecological research on global changes
(e.g. Forbes 2013; Hovelsrud and Smit 2010). The studies have largely
focused on local events and have viewed resilience as a solution to the
various challenges and situations that indigenous peoples face. Resilience
has been considered a collective and cultural strength that indigenous
peoples can harness in addressing challenges.

It is the resilience of indigenous peoples that enables them to cope with
impending changes and to prosper. In the midst of climatic changes and
increased extraction of natural resources, for example, indigenous peoples
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are portrayed as ‘persistent local communities’ and as communities that
‘constantly adapt’ and whose ‘resilience is to be supported’. By dint of the
peoples’ indigeneity—its alleged strengths, such as a close relationship to
the environment and traditional knowledge—they are perceived as excep-
tionally well equipped to cope and persist. Their persistence is also manifest
in their attempts to revive their own cultural, political and legal practices
(Corntassel 2012).

The concept of resilience, as well as the concepts of vulnerability and
adaptation discussed in Chap. 3, originates in the natural sciences. The
original aim of studying the processes of ecosystems recovering, rebounding
and resuming their original state after being exposed to a stressor has
morphed into an interest in the social and its ability to behave accordingly
(Walker and Cooper 2011; Welsh 2014). In its original usage, the concept
was not a policy term but a tool for understanding environmental stressors,
ecological cycles caused by pollution and the capacities of the environment
to accommodate and renew itself in the case of extreme change. The
trickling down of resilience and application of the concept in the fields of
‘the social’ and ‘the human’ is in line with the interests of global politics in
mapping and managing the social world and its agents (e.g. Neumann and
Sending 2010; Joseph 2012). The emergence of resilience as a social
attribute has shifted the political attention to the subjects, practices, abilities
and injuries of the social world.

The Arctic provides an example of the ways in which concepts of science
mesh with the aims, practices and aspirations of politics to an extent where
terms become policy buzzwords. The region and its politics have been
described as “an international scientific laboratory”, an area “framed by
science” (Tennberg 2009, p. 191). This intertwining of science and policy
can be seen in sharp relief in the working groups of the Arctic Council,
doubtless a consequence of the Council’s strong commitment to the envi-
ronmental sciences from the very beginning. The working groups have
different thematic focuses that reflect different research interests. For exam-
ple, the working group on Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna concen-
trates on issues of environmental protection, whereas the expertise of the
Sustainable Development Working Group encompasses questions of social
sustainability. The work of the Council is carried on mainly in the projects of
the working groups and the resulting popularized science reports, of which
the Arctic Resilience Report is a striking example. These reports are
published under the auspices of the Council and its working groups and
form the basis of the future actions of the Council. In the course of this
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work, a significant number of scientific terms have been adopted for use in
politics—resilience being one—and research has received its funding and
assignments from politics. Research expertise has, in turn, had a significant
role in guiding politics (Sinevaara-Niskanen 2015).

All of this together—the research interest in resilience as a social capacity,
the entanglement of research and politics in addressing anticipated global
challenges and the heightened interest in the knowledge and abilities of
individuals and communities—has meant that resilience has become a ubiq-
uitous concern, an objective to be pursued and a capacity to be built up and
nurtured. As an ability to recover and persist despite the impact of external
threats, resilience has been made an object of various ways of ‘measuring’,
calculating and even statistical modeling. The concern for individuals’ and
communities’ capacities to cope has also meant mapping their inabilities to
do so. Where the abilities to cope and rebound are lacking, the politics and
research on resilience talk about maladaptation (e.g. Arctic Resilience
Report 2016). The ‘erosion’ of socio-economic adaptability is considered
a threat to communities that have become “unable to change in the face of
shocks” (Walker and Cooper 2011, p. 156). For indigenous peoples, the
newly found interest in resilience has meant a heightened interest in their
struggles, in particular grappling with dramatic changes in their living
environments, as well as the discovery of the value of traditional indigenous
knowledge, observations and sustainable ways of life. What indigeneity
(allegedly) has to offer is local and experience-based knowledge that can
inform communities at large in strengthening their resilience in the face of
climate change.

INDIGENIZING RESILIENCE

The assumption of indigenous resilience has become an integral part of the
distinctiveness and traditionality that define indigeneity in various political,
legal and cultural sites. Resilience, in flesh and blood, has been and con-
tinues to be the prime condition of existence for indigenous peoples. If
indigenous peoples’ resilience has historically meant struggling to stay alive
and exist, in the contemporary world, indigenous peoples need to struggle
to stay resilient. This means also accommodating themselves to political and
legal frameworks by constantly offering evidence that validates their exis-
tence and causes. As a result, resilience and indigeneity have become insep-
arable. Resilience is the celebrated core of what indigeneity is perceived to
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be, a supposedly innate quality that validates their political and global
existence.

The very same elements that make up indigeneity as political subjectiv-
ity—their relationship to the environment, as well as vulnerability and
adaptation—are the ones that are seen as evidence of their resilience and
as constructing a particular way of being that is considered resilient
indigeneity. These strands are interlinked and inseparable, but identifiable
as elements that contribute to the political and more general assumption
that indigenous peoples are particularly adept at accommodating changing
conditions and to the world’s desire that the peoples do so. A re-reading of
these three elements in light of the critical discussion on resilience reveals
the tight grip that neoliberal politics has over indigeneity today. It is in the
name of these particular and exceptional capacities that indigenous peoples
are called upon, included and valued in international politics. This is the
common ground of how indigeneity is perceived in international politics,
and it is clearly visible in the work of both the Permanent Forum and the
Arctic Council.

Care-Taking Indigeneity It is in the face of environmental degradation
that care-taking indigeneity is invoked. The political parlance is filled with
notions that describe the particular relationship of indigenous peoples to
their environments. ‘Care for future generations’, ‘sustainable lifestyles’,
‘harmony with nature’, preserving the environment ‘in balance’ and a
‘stewardship duty’ are all often repeated descriptions and features that are
understood be a part of indigeneity. On the basis of these features, indig-
enous peoples are in a position to educate the rest of the world on how to
live with respect for the environment. As was stated in the 2008 annual
session of the UN Permanent Forum, the peoples can “certainly guide us to
making informed decisions on mitigation and adaptation” and that it is “of
importance to not only view the indigenous and local communities as
victims but more so as valuable agents of change” (MacDonald 2008).
Similarly, it has been noted in the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment that
indigeneity should be valued because “indigenous observations and per-
spectives offer great insights” (Arctic Climate Impact Assessment 2005,
p. 62). Care and compassion, as well as the ability to impart to others an
intimate capacity to care, are among the valorized attributes of indigeneity.
For example, traditional indigenous knowledge lacked recognition for a
long time, especially in the case of traditional ecological knowledge, but
now it seems that it is praised as an alternative ‘solution’ to the ecological
crisis. As the Arctic Resilience Report (2016, p. xvi) notes, “[l]iving in one
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of the world’s most variable biomes means that people of the Arctic, and in
particular the Indigenous Peoples of the Arctic, know a great deal about
resilience.”

There is no doubt regarding the genuine care and worry that indigenous
peoples have for their living environments, nor is there reason to question
their past or current abilities to cope with changes. However, viewed in
critical perspective, perceiving and portraying indigenous peoples as care-
takers, and assigning to and requiring of them such a role, is one of the ways
in which contemporary global politics calls for resilient indigeneity. The
peoples’ special relationship to nature and their environmental knowledge
bind their destiny to resilience. The logic that obtains here places the
peoples in and close to nature and thus assumes that they are able to observe
it and adjust their way of life accordingly. The image of indigenous peoples
as care-takers relies on very essentialist notions of indigeneity. The assump-
tion of care-taking indigeneity affirms an understanding of indigeneity as
inherently traditional. Indigenous peoples are assumed to be living in
non-urban settings, to engage in certain nature-based livelihoods and to
possess knowledge that is handed down through the generations. For many,
this is not the reality, however. They have resettled, willingly or by force, or
the continuity of generations has been broken due to the loss of language,
imposition of non-indigenous education (e.g. boarding schools) or other
negative developments.

Vulnerable Peoples Under Threat Another common way of presenting
indigeneity in global politics is a discourse of risk and threat. The role
assigned to the peoples is that of (local) vulnerable populations, despite
their living environments often having an abundance of natural resources.
As the Indigenous Caucus at the 2002 annual session of the UN Permanent
Forum stated:

It is always said that indigenous peoples are among the poorest of the poor
and that they belong to the most vulnerable sectors of society. And yet it is
also known that the indigenous peoples live in territories that are very rich
with natural resources. (Indigenous Caucus 2002)

In the case of climate change, indigenous peoples are represented as
“most affected” (Olsson 2008). Their survival is “at risk” and their lives are
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considered “particularly and immediately” threatened (Bastidas 2008). As
UN rhetoric illustrates, it is very common to talk about indigenous peoples
as “the poorest and most marginalized groups in the world” (Magga 2002).
The position of vulnerable populations is also appropriated by indigenous
peoples themselves. The concern for the ‘weaker position’ of indigenous
peoples has caused them to be viewed as a target group which the global
community needs to support with special measures. In effect, the emphasis
on the vulnerability of indigenous peoples objectifies them; they become the
objects of protective actions, which, while perhaps well-intentioned, are
nevertheless not designed or implemented by the peoples.

The vulnerability discourse is integral to resilience; vulnerability is a
presupposed state. As critical scholars have noted, in the world of insecurity,
vulnerability is a “defining condition of existence” and the making of
helpless victims at the mercy of their surroundings is “strategically
embraced” (Furedi 2008, p. 652, 658; Evans and Reid 2014, p. 21).
Politically, vulnerability is used not to solve or eliminate risks but to enhance
and exploit a subjectivity that is hierarchically in a lower position:

To be at risk assigns to the person a passive and dependent role. To be at risk is
no longer about what you do – it is about who you are. It is an acknowledge-
ment of powerlessness – at least in relation to that risk. Increasingly, someone
defined as being at risk is seen to exist in a permanent condition of vulnera-
bility. (Furedi 2008, p. 656; see also Drichel 2013)

In our view, the Arctic Council and the UN Permanent Forum have been
built in response to such vulnerability. For example, the 2016 Arctic Resil-
ience Report continues to perceive the Arctic Council as an asset and a
resource for reducing marginalization, poverty and exclusion by building
“social capital” (Arctic Resilience Report 2016, p. xv). Tellingly, years after
the establishment of these two forums and the inclusion of indigenous
peoples in their work, the discussion of indigenous peoples and vulnerability
continues to revolve around ‘building capacities’ (e.g. UNESCO 2012).
The statements of the Permanent Forum point out, for example, that there
is a need to “empower indigenous peoples to manage their lands in sustain-
able ways” (Olsson 2008) and “strengthen the abilities of indigenous
peoples to negotiate to improve the situations of their peoples” (Reidy
2008). The Arctic Climate Impact Assessment also includes understandings
to the effect that indigenous peoples need to apply for funding and to
establish an “environmental program with a focus on community planning
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and increasing understanding about the long-term impacts of climate
change” (Arctic Climate Impact Assessment 2005, p. 77). Viewed critically,
their vulnerability notwithstanding, the peoples’ environmental skills and
knowledge are used to promote ‘the right kind’ of action (O’Malley 1996,
p. 201). Although indigenous peoples are perceived to be the care-takers
with traditional knowledge, they are still required to educate, empower and
improve themselves.

The call for resilience, for which vulnerability is a prime precondition, has
fundamentally transformed the way in which international politics deals
with the future horizon of risks and threats. It is true that many risks are
such that they cannot be avoided, reversed or even predicted, especially in
the case of climate change. Yet, this is not to say that the conditions that
make indigenous peoples vulnerable could not be ameliorated substantially.
With genuine political and legal will, many of the contentious issues
between indigenous peoples, states and the relevant societies at large
could be resolved by a more just distribution of resources, rights and wealth.
For example, the peoples’ right to use the land and to benefit from it,
discrimination and racism against them and their (lack of) opportunity to
decide on the development of their own culture (e.g. Collis and Webb
2014; Sejersen 2015; Austin-Broos and Merlan 2017) still loom large on
the agenda. It is most evident that eradicating the vulnerability of indige-
nous peoples is not even an aim in this era of resilience.

On the contrary, for international politics to recognize indigeneity in the
first place, indigeneity must strive to fulfill the requirement of vulnerability,
which is based on its being injured. The eradication of indigenous peoples’
less privileged position would mean that global politics would lose its ability
to draw on the peoples’ persistent existence, despite their vulnerability, as a
particular example of resilience. In maintaining vulnerability as the precon-
dition of indigenous resilience, politics is not concerned with the specific
issues that have caused the indigenous subject’s injuries. When vulnerability
is understood as a quality of an individual or collective subject, it ceases to be
about “specific interactions” and becomes “an abstract lack” within the
vulnerable subject (Schott 2013, p. 213). In the case of indigenous peoples,
vulnerability appears detached from the unresolved colonial relations and
the states’ role in producing the peoples’ vulnerability. The focus on the
vulnerability of indigenous peoples, rather than signaling an effort to over-
come the injury and the weaker position of the peoples, entangles vulner-
ability and resilience, making vulnerability an innate feature, one inseparable
from indigeneity.
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The Adaptive Indigenous Adaptation is a key element, linked to care and
vulnerability, that defines indigenous peoples in international politics.
Indigenous peoples at large are seen through the prism of adaptation.
Adaptation is portrayed as something that secures and saves indigenous
lives as much as it saves others. In the 2008 annual session of the UN
Permanent Forum on, statements were delivered highlighting that indige-
nous peoples “with their traditional knowledge, learned how to cope with
changing conditions” (MacDonald 2008) and have the ‘skills’ to adapt
(Caron 2008). The Arctic Resilience Report (2016) also notes that indig-
enous peoples’ skills in coping are very much in demand in light of the
dramatic changes anticipated in the future. The peoples and ecosystems in
the region are expected to “adapt and even transform themselves as
needed” (Arctic Resilience Report 2016, p. xii).

As Joseph (2013, p. 43) argues, knowing how to adapt is a way to survive
in the neoliberal world of insecurity. An ability to adapt, to have a height-
ened awareness of one’s surroundings, is an integral element of being
resilient. Paradoxically, for indigenous peoples, the ability to adapt and be
resilient in the past and the present has meant that the requirement of
adaptation imposed on them is never-ending. The continuous existence of
indigenous peoples is proof of their past abilities to adapt, and the contem-
porary global need for adaptation draws on their alleged flexibility and
malleability. While the ability to adapt to varying conditions may help one
to survive, there is an inscribed assumption that one must constantly build
up that ability. Indigenous peoples, given the historical evidence of their
possessing special abilities to adapt, are positioned in a category of their
own, one resting on the assumption that they will be capable of adapting
forever. The juxtaposition of, on the one hand, the peoples’ close relation-
ship to nature and vulnerability and, on the other hand, their ability to
‘bounce back’ has led to their adaptability—and the responsibility for
remaining adaptable—becoming a defining element of their existence.
Indigenous peoples’ (allegedly) intimate connection to environment trans-
lates into an expectation that they are to define themselves in relation to
their surroundings and the risks and threats facing them there and to adapt
to these conditions on their own. At the core of adaptation is devolution of
responsibility for the risks associated with the environment to those with
local knowledge (e.g. Agrawal 2005; Rutherford 2007), indigenous peoples
being one such group. Since indigenous peoples allegedly have a special
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knowledge of their environment, it is expected that they will be the first to
detect environmental changes and will then adapt accordingly.

The requirement that indigenous peoples adapt is hardly confined to
discussions on the environment. As a defining element of indigeneity, the
need to adapt haunts the peoples in other spheres as well. This expectation
of adaptation underpins much of the present emphasis on ‘partnership’ and
‘active agency’, which figure among the guiding principles in including
indigenous peoples in global politics. For example, the science-policy rhe-
toric of the Arctic Council describes participation by the indigenous peoples
as a form of ‘co-management’. The Council has proffered indigenous
engagement as “institutional experimentation” and a “meaningful partici-
pation” in governing development (Arctic Human Development report
2004, p. 237). In the UN Permanent Forum, the indigenous peoples
have a legitimate and established position, yet find themselves between a
rock and a hard place. While they may articulate their own agendas, they
must conform to political structures and cultures defined by others; clearly
they would be ill-advised to exclude themselves from the forums in which
their concerns are addressed. Statements made in the UN Permanent
Forum sum up their contribution: the “involvement. . .of indigenous peo-
ples is indispensable” (MacDonald 2008) and their “increasing participa-
tion” (Caron 2008) is of extreme importance. The institutional
requirement to adapt means that the peoples cannot afford to not partici-
pate in these forums; otherwise there would be no one to voice and draw
attention to their concerns.

Whether the issue is adaptation to institutional practices or to environ-
mental changes, the world does not seem to provide indigenous peoples any
alternative courses of action. The peoples need to accommodate themselves
to political agendas and processes (e.g. priorities, requirements of consen-
sus, separate ‘slots’ where actual power is constrained), to changing living
conditions (e.g. relocations due to environmental degradation, natural
resource extraction or transformation or disappearance of livelihoods) and
to cultural expectations set by the legal framework (e.g. distinguishable
traditional cultures and practices, proven connections to land). The need
for indigeneity to accommodate itself is ever-present and, in many cases,
imposed by others as the following excerpt from the Arctic Resilience
Report illustrates:

The resilience of Arctic communities and ecosystems depends not only on the
commitment and imagination of Arctic people, but also on the active support
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of Arctic countries’ governments and other partners. Most of all, the people of
the Arctic need support to organize, define challenges in their own terms, and
find their own solutions, knowing that they will have the flexibility and external
backing to implement their plans. (Arctic Resilience Report 2016, p. xvi,
emphasis added)

Significantly, for indigenous peoples, adaptation is tantamount to being
continuously flexible when being and positioning oneself in the world. And,
as the Arctic Resilience Report states, there is no alternative other than
finding one’s own solutions. Only those who can do so can hope to be
deemed worthy of potential support. Whether one regards the historical or
contemporary power setting, it becomes apparent that the indigenous
peoples have not been the ones who have set the terms or pace of their
adaptation; they have been told—as they still are—to just adapt.

The trick with adaptation is that no matter how skillfully indigenous
peoples adapt, a significant range of indigenous values, behaviors and
practices are still dismissed or excluded. Indigenous peoples must constantly
adjust themselves as they continue to be Others and excluded (see also
Brigg 2007 and Thisted 2013). The inclusion of indigenous peoples in
global politics has not erased them from the rolls of those who need to
accommodate themselves to political, legal and social structures designed
and set by others. Indeed, as they are constantly called upon to respond to
change and adjust to varying situations, the peoples have no choice but to
maintain, build and foster their adaptive capacities.

AT THE MERCY OF ITS CONDITIONS

The current political set-up that embraces the (alleged) indigenous qualities
of care, vulnerability and adaptation is a neoliberal trope. In an era of
uncertainty, risks and insecurity—the world as narrated by neoliberalism—

the position allocated to indigeneity is that of a subjectivity that will con-
stantly react and accommodate itself to existing or forthcoming events. In
the pervasive terms of resilience, the kind of being called for is one who is
“endlessly extendable, fit and adaptable” (Dillon 2005, p. 42). This is the
type of subjectivity that the world of uncertainty needs from all of us. As
Evans and Reid (2014, p. 68) observe, in a neoliberal reality, subjects are to
accept “an understanding of life as a permanent process or continual adap-
tation to threats and dangers which appear outside its control.”However, in
the case of indigenous peoples, a neoliberal politics that exploits the features
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considered to form their very essence as resilient marks an even more
fundamental—and ultimately colonial—exercise of power. This is a power
that, despite being dressed up in well-meaning guises, is a controlling and
subjugating form of governing.

If equal distribution of rights was once, at least rhetorically, the primary
international political aim prompting inclusion of indigenous peoples, the
principal goal today is to enhance the peoples’ capacities to adapt, to build
up resilience and be self-sufficient. The commitment to adaptability and
resourcefulness as parameters for development marks a significant shift in
viewing the world and the rights of different subjects in it. As Walker and
Cooper (2011, p. 155) aptly observe:

development for post-colonial poor now consists not in achieving First World
standards of urban affluence but in surviving – preferably on the land instead of
slums – the after-effects of industrial modernization . . . (Walker and Cooper
2011, p. 155)

In this light, the celebration of adaptation as a core feature of indigenous
resilience foretells a future where indigenous peoples can exist, be recog-
nized and even valued as subjects of certain kind but may never gain equal
rights or wealth. The resilience of indigenous peoples might enable them to
persevere in the future, as they have in the past, but it will not make it
possible for them to challenge or change the conditions of inequality
embedded in this setting.

Originating in studies in systems ecology, the notion of resilience has not
been thought of as having political purchase per se. The trickling down and
application of the concept to the social world and social phenomena have
introduced the ecosystems idea of constantly ‘recovering’ and ‘resuming’
into the realm of human subjects and their (in)abilities to do the same.
Resilience is called for in subjects both at the individual and collective levels.
The resilient subjects who will thrive are those that have the individual
capacities to adjust and who commit themselves to the good of their
communities. ‘Rebounding’ after exposure to an unexpected and
uncontrolled event might require adjustments in the subject itself, because
returning to the ‘original state’ is often impossible. For example, the resil-
ience of an Arctic community might save its members in the case of extreme
flooding, but the resulting changes in fish stocks in the affected river could
permanently change the community’s diet. In addition, should fishing no
longer be a viable livelihood, the residents might be compelled to find new
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ways of supporting themselves. Resilience could thus afford a community
better possibilities to remain in the area that its residents consider home, but
often only with substantial sacrifices (Sinevaara-Niskanen and Tennberg
2012).

Whereas the ecological idea of resilience could imply some level of
‘rebounding’ in the context of the social world, the assumption that a
subject ‘bounces back’ after a trauma, for example, actually denies that the
subject’s past has any claim to the present. The expectation of the subject’s
resilience overlooks the wounds of the past. Despite its injury, the subject is
assumed to ‘get over it’ and ‘move on’. The call for resilience not only
ignores the subject’s injuries but also fails to take into account the depth and
degree of pain entailed in them. For example, the colonial trauma of the
indigenous peoples—centuries-long marginalization and physical abuse, to
cite a few—is being lumped together with the other injuries of all those
whom the neoliberal political rhetoric is now urging to just ‘get over it’. For
indigenous peoples, the violence entailed in this current setting of ‘resil-
ience’ lies precisely in its denying that the wounds of the colonial past might
be felt in, and thus have a bearing on, the indigenous present. Suggesting
that indigenous subjects should just forget or march on—as resilient sub-
jects do—as if the injury never happened or no longer mattered is colonial
brutality in the present.

Indeed, the call for the resilient subject is, as other critical scholars
(e.g. Joseph 2013; Evans and Reid 2014; Chandler and Reid 2016) have
noted, an exercise of neoliberal power. As Welsh (2014, p. 16) poignantly
observes, the call for resilience facilitates

[. . .] archetypal governmental technologies of neoliberalism; government at a
distance, technologies of responsibilisation, and practices of subjectification
that produce suitably prudent autonomous and entrepreneurial subjects in a
world of naturalised uncertainty and crisis.

In the neoliberal era, uncertainty is not a given condition or event that
one reacts to but a constructed constant condition that justifies certain
interventions. The insistence on resilience turns our concern with the
world to our own subjectivity (Joseph 2013; Welsh 2014). We are to be
concerned for our inner resources in order to cope in and with the world,
not to entertain visions that we may change the world that frames our
existence.
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Today, the features that a proper and responsible indigenous subject is
perceived to have—care for the environment, vulnerability and adaptabil-
ity—are embodiments of resilience. The subjectivity attached to indigeneity
is one that copes and is inclined to accommodate itself. This follows the
neoliberal script of resilience, which draws on the (allegedly) innate features
of subjects and their ability to nurture their adaptive capacities. Building
resilience is a matter of governing oneself in a proper way (Furedi 2008;
Joseph 2013; Evans and Reid 2014; Welsh 2014). The ways in which
indigeneity has become circumscribed by resilience have not only ignored
the injury to indigenous peoples but made them responsible for dealing with
their circumstances as best they can. In contrast to the colonial past, where
indigenous peoples were seen as dependent populations, in the current era
of resilience, the peoples are considered ‘autonomous’ and ‘responsible’. In
order for the peoples to be autonomous, govern themselves appropriately
and manage the risks that they face in a responsible manner, they must assess
their own risks, accumulate their knowledge and make ‘wise’ decisions
(Lindroth and Sinevaara-Niskanen 2013, 2014).

International politics, by accommodating indigenous peoples as care-
takers, responsibilizes indigenous communities, requiring them to observe,
report and be aware of their surrounding conditions. The integration of
indigenous knowledge into climate scenarios and modeling and the empha-
sis on that knowledge is an example of the transfer of responsibility.
Encouraging indigenous peoples to observe the changes in their local
environments—in the name of care for the peoples and an interest in their
supposed special capacities—is a way to bring about the responsible, self-
governing and prepared subject that neoliberal politics desires. The neolib-
eral embrace of care-taking indigeneity means that indigenous peoples must
successfully address environmental degradation or other threatening
changes that are the after-effects of a world order that has remained, to a
large extent, inaccessible to them. Again, the care-taking role leaves the
peoples at the mercy of their conditions. As Evans and Reid (2014, p. 9)
have also noted, the contemporary neoliberal quest for resilience incorpo-
rates a skewed logic for distributing responsibility. The imaginaries of
climate catastrophes “author new forms of planetary stewardship which,
ironically, tend to apply to native populations in resource-rich areas who
have contributed the least to environmental degradation” (Evans and Reid
2014, p. 9).

Indeed, the resilient indigenous peoples are expected to retain their
vulnerability—the very attribute that validates their knowledge in
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adapting—in the face of environmental threats and to bear the responsibility
for saving the planet using that very knowledge (Lindroth and Sinevaara-
Niskanen 2013). The seemingly well-meaning political care has as its stated
aim the emancipation of indigenous peoples, yet it expects indigeneity to be
reproduced as an object in need of care. In light of the role of care-taker
assigned to indigenous peoples, the particularity of indigenous resilience lies
in the peoples being deemed ‘vulnerable’ as communities. As the excerpt
from the Arctic Human Development Report (2004, p. 241) cited above
indicates, indigenous worldviews are considered to start “with the commu-
nity” and “successful individuals are those who make major contributions to
the well-being of their communities.”

Significantly, the responsibility embedded in indigenous resilience and
the construction of the resilient indigenous subject applies not only on the
individual but, more importantly, the collective level. Indigeneity is targeted
as a feature of a group and subjects who strive to be resilient and have to do
so because and on behalf of the whole community. The trickling down to
indigenous peoples of environmental responsibility for observing, knowing
and, in the end, adapting is a visible sign of a change in who is considered to
be the appropriate bearer of responsibility (e.g. Rutherford 2007; Summer-
ville et al. 2008). The threats and risks facing the collective existence
of indigenous peoples bind indigeneity and indigenous resilience to the
community. One sees a distinction vis-à-vis what is considered an
individual-oriented Western world: indigenous peoples are responsibilized
as communities. The dichotomy is invoked, yet again, to echo that between
the Natives and Settlers. In the resilience frame, reproducing this distinction
is a technique of power. The subjects of the Western world are not expected
to build their adaptive capacities collectively, for example, in the form of
neighborhood groups, extended families or groups with shared interests.
Resilient indigeneity, however, is very much a matter of commitment to the
community, caring for it, sharing its vulnerabilities and struggling for its
survival. The constant political concern for indigenous communities and
their vulnerabilities affirms the perceived ‘core values’ and attributes of
indigeneity and the ways in which the expectation of resilience is imposed
on it. This coupling of vulnerability and community has given rise to a
particular rationality of governing through resilience.

As Evans and Reid (2014, p. 47) have noted, resilience “segregates life
on account of its vulnerable qualities.” This means that the expectation of
resilience is imposed specifically on those who are perceived to be the most
vulnerable and with reference to the very features forming that vulnerability.
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More significantly, resilience makes distinctions in its treatment of the
vulnerable by attuning its expectations to the characteristics of different
groups. The power of resilience in governing subjects stems precisely from
its not being a universal condition and the requirements it imposes on the
vulnerable not being universal either. For indigenous peoples, long
excluded from society at large, the role of the community has no doubt
been vital. In remote areas, the support, networks and care provided by the
community continue to be a lifeline. A range of developments and trends
have prompted a concrete concern among the peoples over the future
viability of their communities: environmental, political and social changes
that have taken place due to climate change, decisions to extract natural
resources, cuts in public funding for services in remote areas and declining
employment and educational opportunities. The calls for resilient commu-
nities, made as they are on the basis of risks and threats facing the commu-
nities, are attempts to harness the peoples’ concern for their communities to
increase the pressure on them to continuously modify themselves. Here, the
‘hooks’ that resilience seizes, as preconditions and tools for administering
indigeneity, are the already wounded parts of indigenous lives, that is, the
community, its past injury and future survival. The urge to develop resilient
indigenous communities hits a nerve, as it plays on imaginaries of threat to
the very things that the peoples are already deeply concerned about and
struggling to preserve. Again, the call for resilience treats indigeneity very
violently.

The message propagated to subjects in urging resilience is that in order to
be saved, one needs to build up one’s resourcefulness and responsiveness
and that this has to be done despite one’s vulnerability. Clearly there is a
contradiction in terms here: in the end there is no salvation because no
matter how skillful their adaptation and adjustment, subjects remain at the
mercy of their conditions, always vigilant and on alert. To be honest, has
anything really changed from colonial times if the indigenous subjectivity
called for has become a neoliberal subjectivity, which, according to Reid
(2012, p. 74, emphasis added), is “capable of making those adjustments to
itself which enable it to survive”?

What the joyful inclusion of indigenous peoples to international politics
has offered to indigenous peoples is precisely the position of a subject that is
constantly on call. Both the political rhetoric and institutional maneuvers
emphasizing the peoples’ abilities and responsibilities to provide ‘vital infor-
mation’ contribute to the ‘care for future generations’ and to provide
knowledge and experiences on ‘how to adapt’ assign them a permanent
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position of preparedness. It might seem that the inclusion of indigenous
peoples and the celebration of their special skills and knowledge, skills that
the rest of us have lost, would mean a genuine acknowledgment of what the
peoples can contribute. However, when viewed critically, this reaching out
to the peoples is nothing more than a transformation on the way in which
indigeneity is governed.

DILUTING THE POLITICAL

It has been very common, in politics, public parlance and research alike, to
view indigenous peoples’ resilience as an asset that has enabled them to
survive through the environmental and colonial harshness of the past. The
concept has been embraced as an attribute of the peoples without reflecting
on its use, consequences and purpose. Resilience has been seen as politically
neutral, as Welsh (2014, p. 21) aptly describes:

[. . .] sitting comfortably with a consensus rhetoric of criticality (certain prac-
tice are ‘bad’ or unsustainable) yet proffering technocratic solutions
(of adaptive management) framed within and using the same (capitalist)
logic and vocabulary (of capital and services etc.) that those problems
result from.

This assumed neutrality has diverted attention from critically asking what
is at stake when indigeneity is defined by, and discussed solely in terms of,
adaptation, endurance and persistence.

The recurring representation of indigeneity as adaptive, responsive and
flexible, despite the wounds of the colonial past or the given conditions,
erodes the political in it. Resilience becomes coupled with indigeneity—as a
body of histories, traditions, expectations and self-identifications that are
used and (re)claimed politically—and imposes certain (violent) terms on
it. First, the never-ending requirement for adaptation, which takes place on
terms set by others, places indigeneity in a constant mode of endurance and
survival. Ultimately, the adaptation demanded of indigenous peoples might
result in death. This meaning that a part of a culture, traditional habit or, in
the end, an entire culture ceases to exist. Second, as discussed above, the
ideal of the resilient indigenous subject sustains a particular kind of
indigeneity, one that fits expectations of its being vulnerable, adaptive and
caring. The resilient indigenous subject must be able and willing to fulfill
these expectations and to modify and make adjustments to itself according
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to the given conditions at any given time (Lindroth and Sinevaara-Niskanen
2014, 2016). Third, as a result, the idea(l) of a resilient indigenous people
constructs the people as drifting subjects, not as agents of change (on the
workings of resilience in general, see also Evans and Reid 2014; Joseph 2013).
The reduction of indigeneity to the category of ‘the resilient’ by overlooking
the claims, aspirations and demands of the peoples dilutes the political in
indigeneity. As long as indigenous peoples are treated as resilient and no
more, neoliberal politics does not have to consider them political. If resilient
subjectivity only allows a type of being that must fit in, adapt and extend (see
also Duffield 2011a; Reid 2012), it is a positioning meaning that indigeneity
cannot harness its political potential and pose a fundamental challenge to the
existing order. Originally, of course, this was the principal aim of indigenous
movements and organizations, and the inclusion of the peoples in global
politics was seen as securing their opportunities to achieve that goal.

By insisting that the peoples have to be resilient, neoliberal politics denies
that the wounds of the past put any real claims on the present (Schott
2013). In doing so, the politics refuses to address the surroundings and
circumstances that have caused the wounds, the conditions that exist to this
day. Instead, it asks, invites and ultimately demands that the indigenous
subject has to accommodate itself to the existing conditions, no matter how
life-threatening they may be. In its struggle to exist in what is an insecure
world, resilient indigeneity must overcome its injuries and wounds. The
trauma of indigeneity is not considered to be of a political kind at all, but
rather is matter of and for the subject. The focus of resilience on the
indigenous subject, instead of its surroundings, is the presence of colonial-
ism today.

The focus on subjects instead of conditions, past or present, transforms
the experienced trauma into an issue that the subject must address. As
Coulthard (2014, p. 126) insightfully notes, the “bitter indignation and
persistent anger at being treated unjustly by a colonial state both historically
and in the present. . .” becomes pathologized as a subjective experience to
be healed by the subject or its community. This pathologization signifies the
inability of colonial states to comprehend peoples’ anger and resentment as
consequences of their politics. In this vein, Butler and Athanasiou (2013,
p. 87) observe how the status quo is maintained by inscribing injury in the
identity of the dispossessed instead of seeking to determine who is respon-
sible for their oppression. All in all, the keenness of politics and the society to
treat anger and resentment as an inability of indigenous peoples to ‘move
on’ is a conscious act that strips indigenous politics of the power that could
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be fueled by these very manifestations of injustice. Where the world pins
injury onto the indigenous identity, as a matter to be dealt with solely by the
peoples, the injury “cannot be recast as an oppression to be overcome”
(Butler and Athanasiou 2013, p. 87). On the contrary,
pinningwoundednessonto the indigenous being reinforces the structures
that have caused its injury (see also Brown 1995). In making subjects respon-
sible for changing themselves, the political choices made by the world that set
the conditions for the lives of the subjects recede from view. The unwilling-
ness of neoliberal politics to treat the past and present conditions of
indigeneity as political issues in their own right—conditions that to this day
urge fundamental political, legal and social change—amounts to a depolitici-
zation of those conditions.

A prominent tool for diluting the politics in indigeneity, and its condi-
tions, is the peoples’ expected engagement in and commitment to the
community. Much like the ‘community-based healing’ discourses in
Canada starting from the 1990s (Coulthard 2014, p. 121), the contempo-
rary resilience approach draws on an assumption of self-reliant communities
coping with risks and uncertainties caused by the given conditions. The
responsibilization of communities derives from a logic that uncertainty is a
natural condition without any political purchase. Within this frame, the role
of the governor is to provide support for the governed to build their
capacities appropriately. Those being governed are guided toward the
desired ways of living by support, not coercion and direct orders (see also
Strakosch 2015).

Placing the responsibility on the indigenous subjects for healing their
own wounds and trauma—both individually and as a community—denies
any opportunities for politics on the basis of these injuries. It is as if politics
does not see, or does not want to see, that the very question of indigenous
peoples’ injury is a question of/for politics. As a result of this reluctance to
see and recognize the issue at hand, as Welsh (2014, p. 20) aptly notes,
“there is little sign of a profound engagement with a politics of resilience as a
means for conceiving of change; of revolution through resilience.”

To be sure, there have been and continue to be attempts to compensate
and ‘correct’ the conditions of the peoples. And indeed, one might view the
interest expressed by states and in global politics in remedying the situation
of indigenous peoples as an acknowledgment of their responsibility to ‘do
something’ to improve the conditions of the peoples, to tackle the chal-
lenges involved and to eliminate the causes of their suffering. Indigenous
peoples are seen as the ones who need to claim equal rights, state
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recognition, opportunities to participate, access to land and resources and,
for example, self-determination. The underlying assumption is that the
peoples lack these rights or entitlements. For example, the well-meaning
idea of ‘protecting, respecting and remedying’ encouraged by the UN
(Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights 2011) suggests that
indigenous peoples should receive some sort of compensation for the
conditions caused, for example, by natural resource extraction. The adop-
tion of the UNDRIP by the UN member states is also an effort to com-
pensate the peoples for their losses and mistreatment. However, as Hale’s
(2005, p. 12) critical deconstruction of multiculturalism demonstrates,
compensating “disadvantaged cultural groups” by granting collective rights
fits in neatly with the neoliberal idea of cost-effectiveness. By offering
watered-down remedies as evidence of colonial remorse, such as the
UNDRIP (e.g. see Lightfoot 2012), hierarchical power relations are
allowed to persist. Whether the half-hearted remedies are a consequence
or cause of faded injustices (Alfred 2005; Coulthard 2014), the end result is
a depoliticization of indigeneity and of its demands of the present order.
The idea of compensation and remedy as such does not shake the funda-
mental structure on which politics rests.

The foregoing critical discussion on resilience indicates that the acts of
assuaging colonial guilt strip indigeneity of its political potential. Offering
remedies is a continuation of the neoliberal idea whereby resilient subjects
and communities, despite their vulnerabilities, are to be autonomous,
responsible and able to decide ‘wisely’. On the basis of the injustices they
have suffered, indigenous peoples reserve access and entitlement to political,
legal and moral remedies. At the same time, this role of ‘claimant’ functions
as a way to exclude indigeneity. Once their predicament is deemed
remedied, the peoples are left to their own devices to cope. This “processes
of remedial abandonment”, as Mark Duffield (2011b, p. 763) has termed it,
is part and parcel of the apparatus of resilience that insists on the subject’s
duty to cope with its conditions. For example, monetary compensation to
indigenous peoples to organize social services that help overcome the
trauma of being erased and denied a presence in what was—and still is—a
colonial society has not, and will not, change the colonial set-up. The
process of remedying is just a maneuver that marks indigenous peoples
not as the ones who set the terms of change but as those who simply adjust,
a move that saps indigeneity of its political potential.

On balance, what the resilience discourse of global politics has done is to
replace references to victimhood with a vocabulary of adaptation and active
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agency. The term ‘victim’ is either not used or, when used, is played down.
The acknowledgment of indigenous peoples being vulnerable is always
coupled with their being capable of coping and responding. The victims
of the past are today’s active agents, who are recognized as vulnerable, yet
possess an enormous capability to adapt and survive. In sum, the resilience
approach, with its emphasis on the subject has, in the case of indigenous
peoples, as Schott notes, reinforced the idea that “there is no unfinished
business from the past or that such business puts no claims on the present”
(Schott 2013, pp. 213–214). This is an idea that international politics has
smoothly and effortlessly incorporated into its treatment of and proceedings
with indigenous peoples. For indigenous peoples, who have more ‘unfin-
ished business’ from the past than most, a politics that overlooks their
victimhood and proffers adaptability and empowerment is a politics of
violence. In fact, the active agency and adaptability urged by the resilience
discourse are means by which the political in indigeneity is watered down
and compromised, means wholly on par with remedying, responsibilizing
communities and subjectifying colonial trauma.
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CHAPTER 5

Modes of Love

BIOPOLITICAL LOVE

As resilience has become to epitomize indigeneity in institutions, such as the
Arctic Council and the UN, as well as in the common perceptions of
indigeneity, it has become more important to tap the new modes of
power operating in global politics. The increasingly prominent ‘resilience’
discourse (Joseph 2013; Welsh 2013; Evans and Reid 2014) resonates with
biopolitical aspirations to govern indigenous lives. As resilience has become
a pervasive concept and condition in relation to indigeneity, deconstructing
it is crucial if we are to understand the limitless power trained on indigenous
peoples.

Neoliberal politics, in particular, is an exercise of ‘vital politics’ (Lemke
2011), one that governs subjectivities and populations in the name of care.
This ‘biopolitics’ has its premises and aspirations in the care of all life “for
the sake of all life” (Prozorov 2007, p. 56). Through biopolitics, life is
administered and improved and, if necessary, life’s undesirable elements are
eliminated (Foucault 1978; Ojakangas 2005; Reid 2006; Campbell and
Sitze 2013; Dean 2013). The coercive force exercised over people has
morphed to caring modes of exercising power that, instead of brutally
ordering subjects to act and behave in a certain way, suggest ‘suitable’
solutions and persuade subjects in an empathetic manner. If historically
the interventions in human lives were made in the name of order and
discipline, today they are justified in the name of empathy. Biopolitics
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narrates itself as a form of care, one operationalized ‘for your good’ and with
the ‘best of intentions’. It is only with good in mind that subjects are
encouraged to live their lives and perform their humanity in a particular
way at each given time, regardless of whether the subjectivity at work is a
resilient, entrepreneurial or empowered one. This shift from an oppressive
and limiting rationality of governing to power that appears in caring and
loving modes is demonstrably present in the ways in which indigenous
peoples have been treated.

The continuous concern over indigeneity is a deeply historical phenom-
enon, and the interventions made in the name of guiding indigenous
peoples have varied. The impetus for interventions has, however, been
rooted in necessity: the caring father has no other choice but to discipline
his offspring in order for them to grow up ‘proper’. Early colonial power
took the form of a paternal educator demanding a certain kind of indige-
nous subjectivity and promising “salvation and civilisation” in turn
(Morgensen 2011, p. 62). At the core of this paternal power was the aim
of forcefully guiding indigenous peoples physically and culturally to alter
and improve their bodies, practices and beliefs. In the colonial era, the
disciplining of indigenous lives to make them ‘proper’ relied on corporeal
politics, a politics that went into the substance of the indigenous being very
concretely (e.g. Hale 2002; Scott 2005; Morgensen 2011). This corporeal
colonialism, as Sylvester (2006, p. 68) describes it, forced people:

[. . .] to cover their bodies, subject their bodies to hygiene, fill their bodies
with western knowledge, move their bodies to different lands, use their bodies
for slave and wage labour, and fight other bodies in the name of the colonizing
state. . . Bodies that seemed too “other” to fit on the approved colonized/
development line could suffer assault and death. . .

Historically, the capacity of the indigenous subject to adapt to given
conditions literally marked the line between surviving and perishing. Much
as colonial atrocities were corporealized by the indigenous being, the phys-
ical and mental capacities that enabled the colonized to survive those
atrocities had to be drawn from within the very bodies of the colonized
themselves. The bio in the adaptability required by corporeal colonialism
meant a vocal, visible and concrete disciplining of bodies and minds. Indig-
enous life was targeted as material by colonial rule.

While the brutality that extended to the flesh and blood of the colonized
might have ceased, the underlying pastoral power, as Povinelli (2011,
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pp. 25–26) observes, still deems it necessary to guide indigenous peoples.
To be sure, even though global politics today condemns violence toward
indigenous peoples and seeks to safeguard their human rights, one still sees
violence and hostility toward the peoples in local and national contexts.
Stating here that the corporeal brutality of colonialism has given way to
more subtle forms of power is not to ignore the seriousness of the situations
and suffering that some of indigenous peoples face at this very moment. Our
analysis of power and governing, which focuses on common ground of
contemporary international politics, hinges on demonstrable changes in
political practices and parlance. The benevolent parlance of international
politics, as circulated by the UN and the Arctic Council, among other
forums, might clash with the lived realities of many indigenous peoples.
No matter how sugar-coated or airbrushed that parlance might be, global
politics has as its common ground certain political, legal and moral norms
that define what acceptable treatment of indigenous peoples is and what it is
not. In the history of indigenous peoples and their human rights, this is a
rather recent development.

The global political parlance has changed to reflect the developments in
politics and the acceptable treatment of the peoples. However, the key to
understanding contemporary colonialism is to not take these developments
at face value or as sincere signs of progress. Whereas colonial brutality aimed
at ‘civilizing’ the peoples by disciplining them to grow up ‘proper’ and,
where they failed to do so, eradicating them, the underlying aims of current
interventions, which claim to protect, are harder to discern. The paternal
concern for indigeneity today not only values and celebrates but also
nurtures the exceptionality of indigenous peoples, supposedly for the sake
of their lives. International political measures, as discussed through the
empirical cases of the United Nations and the Arctic Council, treasure
indigeneity and foster capacities perceived as inherently indigenous. In our
view, these measures are part and parcel of the governing of indigeneity,
however well-meaning they may seem superficially. The global concern and
interest of the international community in fostering a particular kind of
indigeneity are precisely exponents of the forces that sustain colonial power;
the emperor’s biopolitical clothes have been sewn anew.

The concept of biopolitics has gained ground in analyses of historical and
ongoing corporeal practices of colonialism (e.g. Inda 2005; Morgensen
2011; Cupples 2012). As we apply it in this book, biopolitics informs a
theoretical approach that makes it possible to grasp the ways in which the
contemporary governing of life succeeds in disciplining its subjects, even
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without direct bodily intervention. In this regard, our focus differs from that
seen in studies on the disciplining of indigenous bodies in specific local
settings. As we argue, indigenous peoples have become a specific collectivity
to be governed globally. The peoples continue to be governed as
‘populations’, as in colonial times (Watson 2015, p. 95), but the ways in
which this governing is executed have changed. Today, the neoliberal order,
pursuing its particular ends, manages the indigenous peoples by fostering
the aspects of indigenous life that are deemed desirable and ignoring those
that are less so. As we argue, a biopolitical wave of colonialism has
taken over.

Indeed, indigenous peoples, who have faced the brutal and violent
actions of colonialism, now find themselves surrounded by recognition,
acceptance and praise. Yet, despite its veneer of benevolence—nurture for
indigenous lives and ‘being’—and more subtle forms, the colonial grip is as
violent as ever. As Prozorov (2007, p. 59; see also Dillon 2005 on micro-
practices of biopower) has aptly put it, at the same time as caring biopolitics
“disqualifies death from politics”, it intervenes in human existence in a
number of ways by “manipulating the life choices of the individual” and
penetrating the most mundane areas of life. Indeed, in the contemporary
power setting, life continues to be the “stuff of biopolitics” (Dillon 2005,
p. 42). When life is perceived as ‘material’, its usefulness, desirability and/or
disposability for the purposes of governing is rendered an object of assess-
ment. This enables politics to take a stand on what kind of life is worth
investing in. In Dillon’s words (2005, p. 42; see also Evans and Reid 2014,
on life to be authenticated and disqualified), this continuous assessment
results in a determination that “some life will be found to be worth invest-
ment, some life less worth investment.” While biopolitics pervades and
governs all life, it affects indigenous lives in particular.

The supporting of indigenous life, the maximizing of its potential and the
nurturing of what indigeneity is perceived to be—adaptive and resilient—
play out in multiple and recurring political, legal and local practices. The fact
that these certain understandings of indigenous peoples and indigeneity
recur and that there are so few, if any, counter-representations mirrors the
very existence of biopolitical order. These shared and uncontentious con-
ceptions that recur rely on, expect and affirm a particular and distinguishable
indigeneity, one that is ‘exceptional’, flexible, care-taking and resilient. The
engagement of global politics in viewing indigeneity through these param-
eters amounts to a global commitment to treat indigeneity accordingly.
What we see globally is a predisposition to indigeneity that is the object of
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continuous interventions in the name of care—care that wants to empower
the traditional capacities of the peoples, support their resilience and build up
their adaptability. Indeed, the call for resilient and ever-adapting indigeneity
is very eye-catching in contemporary politics, but very little attention has
been paid to the ways in which that call governs indigenous life. A critical
reading of this call is conspicuous by its absence (for notable exceptions
drawing on politics on the national level and indigenous endurance, see
Brigg 2007; Povinelli 2011; Sutton 2009; Strakosch 2015).

The power of the current neoliberal politics that celebrates the resilience
and adaptability of subjects lies in its overarching and tempting promise of
care—care that is, ultimately, violent in nature. The benign and empathetic
common ground on what indigeneity is supposed to be manifests the
“loving embrace” of biopower (Prozorov 2007, p. 56). Power might have
changed from being brutal to more subtle (Lindroth and Sinevaara-
Niskanen 2014) and from being intimate to distant (Joseph 2013), but
the aim of directing lives persists. Indeed, the ways in which governing is
carried out have transitioned from submitting the flesh and mind of the
subject to direct physical and mental commands to indirect and distant
techniques that make the subject monitor, discipline and improve itself.
The self-reliance and responsibility of the subject—whatever this may mean
at any given time and in any given place—is a new form of ordering. The
neoliberal rationality relies on these subjects, capable of and willing to
transform themselves according to its rule. And it is with joy and enthusiasm
that the neoliberal subject then engages in making itself more fit, healthy,
active, empowered, educated and informed in order to thrive in its role as a
member of the society (e.g. Larner and Walters 2004; Li 2007; Brown
2015).

Accordingly, the shared understandings of indigeneity foster and steer
indigenous life by signaling what the indigenous subject should be like.
Despite being conducted in a more subtle and a distant manner, in the end
the management of indigeneity goes on. As Dillon (2005, p. 44) insightfully
notes, “the promotion, protection and investment of the life of individuals
and populations – elides the issue of being cared to death.” The empathy of
biopower perpetrates violence against indigeneity: it defines proper
indigeneity and elements to be cast aside. Thus, the loving embrace of
politics and law might mean slow suffocation (on unbearable and suffocat-
ing biopower, see Prozorov 2007, p. 59) for indigenous ‘beings’ who are
disqualified as inauthentic. The selective inclusion of the peoples and their
concerns in political and legal systems is a smoke screen that enables those
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systems to consciously turn a blind eye to certain features of indigenous
lives. The types of indigeneity that are not recognized as authentic—those
that are too urban, too modern and not distinguishable enough from the
rest of us—inevitably fall by the wayside as regards political, legal and
financial protection, benefits and support. The refusal to invest in
indigeneity in its contemporary diversity and heterogeneity is tantamount
to snuffing out the types of indigenous life not considered worthy of
receiving the prerequisites for life.

As previous studies have also noted, it is difficult to pinpoint the practices
of governing life exercised in the name of care and masked by its benevolent
concern. In a biopolitical setting, where the governing of the subject means
intervening in its very existence, way of living, life choices and day-to-day
existence, the techniques by which these interventions work are myriad and
subtle. That is precisely why biopolitical governing is so effective and, at the
same time, so hard to detect. In order to grasp the larger logic of the
biopolitics at work on indigeneity, we tease out three component practices
of this power. As the techniques of governing life vary according to each
given time, place and object, so, too, do the particular practices trained on
indigeneity. The ways in which global politics governs indigenous being
work, in particular, through the celebration of indigenous exceptionality,
the (selective) recognition of indigenous rights and needs and the entan-
glement of indigeneity with long-term political, legal and economic pro-
cesses that promise hope. The loving gaze of global politics that falls on
indigeneity says ‘I see you’, ‘I recognize your needs’ and ‘I want your best,
so bear with me’. How could one resist such a tempting promise?

‘I SEE YOU’

The legacy of colonialism is palpable in the ways in which indigeneity
becomes visible or remains invisible. The process of acknowledging indig-
enous being in the colonial era, as Collis and Webb (2014, p. 495) aptly
summarize it, was not a matter of failing to see the peoples and their (dis)
possessions; rather it was a “conscious choice to see nothing, rather than the
something that they [the settlers] knew was there”. In a similar way, the
empathetic politics of today is pregnant with a desire to view indigeneity in a
particular way. This amounts to a refusal to see it as anything more or
different than what the fantasy entertained by this politics allows. A care-
taking, vulnerable, yet adaptive (and hence resilient) subjectivity is the
contemporary incarnation of indigeneity. This partial, incomplete,
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essentialized and dichotomous perception of indigeneity is what underpins
the exercise of biopolitical power over indigenous lives.

What makes the biopower trained on indigenous peoples particular is,
first, the continuation and renewal of measures that are directed at indige-
nous being and, second, the ways in which these measures are contradic-
tory. The features that defined indigenous peoples as ‘savages’ before—for
example, their intimate relationship with nature, traditional knowledge and
practices and living off the land—are the very features that are now invoked
and celebrated. To be sure, the brutality of past measures lingers in indig-
enous lives, for example, in the form of languages and cultural legacies lost.
However, in the neoliberal setting of subjects struggling to survive the
insecurity of the world, it is, ironically, the very features and abilities of the
peoples to cope, adapt and survive that form the premises for the (mis)
recognition of indigeneity. The very features that once put them into the
colonial category of ‘savages’ are now used to lift them up onto a pedestal
and celebrate them as potential saviors of humanity. For example, the hype
over indigenous adaptability entails a colonial pattern whereby indigenous
peoples are the ones who must adapt to existing and forthcoming condi-
tions. At the same time, an adaptive subjectivity and being is required for
indigeneity to be recognized by contemporary politics. The peoples must
sustain and reproduce their authenticity and distinctiveness as adaptive and
resilient subjects in order to gain recognition and become entitled to certain
rights and positions. Trying to fulfill this fantasy is the contemporary
“indefinite detention” of indigeneity, an expression coined by Butler
(2004, p. 67), that we find most appropriate for present purposes as well.
To become visible in the eyes of politics and law, indigeneity needs to nurse,
(re)produce and guard its exceptionality, the sole basis on which it comes
into being.

At the same time, recognizing indigeneity as no more than resilience and
adaptability draws a line between indigenous life to be validated and worth
investing in and that to be disqualified. The quest for resilient subjects,
indigenous and others involves “inculcating particular subjectivities that are
fit for purpose” in the face of a world of contingency (Welsh 2013, p. 5).
Resilient indigeneity differs from the resilience expected of others in that
being alert, accommodating and flexible are allegedly qualities that the
peoples possess at birth and can thus readily operationalize and harness.
This idea of indigenous peoples being injured, yet performing as resilient
subjects by displaying the capacity to claim their rights on the basis of that
injury, is also embedded in international law (see also Birrell 2016). In order
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to appear in politics and before the law, indigeneity is required to be
distinctive and recognizable. As things stand, indigeneity cannot argue for
rights and protection without highlighting and assuring that such distinc-
tiveness and/or distinction exists.

The basis for this distinctiveness and separateness is formed on the terms
set by others, not the peoples themselves. The distinctiveness that
indigeneity is expected to conform to is not that of indigeneity in all its
variety but of a stereotypical indigeneity that differs from Western parame-
ters. To bind indigeneity to distinctiveness is a conscious choice that glosses
over the fact that in many instances—coping with changing environments,
sustaining local communities or making individual life choices—the simi-
larity of what are considered ‘indigenous’ and ‘Western’ lives should be
deemed the defining feature. Thus, the bounded presence of indigenous
being is encapsulated in the political and legal desire to nurture and care
exclusively for the type of indigeneity that is properly separate
(on distinctiveness and law, see also Butler 2004, pp. 24–25).

Indeed, there is a cumulative process of seeing indigeneity through a
certain prism. For indigenous peoples, this means performing their
indigeneity and appearing in the ways valorized by this prism instead of
emphasizing features grounded in something other than the relations
between indigenous and other peoples (Merlan 2009, p. 305). While such
a distinctiveness might exist, the twist in the current political and legal care
for indigeneity is that there is no alternative other than indigenous peoples
settling for, embracing and reproducing their exceptionality. If they do not
succeed in this, they risk being deemed inauthentic and thus not eligible for
the entitlements attached to indigeneity (Sissons 1997, p. 32). As Butler
and Athanasiou (2013, p. 76) critically observe:

In this particular context [recognition], where national ideological formation
of multiculturalism becomes the grounds for new national monoculturalism,
Indigenous subjects are called on to perform an authentic self-identity of
prenational, “traditional” cultural difference . . . as the grounds for a viable
or felicitous native title claim and in exchange for the nation’s recognition and
the states reparative legislation.

The requirement of exceptionality, which one might consider merely a
prerequisite for politics and law to operate in practice, in fact, touches the
very core of indigenous existence.
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Performing exceptionality successfully is not only a matter of becoming
entitled to enter global politics or gaining access to land (e.g. Knafla and
Westra 2010) but—perhaps even more so—a matter of subjects struggling
to perform their identity in a recognizable way. The promise of progress and
rights, as well as the cultural distinctiveness seen as a precondition for them,
has put pressure on local communities to define who is indigenous. As a
result, the well-meaning care for indigeneity has engendered local disagree-
ment and divisions. For example, the two-decade-long discussion about the
ratification of ILO Convention No. 169 which would recognize the rights
of the Saami people to their land in Finland, has sparked debates on who is a
Saami, with these then leading to a fracturing of local communities
(on discussions on who is a Saami, see, for example, Joona 2015; Valkonen
et al. 2017). The struggle to prove one’s identity as a Saami is for many an
emotionally trying and intimate process as one’s identification with the
groups and culture may have been undermined, questioned and even
denied.

In sum, exceptionality becomes a naturalized norm to which the indig-
enous peoples must adapt. What this exceptionality accomplishes is to
regulate indigenous subjects and their existence biopolitically: assumptions
of exceptionality (Brigg 2007; see also Lindroth and Sinevaara-Niskanen
2013) and peculiarity (Rifkin 2009, p. 112) serve to construct subjectivities
and justify interventions in indigenous lives. The indigenous life promoted
and considered fit for the purpose is a life that must significantly differ from
that of the Western, urban, industrialized and individualized world. As
Butler and Athanasiou (2013, p. 76) have noted in their discussion on
dispossession, there is a “‘difference’ that liberalism loves to tolerate”. In
the case of indigeneity, the politically, legally and socially tolerable differ-
ences are the type of differences that do not offend or repulse. Indigeneity is
expected to be different, but within such limits as keep it exotically appeal-
ing and transferable to Western imaginaries. For example, the role ascribed
to indigenous peoples as care-takers of the environment—the impetus for
invoking their particular knowledge—is considered worthy and important
as long as it does not clash with prevailing ideas on the use and role of the
environment. The entire idea of traditional ecological knowledge being
merged with Western science and knowledge signals that indigeneity, as
well as the features that supposedly set it apart from the rest of us, must be
translatable to the Western understanding of it. As such, the tolerated
difference means that indigeneity is not to be too ‘primitive’. Features
that are ‘too much’ or ‘not enough’ are ignored.
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Povinelli (2011) as well notes that the difference that is loved has its
limits. There are limits beyond which liberal recognition turns away from
“its supposed commitment to valuing the diversity of the other” and refuses
to tolerate and recognize such a difference (Povinelli 2011, p. 80). The fact
that there is such a fine line between being the one cared for and the one
that is not tolerated, and that the shift from unwanted to loved has, in
historical perspective, happened almost overnight, offers a glimpse into the
workings of current biopolitical control over the indigenous peoples. The
difference and otherness that indigeneity is deemed to represent is, in
Alfred’s (2005, p. 126) words, one of the colonial “identity inventions”
that are used “to dispossess and assimilate”. Biopolitical love, which sees
indigeneity in a particular light, only shows affection for what it desires in
indigeneity. This love is fickle: as long as indigeneity corresponds to the
fantasy of proper difference, it celebrates and nurtures, but its care is not
unconditional. If indigeneity does not meet the expectations placed on it,
the violent care of contemporary biopolitics will allow the undesirable
aspects of indigeneity to die.

‘I RECOGNIZE YOUR NEEDS’

Instead of concluding that the intensifying discussion on the recognition of
indigenous peoples and their rights signals a shift in power, we argue that
the seemingly reorganized relations between states and indigenous peoples
are signs of biopower at work. The benevolent aim of states and the
international community to recognize indigenous peoples’ rights is an
attempt to redeem themselves for the mistreatment of the peoples. What
is inscribed in this liberal recognition paradigm is that recognition is an
answer and a solution to the wrongdoings that the indigenous peoples have
suffered. Within this paradigm, the guiding idea is that indigenous peoples
need and want political partnership, seats at the same table and ‘slots’ of
their own within Western legal and political frameworks. The lines of
recognition for indigeneity and indigenous subjects are sketched through
the lens of exceptionality; indigeneity and its needs are determined and
treated accordingly. The requirements of recognizability and cultural cohe-
siveness are among the key conditions for indigenous subjectivity to enter
the processes of recognition. Whether the focal issue is entering the arenas
of international politics or struggling for their lands in national contexts, the
peoples have the burden of proof as regards their injury, connections to
land, previous generations and cultural practices. As discussed earlier, their
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distinctiveness needs to be clear; the present beliefs, desires and hopes of the
peoples must be connected “to the beliefs, desires and hopes of their
pre-colonial ancestors” (Povinelli 2006, pp. 227–228).

What the process of recognition expects is that indigenous subjects
possess a coherent ‘pre-nation’ identity and a visibly and tangibly authentic
culture. The parameters for what qualifies as distinguishable and ‘authentic’
are set by the political and legal frames of the states in question. Indeed,
recognition is built on the idea that the authority granting the recognition is
“to demarcate intelligibility, to publicly institute and normalise the related-
ness that matters” (Butler and Athanasiou 2013, p. 79). In sum, the
indigenous subject needs to be different in ways that are at once recogniz-
able and tolerable. The critical question raised, however, is how much and
what kind of difference is acceptable. To what extent must indigeneity
conform to and fulfill the fantasies that the recognition process has for
indigenous traditionality and authenticity?

As indigeneity is seen merely as a particular type of being, the recogni-
tion of what that ‘being’ needs, requires and wants is also conditional on
the idea(l) of such distinctive otherness. What follows from the current
biopolitical care for particular indigenous lives is the predetermined set of
legal and political maneuvers that are designed to cater to the needs of that
particular fantasized subject. The ‘seeing’ of indigeneity—in law, politics
and society at large—thus already entails an understanding and statement
of what it is that indigeneity needs. In recognizing the exceptional needs
of this exceptional subject, the recognition framework is wholly geared to
the governing of indigenous lives biopolitically.

The recognition of indigenous rights has been seen as unavoidable
progress that follows from the wrongdoings of history—a necessity, some-
thing that has to happen. Indeed, as Simpson (2014, p. 20) points out,
recognition “appears as a transcendent and universal human desire” and as
such is something that would seem to be able to repair the wounds of the
past, both for the colonized and the colonizer. In the midst of recognition,
portrayed as a promise, an end to colonialism and source of salvation, the
conditions of that recognition are left unasked and unquestioned (see also
Butler and Athanasiou 2013, p. 79). Recognition promises a change and a
solution once and for all, but its premises remain as they always have been.
Recognition is something that one cannot want; it is not to be tampered
with. The mindset of recognition is, as Alfred (2005, p. 138) puts it
succinctly, that indigenous cultures are to become amenable to the expec-
tations of what they are supposed to be in order for states to recognize them
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and to make amends “for ‘historical’ injustices against those reimagined”.
Again, the care for indigenous peoples, performed in the form of recogni-
tion, is attuned to the fantasy of peculiar otherness.

As Povinelli (2011, p. 92) notes with insight, the indigenous being and
otherness envisaged in the process of recognition, are not, however, mere
fantasies but acts that enhance the kind of life, being or subjectivity worth of
investing in and take a stance on what are the lives that do not count. She
(2006, p. 54) has called this process of offering recognition—which is
fundamentally misrecognition, but proffered as salvation for the
deprived—“the cunning of recognition”. The cunning of recognition has
transformed

[. . .] the discourse of demand into a discourse of recognition – . . .the demand
that [one has]. . . specific kind of knowledge. . . and a specific propositional
attitude toward it if. . . [one] is to be recognized as a ‘traditional Aboriginal
subject’. (Povinelli 2006, p. 54)

Offering legal and political recognition that is conditional on the types of
being that indigeneity is assumed to represent betokens the essentially
unequal set-up of power exercised over indigeneity.

While it may seem that politics recognizes the needs of the indigenous
peoples, by taking note of their dispossession in order to overcome that very
same condition of deprivation, it is in fact a well-honed apparatus for the
reproduction of dispossessed subjects. Recognition is a process that pre-
sumes one who lacks equal rights or has suffered injustices, one who is
dispossessed. At the same time, the process of recognition itself—one
requiring the subject to provide evidence of its deprivation and suffer-
ing—forces the subject to lock its identity to injury and to hold on to, not
to abandon, its dispossessed existence. As Butler and Athanasiou (2013,
pp. 1–2) note in this vein, crafting dispossession as a particular aspect of
certain types of subjectivities amounts to making persons objects of “nor-
mative and normalizing powers that define cultural intelligibility and that
regulate the distribution of vulnerability.” The recognition of indigenous
subjects and their needs on the basis of their injury and woundedness creates
a situation where indigeneity cannot escape its permanent state of dispos-
session within the current political and legal liberal regime.

The violence of the care for indigeneity manifests itself in a recognition
process based on misrecognition, and in the condition that if they are to
gain any recognition—be it legal, political or social—the peoples need to
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conform to that misrecognition. The biopolitical grip on indigenous being
is tight as the bases on which the peoples justify and argue for their
subjectivity to be seen and recognized are very limited. As we cannot find
better words to summarize the prices to be paid, the sacrifice to be made, for
even the most basic forms of recognition no matter what one chooses from
the available paths of recognition, we use Povinelli’s. She speaks of
dehumanization:

In short. . . either love through liberal ideas of self-sovereignty and de-culture
yourself, or love according to the fantasy of the unchanging dictates of your
tradition and dehumanize yourself. (Povinelli 2006, pp. 227–228)

For indigeneity, gaining recognition involves both accommodating one’s
culture to the imposed liberal political and legal paradigm—de-culturing
oneself—and conforming to the imaginaries of traditionality, exceptionality
and distinctiveness, dehumanizing oneself. As we have noted, in order to
argue for rights and recognition in global politics, indigeneity must fulfill
the fantasy of peculiar otherness. Compliance with the fantasy of that
politics, that is, accepting dehumanization, is a requirement for entering
law and politics and performing before their respective powers-that-be.
What results is, inevitably, de-culturation. As it stands, within this paradigm,
indigeneity cannot be all that it is or might be. It is never welcomed as a
whole, with its varied nuances, inconsistences and unconventionalities.

‘I WANT YOUR BEST, SO BEAR WITH ME’

As components of biopolitical care, the process of recognition and the
power setting that underpins it are pervasive and relentless. What defines
this biopolitical care is not only (mis)recognition and the conditions set for
it, but the fact that recognition is only a promise, one whose fulfillment
keeps being postponed. Even though the peoples might be inclined to claim
and settle for political, legal and social recognition—however partial—
proposed by the states and the global community, this does not necessarily
translate into their gaining that recognition, as history has demonstrated.
The willingness of international politics to recognize the needs of the
peoples entails an understanding of that politics as wanting the best for
the peoples but, at the same time, pleading for their patience as granting
recognition (allegedly) is a process fraught with complexities. The evolution
of the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council and the adoption of
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the UNDRIP are telling examples of the ways in which indigenous peoples
have been asked to hold on, wait for better things to come and to trust that
progress will eventually take place.

This is not to say that institutional developments in the UN and the
Arctic Council have not taken place, but what, if anything, has been altered
by changing the organizational charts? For indigenous peoples, despite their
political inclusion and active engagement, eventual recognition and full
achievement of their collective land and self-determination rights still hinges
on external authorities setting the conditions for recognition and, ulti-
mately, granting it. It is this uneven power setting that, it is assumed,
indigeneity will accommodate itself to and endure. Indigenous peoples’
demands for rights place them in political, legal and social ‘waiting
rooms’, as Povinelli (2011) calls them, where the realization of their rights
is suspended for the time being, but a hope is sustained that someday that
realization will occur.

The promise of recognition and the idea(l) that politics cares for
indigeneity engender hope that manifests itself in different ways. For exam-
ple, in cases where indigenous peoples have claimed their rights, hope drives
the peoples’ efforts to regain what has historically belonged to them. The
hope of finding the evidence required to prove possession of lands has
sparked their struggle and maintains it. For example, even though there is
no guarantee of success, hope—and the potential for change it evokes—has
prompted the peoples in Fiji to go through the historical archives again and
again (Miyazaki 2004). In some cases, the hope linked to progress and
recognition has been engineered by the state in a very corporeal manner. In
Mexico, for example, peasants have been given hope that their land claims
will be resolved in order to discourage them from engaging in what the state
considers illegal means of seeking justice. Resistance to such dictated hope
or refusal to trust in the righteousness of the state’s legal institutions has
been met with violent punishment (Nuijten 2004, p. 227). Particularly in
midst of current economic and social crises, hope is what is on offer for
those seeking better circumstances, justice and equality (e.g. Appadurai
2013; Kleist and Jansen 2016).

Certainly, without hope and the action it engenders, indigenous peoples
would not even have had a chance to secure the rights they now have.
However, the unjust biopolitical flipside of hope and hopefulness is that
despair is not an option; the peoples need to rely on the carefully crafted
promises fed to them by neoliberal politics and law. In the neoliberal order
and era of biopolitical governing, individuals and communities are made
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responsible for the realization of their rights. The violence of this setting
is that those least responsible for their dispossession are now those that
need to hope and harness their hopefulness to provide their strength and
capacity they need to pursue their rights. As such, indigenous peoples being
positioned such that they need to bear with and sustain hope entail a
mindset that by harnessing their hopefulness, they can move on. At the
same time, those responsible for the unequal setting in the first place are
relieved from accountability.

The celebration of indigenous peoples and their inclusion in interna-
tional politics is part of the same promise of a more just and equal future.
Hope has been a defining feature of the establishment of both the UN
Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council; hopes have been voiced that
indigenous peoples will get an equal footing with the states, that their
livelihoods and cultures will be protected, that the past injustices will be
addressed and that the peoples will gain political, legal and moral leverage
and, eventually, self-determination. This joyful inclusion in global politics
has served the peoples hope on a silver platter. Notably, after 20 years, both
of these political forums, despite their grand promises, continue to have
little to offer indigenous peoples but hope. The fundamental promises
remain unfulfilled: indigenous peoples are still marginalized; their cultures
and livelihoods are suppressed; and their rights are either unrecognized or
violated. The very same issues that featured on the agendas in the early days
of the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council remain on the agendas
today. As the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development promises, no
one is to be left behind and the most marginalized will be reached first
(Transforming our World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
2015). For the time being, however, global politics has offered the indige-
nous peoples mere words of welcome and a warm handshake instead of
concrete acts of justice—be the issue returning lands and the profits gained
from them or restoring the peoples’ sovereign status as nations.

If paternal discipline could describe the treatment of indigenous peoples
in international politics in the past, one could speak of parental care today.
The way in which global politics has taken indigenous peoples under its
wing as vulnerable ones resembles the care of parents toward their children.
Whereas a strict father wanting the best for his children might have physi-
cally and mentally punished them to make them act as he wanted, the caring
parents of today’s world encourage certain behavior by promising rewards.
Parental love allows some measure of freedom and choice, but the child is
only allowed certain choices. At the same time, he or she has to bear the
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responsibility for the choices made. Similarly, international politics offers
limited choices, all cloaked in ‘good’, to indigenous peoples. Inclusion,
active participation and engagement in international politics are presented
as ways to secure the fulfillment of the peoples’ hopes for better and more
equal treatment. The need for the peoples to claim recognition of their
rights is presented as the preferred ‘choice’. If the peoples—like children
who are considered to be oblivious to their own good—should refuse the
choice of partnership and inclusion and abandonWestern political forums as
avenues for regaining their self-determination, they will be left to their own
devices to cope. In the midst of the loving parental care of global politics,
the peoples are to understand the options offered and proffered as good and
appropriate and to recognize the responsibilities, gains and losses involved.

Refusal of the loving care of biopower is “a radical gamble” (Prozorov
2007), that is, one in which the gains and losses are impossible to assess
beforehand. As the investment of biopower in one’s life is made in an
empathetic, concerned and intimate manner, for indigenous peoples, a
refusal to respond to the loving concerns of global politics that urge part-
nership and inclusion would put them at risk of losing what little voice,
visibility and influence they now have. In heeding the call, as it were, what
the peoples might gain in political access, they stand to lose in self-
determination. Should they reject the ruling political system—structures
imposed by the colonizer—they would be able to set their own agendas, but
could lose the political recognition of states. Alfred (2005), Corntassel
(2012) and Coulthard (2008), among others, have argued that this latter
cause of action is the only option if indigenous peoples are to live their lives
not determined by the colonial system. They suggest indigenous resurgence
as an alternative avenue to the reactive resistance to or complying with the
dominant political setting.

At the core of the parental care for indigeneity in international politics
today is the expectation that the peoples are to bear with that politics; being
patient is a necessary virtue of indigenous subjects. The expectation to
“persist in potentiality”, as Povinelli observes (2011, p. 128), is ascribed to
indigeneity in particular. The fact that indigenous peoples in international
politics have been promised something better and their hopes have been
encouraged is part of the current colonial rationality, where power is
exercised by generating promises whose fulfillment looms on the horizon
but is never at hand. In such a process, where one is encouraged in a loving
manner to persevere endlessly, one can, indeed, end up being “cared to
death” (Dillon 2005). The care for indigeneity that international politics has
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shown to date has positioned indigeneity to wait and to be patient. The
promise of progress and better things to come has yet to be redeemed and,
as always, “the evidence [of things turning for the better] will not be in for
quite some time” (Povinelli 2011, p. 191). Global politics insisting, through
its practices, structures and rhetoric, that indigeneity is to persist in this state
of potentiality—an expectation and a requirement only applicable to
some—marks an exercise of colonial power through loving modes of
biopower.

ETERNALLY IN-BETWEEN

The component practices of biopower that see indigeneity in terms of
exceptionality attach the recognition of its rights to that exceptionality
and, in the end, offer no more than promises that keep indigeneity hoping
and waiting for their redemption. These three components of ‘seeing’,
‘(mis)recognizing’ and ‘pleading for patience’ are transformed continua-
tions of the power that has always been at work on indigeneity. What is at
stake in this current assemblage of biopower that operates through seem-
ingly benevolent care is indigenous subjectivity itself. Despite the acknowl-
edgment that there is still a great deal to be done in improving the social,
legal, political, economic and environmental conditions of the peoples,
biopolitical care focuses on the struggling yet surviving subject. It is resil-
ient, ever-adapting and malleable indigeneity that will yield the resources
needed to endure and ultimately (and allegedly) to alter conditions. The
signals of hope, as well as the encouragement to hold on, to be resilient and
persevere, contribute to the realignment that is detaching subjects from
their very conditions. Presumably, it is the subjects, even though they are
not responsible for their deprivation and dispossession, who are the ‘solu-
tion’ to addressing, tackling and even ‘fixing’ these conditions. In this
biopolitical setting, the very condition for the existence and survival of
indigeneity is the particular indigenous subjectivity.

Indeed, what is crucial in the biopolitical modes of care is that they boil
down to the subject. The tolerable recognizable difference and authenticity
of the subject, the historical evidence of its dispossession and its engagement
in the process that promises future redemption make the indigenous subject
the focal point of global politics rather than justice, equality and correcting
the wrongdoings of the past. Ordaining what kind of indigeneity is recog-
nizable before the law and politics is to determine what is the indigeneity to
be fostered and what is the indigeneity to be abandoned. Thus, processes of
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political and legal recognition are ultimately instances of policing. They are
not concerned with acknowledging and redressing injustices and injuries,
but rather function as apparatuses for governing subjects.

What is particular about this mode of biopolitical governing is that it
places subjects in a process where they are eternally in the making and, as a
result, always in-between. The subject worth investing in is one that strives
to improve itself, enhances its adaptive capacities and cherishes its ability to
cope on its own devices. In a word, it is a subject that is more resilient than it
has ever been. Seemingly, the call for indigenous subjects who possess
innate, enhanced and exceptional capacities stems from the inheritance of
the past—a demonstrated ability to endure and survive even the harshest of
conditions—and from the potential realization of rights and recognition in
the future. However, as the fulfillment of future hopes constantly eludes
them, indigenous subjects must remain responsive to the expectations and
requirements imposed on their subjectivity if they are to keep that potential
‘better’ future on the horizon. Indigeneity is locked in a “temporal limbo”
(Povinelli 2011, p. 78), “between the conditions of the past and the
promise of the future”. The rationality of ‘bearing with’ tells the peoples
that “they will have to live with less now in order to live with more in future,
or that their present deaths are actually a future redemption” (Povinelli
2011, p. 99). This in-betweenness is tantamount to a ‘bracketing’ of
indigeneity, in which the peoples’ existence and cause have been noted,
but have been placed among the other issues to be resolved in the future.
There is no telling when these brackets will be removed and if claims will be
settled in the end.

In this limbo of potentiality and promise, the sources of salvation—as
biopolitical care would have us believe—are the very capacities of the sub-
jects themselves. For things to move on and improve, the subject is to be
proactive, engaged and responsive. The debates on land rights are a prime
legal and political avenue along which biopolitical care trickles down to the
subjects. As is often the case, the recognition of such rights is suspended
until it is determined who are entitled to the rights and all the consequences
of those rights are clarified. In terms of those entitled to the potential rights,
disputes arise over ‘proper’ ethnicity, and indigenous communities are often
driven into identity struggles over how to perform ethnicity ‘properly’ and
distinctively enough (e.g. Hale 2002; Sturm 2011; Birrell 2016). While
communities are left to ‘decide’ for themselves who to include and exclude,
those with the power to recognize the rights of the peoples can legitimately
refuse to proceed or do anything at all for that matter. In order to move
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forward with their claims before such an authority, the peoples must repre-
sent a coherent ‘we’ that is convincing in its claim that it genuinely con-
tinues its cultural and historical distinctiveness. For example, a claim for
native title in Australia requires the peoples not only to provide evidence of
their genealogical past and connectedness to the land but to prove that
there is an unbroken chain of cultural practices from past to present
(e.g. Merlan 2016; Birrell 2016). Similarly, any messiness or uncertainty
surrounding the consequences of the government recognizing Aboriginal
rights functions as a valid reason for suspending their realization. Whether
one considers the adoption of the UNDRIP at the UN General Assembly
(e.g. Lightfoot 2012) or the ratification of ILO Convention No. 169 (e.-
g. Heinämäki et al. 2017), the uncharted political territory, that is, the
recognition of the collective rights of indigenous peoples, daunts those in
power, for the costs of realizing such rights are unknown. Clearly, it is a
smart move for those in power to just say ‘maybe’, as this allows them to
avoid the shame for not granting equal rights and recognition and the
unease of not knowing what the potential results of granting such rights
are. With that ‘maybe’ the responsibility for the struggle for rights and
recognition and all that they entail is off-loaded onto the communities in
question. Once again, what is called for is the coping, struggling, yet—in
spite of everything—hopeful indigenous subject.

In terms of political subjectivity, what does this future projected in the
promise of inclusion, rights and recognition entail? While politics offers
them ‘a place at the table’ and equal rights—rights that are difficult not to
want—the indigenous subject seeking recognition within the Western polit-
ical and legal paradigm can never transform the power setting of this
paradigm. The agreeable difference that indigeneity is called upon to pre-
sent is no more than a felicitous and ‘decorative’ otherness that does not
displease or fundamentally challenge the existing power setting. As a result,
the indigeneity and indigenous subjectivity sought after in global politics
has stagnated (Spivakovsky 2006), becoming an essentialized, romanticized
and exotic otherness that leaves little room for indigenous subjects to
influence or decide the course of political and legal events. For those
assigned a seat in the waiting rooms of global politics—in as much as they
have chosen to pursue the ‘goods’ promised by the liberal Western political
system—there is no other choice than to follow a path that is marked by this
system and to walk at the pace it sets. Coincidentally, the position that
biopolitical care places indigeneity in denies indigenous subjects any possi-
bility of radical change.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

DEBUNKING THE MYTH OF PROGRESS

Looking back at the 20 years or so that indigenous peoples have been
included in the work of the Arctic Council and the UN Permanent
Forum, we feel that it is time to revisit the perception that global politics
is making progress in its engagement with the peoples. It is worth asking
whether real progress has taken place or whether that politics is still all
promises: the promise of inclusion in global society has been around for
nearly 40 years since the establishment of the Working Group on Indige-
nous Populations in 1982, yet discussion of indigenous peoples’ (lack of)
rights and their implementation is still a timely issue.

Within the Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council, the peoples have
gained formal political access, but, at the same time, been placed in a
position where they need to wait and be patient, as their rights and political
positions continue to be clarified. The promise is that when all the assess-
ments, reports and evaluations on their political, legal and social position
have been completed, measures required by the states and institutions, the
peoples’ struggles will be more effectively supported. Inclusion is taken for
granted as a principal political aim without problematizing how it became a
desirable goal of politics in the first place and whose agendas it really serves.

Some might argue that the 20 years that have passed since the establish-
ment of the UN Permanent Forum and the Arctic Council is too short time
to allow a proper evaluation of how effective a measure such institutional
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inclusion has been. It is true that, when compared to the length of the
colonial past, the states’ and global community’s waking up to indigenous
peoples’ claims for rights and equal access has been a fairly recent develop-
ment. However, in light of our critique that the peoples’ claims may well be
eternally stuck fast in the machinery of international institutions—structures
that have always takenmore time to deal with these claims—it is pertinent to
probe the aspect of temporality involved in the retarding of the fulfillment of
the peoples’ rights. In our view, the establishment of the UN Permanent
Forum, the inclusion of the peoples in the Arctic Council, the unwillingness
of certain states to ratify ILO Convention No. 169 and the political games
played around the adoption of the UNDRIP are all instances of procrasti-
nation. They represent processes through which colonial rule has exercised
its power to define and order time; time has, and continues to be, in the
hands of the colonizers.

Indigenous peoples have demanded equal rights, political access,
increased awareness of their circumstances and compensation for their
losses. In response, the global community has, in principle, supported
their claims, deemed it necessary to include the peoples and undertake to
further their legal recognition. As is generally the case in international
political processes, the measures taken have been mostly non-binding and
have lacked monitoring mechanisms. Given the declaratory nature of inter-
national agreements, it has been left up to the states to decide the extent to
which they wish to acknowledge and commit to the actual implementation
of these international instruments. Indeed, the ratification of ILO Conven-
tion No. 169 and the adoption of the UNDRIP illustrate that states have
also taken advantage of this discretion when it comes to deciding and
negotiating. Their equivocal commitment to these mechanisms reflects
their power to set goals—social and legal equality, providing compensation
or sharing political responsibility—and to determine the time horizon
within which they might be reached.

In this equation, the peoples have their claims and rightful demands,
while the states and global community have the authority to judge which
aspirations can and will be pursued and when. Despite their political inclu-
sion, the peoples must settle for promises and the waiting required before
they are fulfilled. This pattern of promises and waiting has described the
events that international politics likes to consider milestones in the devel-
opment of indigenous peoples’ rights. Initially, it took some 30 years for the
UN to start discussing indigenous issues in earnest. After that, it took
another ten years for it to establish a working group for indigenous issues,
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a further 20 to get a permanent forum for the peoples and nearly 30 more to
finalize and adopt the UNDRIP, in 2007. Urges to be patient have been,
and still are, an organic part of indigenous peoples being promised progress
and its eventual realization. In the meanwhile, they are to wait.

If the inclusion of indigenous peoples in the UN Permanent Forum and
the Arctic Council was intended to significantly change the peoples’ posi-
tion in international politics, our critical examination has revealed that no
such change has occurred. There is no denying that institutionally, as
reflected on organizational charts, for example, some of the promised
progress has taken place. The dedicated slots for the peoples in these
forums—the Permanent Forum itself and the category of Permanent Par-
ticipant in the Arctic Council—are visible evidence of this. Through these
slots, the peoples have gained a say in politics although, due to the role of
these political arenas as experts, their voice is only consultative. Institutional
inclusion has not translated into more de facto decision-making power.
Clearly, however, these institutional surface reforms have strengthened
the signal that international politics and its treatment of the peoples have
changed for the better.

Looking beyond form to the substance of the politics in the UN and the
Arctic Council relating to indigenous peoples also forces us to conclude that
little has changed. The inclusion of indigenous peoples as political partici-
pants has not translated into an inclusion of indigenous agendas. The
integration of the peoples’ knowledge, interests and concerns remains in
the offing, as evidenced by the ‘very much in progress’ mechanisms and
measures aimed at integrating the peoples’ knowledge, bringing forth their
traditional worldviews and understanding their current needs. The perma-
nency of indigenous peoples’ political position in the UN and the Arctic
Council has not automatically resulted in indigenous concerns being given
space in policy debates. It is only within those areas that are deemed
stereotypically indigenous—preserving the environment and indigenous
culture—that the indigenous peoples are seen as having something to say.
Community viability, local traditional practices and everyday climatic obser-
vations essentially exhaust the list of interests and knowledge perceived as
relevant. Hardcore political and economic issues, such as the use of natural
resources and the profits gained from it, as well as questions of land
ownership and territoriality, fall outside the scope of the peoples’ presumed
interests and possible contributions (e.g. Martello 2008; Cameron 2012;
Sinevaara-Niskanen 2015).
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The dichotomy of Natives and Settlers lives on in the assignment of a
separate slot to indigenous agendas. The compartmentalization and delim-
itation of indigenous concerns to local events, traditional ways of life and
cultural practices sustained since time immemorial, communal ties and an
intimate relationship with nature reproduces the exclusion of indigenous
agendas from politics. The peoples are robbed of political leverage in the
process. They find themselves in a position where their political presence—
as permanent as it may be—does not open up all the political opportunities
that their position might officially suggest. In the UN and the Arctic
Council, let alone in other, less favorable, national and international political
forums, it is a constant struggle for the peoples to break out of the stereo-
typed and romanticized Native side of dichotomy and to move their real-life
demands and concerns forward onto political agendas.

All in all, has the time spent ‘fixing’ international politics and its attitude
toward indigeneity changed anything and, if so, to whose advantage? For
the global community, and states in particular, the political inclusion of
indigenous peoples has eased an anxiety and colonial guilt. International
politics has succeeded in covering itself against accusations of mistreatment
and ignorance, in terms of not only past and current experiences, but also,
and more importantly, any future developments that environmental, eco-
nomic and social changes will trigger. Whatever challenges the future may
pose, the global community can appeal to indigenous peoples having been
involved on equal footing with others in the politics charged with
addressing those challenges. For indigenous peoples, the attempt to ‘fix’
global politics has meant access to a seat from which to participate in and
observe the course of that politics. They have gained physical access to the
process in the UN and the Arctic, but the scope of their contribution has
been, and continues to be, extremely restricted. The conditions on which
indigeneity has been allowed to enter politics leave little room for it to
appear in any other way than what the developed, Western, white structures
of the colonizers recognize. The peoples’ access has been granted on certain
conditions: proof of historical marginalization and settling for a consultative
role and a limited range of ‘relevant’ issues. Thus, the institutional inclusion
that has been proposed as a ‘fix’ has been offered to the peoples on a take-it-
or-leave-it basis. Given the peoples’ historical position, they have had no
viable option other than to go along with these surface reforms.

In our view, the commitment of global politics to invite indigenous
peoples to join in and be a part of the process of allegedly aiming to improve
their conditions—and the peoples’ inclination to do so—does not mean
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that progress has taken place. As criticism drawing on feminist theory has
noted, ‘adding something and stirring’ is not sufficient for altering and
reorganizing structures that are fundamentally biased. This applies in the
case of international politics and its desire to include indigenous peoples, for
the machinery in which they are included is hierarchical, unequal and
distorted. As long as the inclusion of indigenous peoples in international
politics involves no more than participation—and thus fails to support a
critical reframing of the structures to accommodate indigeneity in greater
variety and the challenges this reframing may pose—there is no real progress
to talk about. Until those structures are improved, the progress on record
has been nothing more than acts of remorse, redemption and placation.

In the end, time is of the essence here, as regards not only the timeframe
within which things might get better or be fixed but also the ability to define
what a reasonable time to wait for these improvements is. In global politics,
neither of these considerations has worked for the benefit of indigenous
peoples. They have not been in a position to set the pace at which the
political and legal developments affecting them will take place. Nor have
they been in the privileged position where they could afford to wait indef-
initely and rest assured that all the time spent ‘making things better’ will be
worth it and the realization of their rights is just around the corner. Even
when the peoples have exhausted their resources and hence pleaded for
their rights, the position offered them has still been that of a patient claimant
who must bear with the processes and settle for waiting. The political
promise of progress has worked as a technique reproducing the position
of the peoples as always ‘in-between’, waiting and ‘on call’.

INDIGENEITY ON-DEMAND

The selective invitation for indigenous peoples to enter global politics on
the basis of their historical and current vulnerability, abilities to adapt,
environmental and traditional knowledge, and their persistence is tanta-
mount to the continuation of colonial control over indigeneity. As we have
discussed in previous chapters, the indigenous subject that politics recog-
nizes and fantasizes about is one that, although inherently vulnerable,
perseveres and adapts. Indigenous peoples are treasured as stewards of the
environment, as examples of successful adaptation and as embodiments of
resilience. On the basis of these allegedly inherent attributes, the peoples
earn their seat at the tables of international politics and gain the mandate
allowing them to speak out and be experts on certain issues. On the flipside,
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indigeneity that oversteps the bounds of this fantasy or refuses to represent
itself in accordance with it is excluded or fades from the radar of global
politics. This pre-defined indigeneity in fact steers the formation of the
political agendas that are considered relevant for indigenous representatives.
The peoples’ causes must remain in the realms of local, environmental and
cultural issues and in a manner that focuses on the peoples’ individual and
collective efforts and capacities. What is more, even as they are granted a
position to voice these concerns, indigenous peoples are charged with
devising solutions for sustaining these allegedly vital indigenous realms.

Unquestionably, indigenous peoples are, and have been, vulnerable; and
they do have abilities to adapt and have demonstrated their resilience. Their
continuing existence, despite having been targets of colonial, assimilative
and coercive measures, is solid proof of their capacity to adapt and persist.
To critically engage with these characteristics of indigeneity is not to annul
the peoples’ track record of resilience. In probing the ways in which
‘indigeneity on-demand’ is constructed our interest has not been to exam-
ine the peoples’ abilities and capacities per se but to reveal how international
politics has exploited the construction of indigeneity for its own purposes.

The selective recognition and valorization of indigeneity has served
international politics by limiting indigenous peoples’ room for maneuver
while enabling the political system to gain absolution. The inclusion of the
peoples by dint of their expertise in environmental and local issues and their
unique skills of adaptation has enabled global politics to assign the peoples a
position where, in classic terms of international relations, they may engage
in ‘soft’, but not ‘hard’, politics. The international political expertise
ascribed to the peoples lies in the areas of social, environmental and cultural
issues as these pertain to the peoples’ local and communal situations. This
consultative role is of little consequence in terms of money, power and
security, the components of hard politics. Accordingly, selective inclusion
has not posed any real political, legal or economic threat to states or global
politics. On the contrary, with these constraints, allowing indigenous peo-
ples to enter the global community has involved minimal expense. At the
same time, politics has been able to improve its image, putting itself forward
as progressive, attentive and equal.

More importantly, as the core message of this book indicates, this selec-
tive inclusion of indigeneity makes visible the ways in which contemporary
colonialism operates by tampering with the subject itself. This biopolitical
wave of colonialism, as we have called it, creates an illusion that global
politics is concerned over and cares for indigeneity and its unique attributes.
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By glorifying indigeneity as a prime example of environmental awareness
and stewardship and celebrating its superior adaptability and resilience,
politics turns its focus and attention to celebrating the innate abilities of
subjects; it turns its gaze away from the conditions under which these
subjects live—the conditions that have prompted the subjects’ demands
for rights, inclusion and recognition. By drawing on this ‘indigeneity
on-demand’, politics subjugates indigeneity through glorification. It con-
cerns itself with enhancing and nurturing indigeneity and its alleged capac-
ities, not with altering or amending the social, political and legal status quo.

If one could once assume that global politics had, at least to some extent,
undertaken to change unfavorable conditions and intervene in unjust treat-
ment, the neoliberal turn has redirected this political will squarely toward
improving the subject. It is now the subject that is required to make
adjustments to itself in order to survive and, as the ultimate neoliberal
dream suggests, to thrive no matter the conditions (e.g. Chandler and
Reid 2016). The neoliberal world does not even promise that a subject
can find shelter from its changing conditions; it only proffers salvation to
subjects if they develop themselves, building up and harnessing their capac-
ities. The interests of global politics and its efforts to develop those who ‘lag
behind’ have shifted from trying to balance the world to responsibilizing
subjects, insisting that the only recourse they have is themselves.

Indigenous peoples have become targets of neoliberal governing, not
least due to their engagement in the machinery of global politics.
Indigeneity has come to embody a subjectivity that must be endlessly
extendable and malleable whether the context is the given political struc-
tures or deteriorating living conditions. As subjects with proven abilities to
adapt, the peoples, who (allegedly) possess exceptional capacities that make
them stand out from the rest of us, find themselves inundated by demands
to maintain and develop their self-sustenance. The neoliberal mindset has
been attracted in particular by the peoples’ perseverance and resilience, as
the parlance in the UN and Arctic politics discussed in the preceding
chapters has demonstrated. The peoples are seen as those best able to
cope, adapt and even prosper despite all that has happened and all that is
about to happen. It is in this subject that global politics chooses to invest by
offering it moral support, beautiful words, (limited) financial resources
and space. The indigeneity that is perceived as worthy of investment is
one that bears the responsibility of healing itself of its colonial trauma and
that resigns itself to the sacrifices embedded in adaption. It is a subject that
neoliberal politics can continuously manipulate (Evans and Reid 2014,
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p. 30; see also Odysseos 2011) to suit its needs while resting assured that the
subject will accommodate itself, as it has no other viable option. All of this
amounts to indigeneity being thrown to the mercy of its subjectivity, which
has now become a ‘condition’ that determines indigenous existence.

In its role as an exceptional subjectivity, indigeneity can even be said to
represent the ultimate model for the resilient, enduring subject (Reid and
Chandler 2018). In the midst of the global environmental crisis, extreme
adaptability and heightened resilience have become desired and valuable
currency. Indigenous peoples are made responsible for not only accommo-
dating themselves to the given conditions but also sharing with the rest of us
their superior wisdom and experience on how to cope with change. Entailed
in this position as exemplars of resilience is an idea that indigenous peoples
are to ‘stay as they are’—to continue to live and practice their cultures on
the edges of the world while observing changes and adapting to harsh
conditions—for the sake of humanity at large as well as the planet. As role
models of resilience, indigenous peoples must demonstrate and prove,
through their lived experience, their skills in keeping their balance in the
midst of change. What the expectation of resilient indigeneity suggests is
that the peoples have a lived connection to the environment, that they live
in areas severely impacted by climate change and that their livelihoods are, at
least partially, traditional. As noted throughout this book, the expectation
of such traditional local indigeneity does not necessarily match what indig-
enous lives are today.

Much like the institutional inclusion of indigenous peoples in interna-
tional politics, the neoliberal call for resilient indigeneity functions through
the endorsement of selected attributes of indigeneity. The commitment to
nurture the ever-adaptive facet of indigeneity is based on stereotypical and
homogenous perceptions of what indigeneity is. These deny indigenous
peoples the possibility of cultural change and refuse to acknowledge their
lived reality, which encompasses life in urban settings outside their tradi-
tional homelands, as well as participation in the modern labor market. The
idea(l) of resilient indigeneity is a neoliberal political artifact that operates
precisely by ignoring what indigeneity is, or could be, in all its variety. The
construction of indigeneity as a category that is detached from the indige-
nous peoples works to the benefit of neoliberal politics. By choosing the
traits that it finds useful and worth investing in, global politics exerts a tight
grip on and continues to control the indigenous subject. While the global
collaboration of indigenous peoples and the construction of the ‘global
indigenous’ might have assisted the peoples in their political demands, the
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unity of the peoples that these developments exploit has enabled politics to
target indigeneity as a collectivity with new techniques that govern subjects,
the requirement of resilience being a prime example.

(IN)SINCERELY YOURS

In this era of partnership and inclusion, it is easy to overlook or turn a blind
eye to facets of inclusion that are less flattering to or endearing of the
political machinery couched as it is in noble words and good intentions.
The duplicity of politics—politics that has engaged indigenous peoples and
declared that their situations are being improved—becomes obvious when
the actual situations of the peoples are observed. The argument that insti-
tutional political inclusion would and could translate into genuine improve-
ments has much less credibility when viewed through real-life examples of
continuing dispossession. In this vein, we reflect on two contemporary
situations that have gained global visibility. Although these cases are
national, the questions around which they revolve have been and continue
to be at the core of indigenous peoples’ claims for their rights on the
international level.

By drawing attention to these situations, we do not presume to define
what the aspirations of the focal communities should and could be. Rather,
we want to comment on the political mindset that leads to and maintains
these states of dispossession and to illustrate how distant the ethos of
‘progress’ displayed in international politics is from the peoples’ lived real-
ities. Significantly, to find these examples of deprivation, one need not look
any further than developed, Western, allegedly pro-human rights countries,
even though it is often assumed that such countries have moved on from
their subjugating practices. If these states have not been able to ‘afford’ to
bring their actions on par with global awareness on indigenous rights, what
are the chances of it happening elsewhere?

The plan to build the Dakota Access Pipeline, nearly 1900 kilometers
long and extending fromNorth Dakota to Illinois in the USA, is an example
of the ways in which the colonial setting of Natives and Settlers is still strong,
how indigenous exclusion prevails and to what extent the needs of some are
prioritized over others. The construction of the pipeline has started and
there have been protests against building it since the plans were initiated.
The dispute centers on the use of natural resources, threats to living condi-
tions and cultural meanings of the sites where the pipeline will be laid.
Indigenous peoples and their supporters concerned over the potential
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risks of the pipeline have gathered on Standing Rock Reservation since early
2016. The peoples through whose lands and sacred sites the pipeline would
be laid are fighting for their waters and waterways. The high risks that come
with the pipeline, such as the potential contamination of rivers, are life-
threatening for indigenous communities in the region. Notably, the pipeline
plans were modified to protect the water reserves for the town of Bismarck,
the population of which is predominantly white, whereas no such accom-
modation was made for the native Sioux tribes on the Standing Rock and
Cheyenne River reservations. Those peoples’ right to clean water remains
unprotected (The New York Times 2017).

The suicide crisis in the Attawapiskat First Nation in Ontario, Canada, is
another documentable series of events—sadly not an exception—that dem-
onstrates the continuous neglect of indigenous peoples’ historical and
present needs. The community, located on James Bay, has about 2000
inhabitants that identify as Cree. For most of the year, the community is
isolated and accessible only by plane. The inhabitants live in small, cramped
and dilapidated houses, assigned to them by the state, and without drink-
able running water. Among other hardships, they live amid high rates of
unemployment; nearly non-existent healthcare services; limited educational
opportunities; illegal substances (e.g. drugs and alcohol) brought to the
community by outsiders; sexual, mental and physical violence; and environ-
mental disturbances (e.g. flooding and toxins) caused by extractive indus-
tries around the community. The community has declared a state of
emergency several times before, but in 2016 a number of suicide attempts
prompted another emergency. A total of 11 people tried to commit suicide
during a single day in a community where the suicide rate is already
alarmingly high. Many were young people, some even children. Even
though drugs often play a role in suicide attempts, it is not the drugs that
kill but despair, as one resident stated. In response to the crisis, the Cana-
dian government has promised financial support and improvements in
infrastructure, healthcare and education (CBC News 2016; thestar.com
2016a). The natural resource extraction taking place in the proximity of
the community should also have brought relief to the dire situation. Despite
the promises, the community still lacks mental health services and, even
more critically, adequate housing and living conditions. Living conditions in
the community continue to deteriorate, as if a state of emergency were a
‘normal’ state of affairs in indigenous communities.

These cases reveal the insincerity of contemporary politics. The issues,
challenges and problems that indigenous peoples face—despite promises,
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apologies and what seems like sympathy—are matters for the peoples, and
the peoples only, to deal with and endure as best as they can. They are left to
suffer, yet expected to persevere (Sutton 2009; Povinelli 2011). Whether
the focal issues center on natural resources, construction projects or ques-
tions of health and well-being, they are made the communities’ or individ-
uals’ burden. The ‘fix’ offered continues to be reactive in nature—a smoke
screen of sort—not proactive. It is the indigenous communities who have to
campaign against plans that are harmful to them and to their surroundings
at large and have to try to negotiate with the powers-that-be in any given
situation. It is up to the peoples to draw attention to their distress, yet
despite their best attempts, states can remain deaf to their claims, as these
examples above show.

Sadly, this is by no means a new setting. It is only in an extreme and
visible crisis and after the peoples have exhausted their resources—and as a
last-minute response, if then—that those in power agree to address the
issues that have escalated into emergencies. And even at that point, as
Watson (2009, p. 106) notes, politics may merely narrate a ‘crisis’ and
respond primarily to this narration, not to its own failure, which has caused
the situation in the first place. Along similar lines, Povinelli (2011, p. 144)
has referred to the political will to circumvent and trivialize actual challenges
and problems by chopping them up to “quasi-events” that elude any
assigning of accountability or relations of cause and effect. A quasi-event,
which generalizes aspects of and events in individual and social life, does not
amount to much; it is “never anything huge” (Povinelli 2011, p. 144) and,
as such, accountability and relations of cause and effect become non-issues.

Simpson (2016) has talked about the “eventfulness” of colonial politics
that is manifest in an inclination to address indigenous issues through
impressive gestures and grandstanding. These never actually address the
full complexity of the issue, but rather create the appearance that actions are
being taken and issues improved. While both Povinelli and Simpson talk
about ‘events’, Povinelli’s notion of quasi-events points to the denial of
indigenous causes in their entirety, and Simpson’s perspective on events
highlights the ways in which politics deliberately pays only partial attention
to these causes. The notions of quasi-events and eventfulness highlight how
events become recognized as something far less than an emergency as well
as how events that might actually amount to an emergency are treated.

Inspired by these notions, we describe the politics that continues to
envelop indigenous dispossession as a politics of quasi-responses. Events
that might succeed in raising concern are met with fragmented responses, if
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any; the peoples’ political and social inclusion is always partial and only those
aspects of their concerns are addressed that fit the particular narration of
crisis by the powers-that-be. As the situation in Attawapiskat demonstrates,
these quasi-responses are strongly in tune with neoliberal politics and its
calculating of profits and expenses. The part of any emergency that is met
with a quasi-response is the most affordable one. A reactive response to a
mental health crisis by offering emergency healthcare services requires far
less of a financial investment than fixing the substandard housing and living
conditions of the community, conditions that have greatly contributed to
the severe mental health situation in the first place (thestar.com 2016b).

The quasi-responsiveness of global politics is revealed in the case of the
Dakota Access Pipeline. The UN Permanent Forum, through which indig-
enous peoples presumably have political leverage, has appealed to the USA
to “ensure the rights of the Great Sioux Nation to participate in decision-
making” (Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues 2017, p. 8). Due to its
composition and structure as a consultative body—a mandate preferred by
the states when it was established—the Forum lacks any real power of
decision or enforcement that would enable it to intervene. It can only
recommend that the US government “initiate an investigation of alleged
human rights abuses . . . that occurred during protests to prevent construc-
tion of the pipeline” (Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues 2017, p. 8).
Notably, in the case of the Dakota Access Pipeline, the Permanent Forum
bases its appeal to the USA on the rights provided by the UNDRIP, a
document that the USA initially refused to adopt altogether; even after
yielding to international pressure and adopting the instrument, it has taken
the view that the declaration does not change the status quo (Lightfoot
2012). Clearly, the set-up of international politics, which allegedly favors
partnership between states and indigenous peoples, continues to be struc-
tured such that it ensures the primacy of states and their interests.

The insincerity of politics is also reflected in its desire to responsibilize. In
Attawapiskat and elsewhere, instead of tackling the root causes of suicides,
which have been linked, for example, to boarding school traumas and
appalling living conditions, the easy ‘fix’ proffered by neoliberal politics is
individualization of the problems. The overarching idea of making indige-
nous peoples responsible for finding solutions to their own dispossession
and deprivation is apparent in their inclusion in international political insti-
tutions as well as in these two specific cases. From the meeting rooms of the
UN to deteriorating local conditions, politics insists that the peoples find
their solutions even when their hands have been tied institutionally,
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economically, culturally and socially. What is striking in the context of
indigenous peoples is that the responsibilizing targets individuals and com-
munities alike. As neoliberal politics concerns itself only with reforms and
measures that it deems lucrative in terms of cost-effectiveness and profit, all
responsibility for tackling the actual conditions and the dispossession
inherited from the colonial system remains with indigenous individuals
and communities. In Attawapiskat and elsewhere, the peoples have quite
literally been left at the mercy of their worsening and decaying conditions.

What we find pertinent in this neoliberal rationality of responsibilization
is the way in which it takes hold of and clings to the subject. It is up to the
subject to demonstrate that its level of deprivation is adequate and, given
the legal and political frameworks, that it qualifies for any measures that
could alleviate that very deprivation. In terms of indigenous subjects, as we
have discussed throughout this book, the requirement of providing evi-
dence of recognizable difference, authenticity and historical dispossession
actually sustains the peoples’ ongoing exposure to the slowly deteriorating
conditions to which the ruling system turns a blind eye. In order to be
recognized as authentic and as legitimate recipients of what the system calls
legal and political protection, a connection to a place and traditional prac-
tices must be shown. As a result, the peoples are required to stay put in these
designated places and conditions. In effect, what seem like acts of justice and
equality are in fact instances of violent care.

The quasi-responses offered to the biopolitical subject are equally driven
by an interest in nurturing the capacities of the subject and demanding its
active engagement. To prompt even a quasi-response in the first place, the
subject must make strong declarations of its conditions. And even then, it is
the subject itself that is the target of the response, not its conditions. This
epitomizes the biopolitical care of indigeneity—a care that ultimately aban-
dons indigeneity to its own devices.

POLITICS OF HOPE

In meting out recognition and care, politics relies on the subject’s inclina-
tion to hope for a better future. As part of neoliberal responsibilization, the
governing of the subject has come to hijack not only the capacities of the
subject to survive its conditions but also, more importantly, its hopes and
aspirations. Politics has turned to rely on the subject’s desire for better
things in a situation where politics cannot and will not provide the security
and protection that it might have offered before. Fueled by the subject’s
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hope, contemporary neoliberal politics narrates a world where it is up to
individuals to have hope and to envision something better and dream that
these aspirations could change the course of events, for them and for the
world. Increasingly, the political rhetoric has also deployed hope as a tool
for soothing subjects in the midst of the insecurities of the world and
building a faith that patient hopefulness will enable subjects to thrive
(e.g. Kleist and Jansen 2016).

Hope is integral to the ways in which indigenous peoples and their causes
are treated in contemporary politics. As discussed earlier in this chapter,
since its move away from patently coercive practices of colonialism, politics
has been telling the peoples to wait for the improvements that are suppos-
edly on their way. The idea has been that if the peoples only remain patient
and engaged in political processes, internationally and nationally, their
rights will be clarified and their situations resolved. By being included in
political and legal processes, the only thing that the peoples have been
guaranteed to gain is access to ‘waiting room’. Being given a bit of hope
through such inclusion has not meant, and will not mean, that the peoples’
hopes will be realized or that having to wait constitutes a political setting
where they are on equal footing with states. There are still those that hold
the power and those that are expected to “persist in potentiality” (Povinelli
2011, p. 128)—a potentiality defined by those in power.

For subjects and politics alike, hope can exist only when the object of
desire is in sight, even if distant and, at the moment, beyond one’s reach.
Hope requires its endpoint, its point of fulfillment. The utilization of hope
as a tool for governing has also required politics to foster the assumption
that there is an endpoint. In the case of indigeneity, the so-called milestones
in politics and law have engendered an air of progress and functioned as
events to which politics can refer as evidence of the promised progress. In
light of these milestones, for a long time, it has been understandable and
justifiable for the peoples to retain their position in waiting and for the
ruling system to continue convincing them that progress is, indeed, in the
offing. This in-betweenness of having promises in the air and being
expected to wait captures the nature of indigenous peoples’ involvement
in international politics. For the peoples, progress has become one of those
“ghostly matter[s]” (Puar 2007, p. xx)—matters that one can already sniff,
something that is promised and that one can construct one’s future on. The
peoples’ positioning in this game of hopes, promises, progress and perse-
verance has been driven by their institutional inclusion in international
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politics and all the political and legal quasi-responses provided by the ruling
power.

Hope, as such, can be an empowering and enabling force (e.g. Miyazaki
2004; Appadurai 2013). It becomes problematic, however, when it is
harnessed for the purposes of exercising power over those who are most
in need of hope, those who might have no more than hope. As an apparatus
of conducting politics, the offering of hope draws on an inexhaustible
resource. The fulfillment of the hope engendered through promises can
also be postponed indefinitely. Indeed, the fulfillment of hopes is always
located somewhere out there, in a future horizon, a horizon that keeps
receding and thus retains its grip on those who are waiting (Hage 2016).
The temporal scope of hope might exceed that of affected subjects’ exis-
tence; one might end up dying while hoping.

For indigenous peoples and their causes, the time set by the political and
legal systems for delivering on their promises has been a long one. The
peoples’ positioning in the waiting rooms of politics, where they lack the
authority to decide when their hopes might be realized, bears on their very
existence. In the meanwhile, as the political and legal systems have deliber-
ated how to address indigenous issues, the cultural, linguistic and political
marginalization of the peoples has continued. The engendered hopes have
not reversed the peoples’ slow decay, as Povinelli (2011) has also pointed
out. The economic, social, cultural and structural conditions under which
many indigenous peoples live continue to erode. It is noteworthy here that
the way in which international politics detaches indigeneity from the peo-
ples and their lives—indigeneity constructed as a fantasized Other and
imputed a uniformity globally—works for the benefit of that politics. By
bypassing and trivializing the actual conditions, the celebrated milestones of
global politics can continue providing false promises and hopes. The hyped
institutional inclusion of indigenous peoples is one such false promise.

When reflecting on how to find the proper words to describe the
biopolitical control over indigenous subjects in international politics that
takes place through the well-meaning and sympathetic guise of progress,
inclusion and hope, we had a chance to see a theater performance called
CO2lonialNATION (2017) by the Saami Theatre of Kiruna, Sweden. The
performance took up the question of truth and reconciliation processes,
highlighting that there has been no seeing and hearing of the histories of the
Saami people and that these should take place. With allusions to the historical
and current practices of assimilation, racial hygiene and cultural genocide, the
performance reflected on the (in)abilities of the colonial nation, in the end, to
hear—not to mention understand—the peoples’ dispossession. As the actors
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put it, the peoples can see the door that could potentially lead them away from
their deprivation and from the long wait to be treated in an equal and just
manner. Poignantly, they also noted that while the peoples see the door
signaling a promise of change, they have been unable to find the handle that
would allow them to open that door. In the meanwhile, they will just wait
either for the handle to appear or for the door to be opened from the other side.

As the words of the theater manager, Åsa Simma (CO2lonialNATION
2017), so aptly sum up, the colonial practices that cause the peoples
deprivation run deep and are ongoing:

Whom
How shall I begin to give thanks and
show respect to the fact that we are alive
On this land, my people
Our country
They want the essence of life
Hauling us back and forth
Even the last thread in this ragged
attire is worthy to be sold
We the property of headwinds
Naked
Numb
Orphans
But still alive

The peoples are, despite everything, still here and have no other option
than to wait to be heard, finally. While contemporary politics has offered
them a seat in its waiting room, time is long for those who wait. Politics is,
once again, testing the peoples’ ability to persist and persevere, all the while
stifling their politics and chipping away at their claims. In this light, the
empathetic move to include the peoples turns out to be violence through
disregard—the very essence of the biopolitical wave of colonialism.

KILL YOUR DARLINGS?

As we have demonstrated throughout this book, what deserves critical
attention in international politics and its treatment of indigenous peoples
is the deceitful promise of progress. This promise—tantamount to a man-
tra—soothingly reassures that politics is doing its best and is on the right
track. Repeated time and again, it works as an affirmation that inclusion
means better things for the peoples and that the peoples’ ability to adapt and
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their resilience are blessings that will relieve the world of the sins of its
colonial past. The mantra also foretells a future where the peoples have the
right to define the direction of their own lives and that their coping skills will
be of vital importance. Driven by this refrain, global politics has drawn its
attention to the adaptive, resilient and active indigeneity that is to take up
the responsibility of securing its existence for the sake of itself and others. It
is this struggling, yet coping, indigeneity that international politics considers
worthy of its care.

Revealingly, that which is understood to be indigenous entails an
assumption of one surviving on one’s own. Before the term ‘indigenous’
was re-appropriated for the context of human beings, it was used to refer to
flora and fauna characteristic of and native to a particular area (e.g. Niezen
2009). In this context, ‘indigenous’ referred to species’ ability to thrive
under the prevailing conditions without the need for outside interventions
in or modifications to their conditions. Being ‘indigenous’, native flora and
fauna were perceived as having the appropriate capacities that enable them
to continue existing on their own. Now that this term and idea have
traversed from the natural world to human life, similar perceptions of
perseverance have come to apply to those parts of the population that assert
their prior presence in certain areas. Unquestionably, indigenous flora and
fauna can have distinctive and unique characteristics that enable their sur-
vival in particular conditions. However, the question worth reflecting on is:
how applicable is the idea of resilience in the context of peoples whose
‘indigenous’ conditions have been subjected to harsh interventions and
modifications?

The celebration of resilient indigeneity has been beneficial for neoliberal
politics. The ability to draw on the perception of indigenous as something
inherently self-reliant has worked like a dream for a politics that evades
accountability and the potential ‘costs’ that might follow from acknowledg-
ing and assuming such responsibility. By making the peoples themselves
responsible for trying to change or improve their conditions, politics has
succeeded in disavowing its ultimate responsibility for the peoples’ condi-
tions while still retaining its benevolent appearance.

The shift in responsibility and the desire to include indigenous peoples
have positioned them as responsible partners in neoliberal governing. Not
only do they have the responsibility to change and alter their conditions, but
they are required to perform the resistance that their newly gained political
position supposedly allows. As Sutton (2009, p. 196) has observed, if
indigenous peoples are to gain at least some of the rights that they claim,
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they are expected to constantly campaign for their causes: one must be a
‘campaign Aboriginal’. The struggle of trying to secure one’s existence is a
burden placed upon the shoulders of the indigenous subject. Assigning
indigenous peoples to such a reactive position, where they have to be ‘on
call’ constantly, is also a form of power exercised over and through them. It
is a position that wears down its subject and in doing so dilutes the subject’s
cause, creating a system where one can seemingly campaign for one’s whole
life without seeing any significant changes on the ground.

Most significantly, the idea of indigenous peoples as being the sole
responsible campaigners for their rights reproduces the positions of Natives
and Settlers, thus maintaining the colonial dichotomy. The power hierarchy
entailed in this dichotomy historically meant the Settlers’ rule over the
Natives. While it may appear that the political maneuvers emphasizing
indigenous peoples’ active agency, responsibility and self-reliance signify a
lessening of the rule of the Settlers, they actually represent the latest in a
wave of practices to sustain the colonial power set-up. Indigenous claimants,
now given the responsibility for changing their conditions, might seem to
constitute a counterforce against the Settlers. Yet, if anything, the fact
that the peoples’ political presence has increased, allows states to shirk
their responsibility. The Settlers rule by not taking responsibility for the
conditions that they have created. Colonial control has succeeded in
claiming still more territory, the indigenous subject, now subjugated by
responsibilization.

It might be too idealistic to think that the colonial patterns that clearly
continue to exist could be undone. However, if global politics even tried to
break free from its colonial set-up—a change that could result in having
fewer hierarchies and biases and more genuine awareness—it would have to
kill its ‘darlings’. By darlings we mean all those things that global politics
treasures in the indigeneity it desires to include. This object of desire is a
fantastic artifact—in the literal sense of the word—a wish list including the
expectation of indigeneity as the peculiar Other as well as the unwavering
requirement of its resilience and responsibility. One of the ‘darlings’ of
global politics is its obsession for instrumental inclusion and the idea of
this inclusion as a solution. Making real progress would mean international
politics letting all of this go. Instead of seeking shelter in simple binaries,
politics would need to come to terms with the complexity and variety of
indigeneity. It would need to finally step out of its comfort zone, where it
has not had to make any sacrifices, and to look beyond its narrow,
now-polarized perspectives.
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